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1. Social Security Benefits, Enhancing Resources and Improving Sanitation in
Bearhatty Gram Panchayat, Nilgiris, Tamil Nadu
- Centre for Budget and Policy Studies,Bengaluru.
Profile of Bearhatty Gram Panchayat
Bearhatty is situated in Coonoor block of the Nilgiris district in Tamil Nadu.It is situated 14 kilometers
from the district headquarters at Udhagamandalam. It consists of thirteen hamlets (Bearhatty,
Kambola, Kamarajapuram, Indra Nagar, Annai Nagar, Arul Nagar, Mel Bharath Nagar, Kalkuzhi,
KilBharath Nagar, Forestdale, Shanmuga Nagar, Chinna Bandhisholai and Lions Colony). It is located
close to the Wellington Cantonment Area.
Most of the villagers are employed as agricultural labourers in the surrounding tea plantations. In the
block, the main sources of employment are plantations of tea, coffee, pepper, sandalwood, cardamom
and clove.
Given its locations on the hills and heavy forest cover, wild animals such as bisons, elephants and
cheetahs are frequently sighted in the area. It is also a site of tourism, which in the recent past has
resulted in more and more land being acquired for the purposes of construction of hotels and lodges,
posing a threat to the bio-diversity of the region.Coonoor block is attempting to turn into a plasticfree zone.
The Badaga community is the dominant population in the GP as well as in the district. The GP has five
Adi Dravida (SC/ST) colonies.
The GP has three primary schools within its jurisdiction. However, there is only one playground
available at the Bearhatty Panchayat Union Primary School. Children have to go to neighbouring
villages or taluk headquarters for middle and high schools.The GP has two public distribution shops.
For other facilities such as railway station and markets, the people need to visit Coonoor, the block
headquarter or Wellignton Barracks.
The Panchayat office is located in Bearhatty
hamlet. The Panchayat is headed by president
and comprises nine ward members.

Awards and Recognition
The Panchayat has received a number
of awards. The following Table provides
information about the awards received
from the Central and State governments.
In addition, the Panchayat president has
also received awards from private bodies in
recognition of her efforts in various areas.
The Panchayat president has recently been
nominated to be a member of the Central
Steering Committee constituted under the
Rajiv Gandhi Panchayat Sashaktikaran
Abhiyan (RGPSA) with the objective of
providing overall policy direction and
monitoring the progress of the scheme.
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Table 1: List of Awards Won by Bearhatty GP
Name of the Award

For

Awarded by

Nirmal Gram Puraskar

Total Sanitation

The President of India

Uthamar Gandhi Gram
Panchayat Award

Best Panchayat

Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu

Year of Award
2008
2008-09

Award for Effective and
Eradication of Child
Efficient Work Done for
Labour
Eradicating Child Labour

Department of Labour,
Government of Tamil Nadu

2008

District Collector’s
Award

District Collector

2008

Rashtriya Ekta Samman
Award

Governor, Tamil Nadu

2010

Gurudev Rabindranath
Tagore Samman

Governor, Tamil Nadu

2011

Ministry of Panchayati Raj,
Government of India

2012

Panchayat Sashaktikaran Puraskar

Upliftment and
welfare of the
Panchayat

Panchayat
Performance

Performance and Functioning of Bearhatty Gram Panchayat
The following graph shows the performance of the Panchayat across various Panchayat Empowerment
and Accountability Incentive Scheme (PEAIS) indicators. The Table below the graph provides details
of the performance across various indicators. What emerges from these is that while the GP has
performed tasks that it is mandated to do, in some cases it has not followed prescribed procedures
or maintained records such as establishing and conducting meetings of Standing Committees. The
performance of Bearhatty Panchayat is directly linked with the performance and leadership style
of its president. The president, Mrs. Rajeswari Devadass has been serving as president since 2006,
this being her second term. This implied stability and consistency in the leadership which, to a large
extent, is the determining factor behind certain best practices witnessed in the Panchayat. This section
analyses the management practices and style, as it helps in explaining some of the PEAIS scores and
also the best practices described later.
Diagram 1: Performance of Bearhatty Gram Panchayat as per PEAIS Indicators

Source: Bearhatty Panchayat Proposal for PEAIS Award.
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Table 2: Details of Performance of Bearhatty GP as per PEAIS
Indicator

Remarks

Panchayat
Functioning

Panchayat Meetings
• Held 15 meetings when the mandated is 12
• No meeting was cancelled due to lack of quorum
• Agenda and minutes circulated
Gram Sabhas
• Six meetings held against the mandated four
• No adjournment due to lack of quorum
• Sufficiently represented by marginsalised (SC/Women)
• Minutes maintained
• Social Audit of MGNREGA/PDS conducted
Standing Committees
• Standing committees formed on appointment/welfare/health, water and
sanitation / PDS / works / agricultural products / education
• No meetings were however conducted

Management of
Personnel
and Capacity Building

Training of Elected Representatives
• Panchayat President attended Panchayati Raj Department’s Training
Programmes
Officials at Panchayat Meetings
• Attended by officials of rural development/revenue/health/electricity board/
horticulture / cooperative / highways / social welfare / police / transport
Review of Work of Officials
• Sharing of officials’ experiences but no review of work done by officials

Planning
and Budget
Formulation

Preparation of Annual Plan
• Annual plan prepared and submitted in advance
Process of Preparation of Plan
• Discussed in gram sabha / with various stakeholders with their suggestions
being partially incorporated
Budget
• Budget prepared as per norms. Gender budget also prepared

Income
Generation

Planning for Own Income
• Six acres of Panchayat land has been leased for rent
• However, no new assets for income generation created
Collection of Dues
• House tax and professional tax was collected
Voluntary Contributions
• Donations in the sectors of health, education, disaster relief were received by
the Panchayat from NGOs and local trusts.
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Indicator

Remarks

Performance Physical Achievement
• Physical targets set under KHS/ IAY/RIS and MGNREGS were successfully met
Expenditure Against Allotment
• Allocated amount under various schemes was spent
Expenditure on SC/ST
• Earmarked allocation was expended
Expenditure on Women
• Nil
Expenditure of Untied Funds
• Nil
Civic Duties
1. 100 per cent streetlight coverage
2. 100 per cent drainage facility
3. Nirmal Gram Puraskar awardee
4. 100 per cent registration of birth and death
Panchayat and Local Insitution
• Strenghthening of schools, PDS shops, health facilities and anganwadis
Community Groups
• SHGs. women groups, minority groups, youth groups, SC/ST groups
Special Initiatives
• Differently abled, HIV+, sex-workers, lepers. Awarded for initiative taken for
abolition of child labour by the district.
IEC Initiatives
• Social issues such as unsociability, child labour, inter-caste marriage
• Local issues such as family problems, marital issues and property litigations
Accountability and
Transparency

Maintenance of Accounts
• GP accounts are maintained in prescribed format, updated and authenticated
and have been placed befor the gram sabha. They are however not
computerised.
Audit
• Only 11 out of 54 audit paras are pending
Grievance Redress Mechanism
• 31 grievances were received and all were addressed
Compliance to RTI Act
• One application received and replied. (Not sent to appeal).

Source: Bearhatty Panchayat Proposal for PEAIS Award.
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Enabling Management Practices
a. Frequent Gram Sabhas in Changing Locations: Gram sabhas are conducted regularly and
frequently in Bearhatty, as mentioned in the PEAIS score Table. These sabhas are conducted
in different hamlets on rotation to ensure that people from all parts of the Panchayat get an
opportunity to participate. This has resulted in improving attendance at these meetings as
well as increasing awareness levels among the public about the activities of the Panchayat.
b. Enabling President-member Relationship: The president and ward members share cordial
and warm relationship which helps in decision making and delivery of services. According
to the members of the GP as well as the records maintained, these meetings are held on a
monthly basis and act as platforms to raise issues, discuss and reach consensus which act as
the basis for the GPs decisions. The president is aware of the needs and conditions of different
wards, and is also aware of the personal strengths and limitations of the ward members. Her
caring attitude towards the ward members has helped her strengthen working relationship.
c.

Regular GP-Community Communication: The nine ward members serve as the link between
their respective wards and people. Regular communication between the GP members and
people serves as a feedback channel helping the GP understand the issues better.

d. Contextual Planning and Allocation: An effort to plan and allocate finances taking
contextual needs of the respective wards was visible in this Panchayat. The distribution of
PEAIS Award Money is an example. Bearhatty GP was awarded H 9 lakh for winning the PEAIS
award. The money was disbursed equally among the 9 wards. The tagline that they decided
to adopt was 9 lakhs- 9 wards. The works undertaken varied from one to the other: while it
included improving of drainage facilities in one ward, the other ward decided to improve the
graveyard facilities, and so on. The priorities were decided through gram sabha meetings
ensuring that communities also had a say in the decision.
e.

Active Media Relationship Building: The GP president has engaged in building relationship
with local journalists leading to high visibility in the media. The activities and achievements of
the GP are regularly covered giving the GP a wide publicity, which in turn helped in resource
generation and gaining recognition.
As mentioned earlier, the enthusiastic leadership where the GP president herself makes a lot
of efforts in terms of running around to get permissions and sanctions has played a major
role in the GPs performance. However, it has also led to undermining of certain processes
such as inability to constitute and conduct of the Standing Committees meetings. As other
mechanisms such as monthly ward member meeting and regular gram sabha have been
taking care of the issues, the absence of Standing Committee meetings have not had any
adverse effect on the functioning of the GP.
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Good Practices
This section documents some of the successful initiatives of the Panchayat that can easily be termed
as best practices. These are:
•

Enabling the needy citizens to access and receive social security benefits (pensions)

•

Accessing and enhancing resources through diverse means and sources

•

Improving the sanitation condition of the Panchayat

a. Enabling the needy citizens to access and receive social security benefits (pensions)
The Nilgiris district in Tamil Nadu records the lowest number of beneficiaries of social pension schemes
while Bearhatty GP boasts of being one of the highest in the State. Bearhatty Gram Panchayat
took special initiatives to enlist all eligible beneficiaries and help them access their social security
entitlements. The details of the benefits that these pensions carry in Tamil Nadu are given in Annex.
Most people reported receiving a monthly pension of nearly H 1000.
In 2006, the new by - elected GP president realised that only two persons from the Panchayat were
receiving the pensions whereas the number of eligible persons appeared to be much larger. Lack of
awareness and cumbersome procedures of getting the application sanctioned appeared to be the two
major hurdles. The GP tried to address these through the following measures:
Step 1 - Awareness camps: The GP organised a series of camps in 2007-2008 to spread awareness
about various social security pension schemes, their eligibility criteria and application processes.
At these camps people were informed about different social pension schemes provided for by the
government, the eligibility criteria and the documents needed to enroll under this scheme. GP
members played a pivotal role in mobilising people to attend these camps as well as to help them in
organising the necessary documents to enlist under these schemes.
Step 2 - Assistance in submission of applications and their processing: The block development
office is responsible for collection, scrutiny and recommendation of applications for social security
pensions. The GP provided and continues to provide assistance to eligible citizens in submitting their
applications and following these up.
Step 3 - Use of GP resources to fasten the sanction process: During 2007-09, a large number
of applications with all necessary documentations from eligible persons were submitted to the block
office. However, the block office was not prepared to process such large numbers and cited the
‘shortage of manpower’ as the reasons to explain the delays in processing. Having mobilised a large
number of people to apply and ignited their hopes, the GP did not want to allow such hurdles to
derail the process. The Bearhatty GP decided through consensus and appointed a person in the block
office to assist them in the processing of the applications. The GP met all the costs of this additional
staff till the time all the backlog applications from Bearhatty Panchayat were cleared. Since then the
number of new applicants has reduced but the GP continues to assist eligible citizens in accessing the
schemes.
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The Impact
As a result of these efforts from the GP, the number of pension beneficiaries in Bearhatty Panchayat
has gone up from 2 in 2006 to a total of 652 in 2013 (Table 3). Eliciting from a large number of
beneficiaries in two localities revealed that these pensions fulfill their role of providing an assured
source of income for those who do not have any other form of support. A large number of old men
and women, widows and destitute persons reported using the pension for leading an independent
and dignified life. While some consider the pension amount of H 1000 per month to be insufficient,
they acknowledge the important role it has played in giving them the sense of security and stability.
Some of them supplement their social pension income to MGNREGA earnings. A number of them
reported being at the mercy of their children who often abandoned or ill-treated them till they started
receiving the pensions. They also reported absence of any malpractice in the delivery, as the pensions
are disbursed regularly through a Bank Delivery Van in the first half of each month.
Table 3: Number of Pension Scheme Beneficiaries Enrolled in Bearhatty GP
Year /period
New Beneficiaries
under Pension
Schemes

Up to
2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

Total

2

10

300

90

25

75

125

25

652

Source: Bearhatty Gram Panchayat Documents.

b. Accessing and enhancing resources through diverse means and sources
The GP has successfully mobilised resources in various forms. While some of these are in the form of
donations and individual contributions, others relate to generation of own source revenue through
diverse means. What is remarkable here is the ability of the GP to identify the possibility of accessing
some resource and then pursuing that with perseverance to secure that access.
However, the record keeping and documentation of these efforts are weak and there is ample scope
for improvement.
Mobilising resources for schools: The GP has tried to take advantage of all possible routes to
generate resource for local schools. Three important sources have been tapped for this purpose. One
of those was the Badaga community persons living outside the Nilgiris. The president approached
them for donations appealing to their sense of responsibility towards their home land and it worked
well. The GP also houses several tea estates and therefore, has the presence of affluent business
families. The president mobilised resources approaching these families. The third source has been the
army officers and their families as the GP also extends to part of the Wellington Cantonment area.
While in some cases the donations are received in cash, they are received in kind too. Some of the
results of these efforts were very much visible in the local schools:
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School Furniture: All the three schools under the
GP are equipped with child-friendly furniture. The
government usually does not supply furniture to
primary schools and sitting on the floor can be a
little difficult in this area because of the cold climatic
conditions. The funds for this initiative were raised
from local donors and names of the donors are
displayed. The furniture is well-designed for small
children and allows regroupings to suit childfriendly pedagogical practices.

Uniforms: The State government distributes
three sets of uniforms per child. An additional
set of uniform is purchased with the
donations received by the GP from private
donors. The GP collects funds, purchases the
uniforms centrally and distributes among the
school going children who attend the three
government schools in the GP.

Connecting with NGOs for funds and disaster relief: In addition, the GP also played active role in
establishing links with NGOs and other institutions for fund raising purposes. The area experienced
devastating floods a few years ago. The GP played an important role in raising funds through NGOs
and some charitable institutions to provide relief to flood affected victims. Relief was distributed in the
form of food, clothes and other materials. The GP has also been successful in generating funds for
other aspects such as building toilets.
Panchayat’s own tea plantation: The GP owns six acres of tea plantation area which until recently
was poorly maintained. This had resulted in over-growth of tea and other shrubs in the area, making it a haven for wild animals. Some parts had also been encroached upon by some villagers. In the
past, the Panchayat had not shown much interest and therefore, people had started viewing it as no
means. The GP president undertook several steps to first clear the dense overgrowth, remove weeds
and reclaim the tea estate. Once the estate was ready for plantation, the GP started the process to
lease it out. The estate has currently been leased out at H 31,000 per annum for a period of 3 years.
This is the first attempt to utilise land in the last 25 years.
Forest land revenue: The Panchayat owned nine acres of forest land. Although it held the patta for
this land, the revenue generated used to go to the Revenue Department of the State government.
This was despite the fact that GP was responsible for the maintenance of the land. The GP took the
initiative to stake claim to the revenue from this land. To achieve this, it submitted three Jamabandis
with the Revenue Department and the local Tehsil Office. After a lot of running around and pursuing,
it finally got the orders in 2011. The GP is now receiving the money generated through the minor
forest produce and other revenue from this land. Although the revenue through this source is small,
it is seen as a significant development from the perspective of gaining the GP’s control over its own
resources.
8
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Impact on Own Source Revenue (OSR)
The Own Source Revenue (OSR) of the Panchayat has doubled during the five-year period of 200809 and 2012-13 (Table 4). Since the area is affluent and amenable for business, the tax collection
capacity is relatively higher. House tax forms an important component of the total Own Source
Revenue. The share of OSR in total revenue has also gone up from 22 to 26 per cent, this being higher
in intervening years (Table 5). The contribution from tea plantation and forest land is relatively small
but is likely to go up in future.
Table 4: Own Source Revenue (OSR) of Bearhatty GP
Source

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

260847

270737

331992

347687

516124

12057

24129

8188

7382

24080

7350

14195

31050

31520

35340

Library Tax

26179

27180

33301

34874

51729

Building/License Fee

38946

6590

79513

61654

71161

Sales tax

11304

22708

7705

6825

-

Income from Tea Plantation

10000

10000

31000

-

-

Income from rights of the forest
products sold

-

-

-

-

12000

Bank Interest and other income1

29015

22234

32432

147030

94572

3500

-

-

-

-

12474

8526

7684

7484

16476

411672

406299

562865

644456

821482

House Tax
Professional Tax
Business Tax

Sale of Items (old items, iron
bars, etc.)
Fees and Surcharges2
Total

Source: Bearhatty Gram Panchayat Annual Budgets.
1: This includes interest received from bank and other income.
2: This includes registration fees, advertisement fees; D&O license fee, surcharge, and education tax.

Table 5: Share of OSR in Total Receipts for Bearhatty GP

OSR
Total Receipts*
Share of OSR in Total Receipts (in %)

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

411672

406299

562865

644456

821482

1892040

1857298

1818481

2120990

3102502

21.75

21.87

30.95

30.38

26.47

Source: Bearhatty Gram Panchayat Annual Budgets
*The total receipts are taken before adding opening balance.
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Note: For 2010-11, award money on account of Uthamar Gandhi Best Panchayat Prize of H 5,00,000
was subtracted in the calculation of total receipts. For 2012-13, award money from PEAIS of H 9,00,000
was subtracted in the calculation of total receipts.
Tables 4 and 5 do not reflect the amount of resources that have been mobilised through GP efforts
but disbursed directly to schools or other institutions/individuals/households. It would be a good
practice to keep separate records of the resources generated through various other sources in cash or
kind, source of contribution, year, purpose and the name of the recipient organisation / household /
individual as the case may be.
c. Improving the sanitation condition of the Panchayat
Bearhatty Gram Panchayat was awarded the Nirmal Gram Puraskar in 2008. This appears to be
a well-deserved recognition as 600 individual household toilets were constructed during the
immediately preceding year (2007-08). The discussions with the president revealed that this was
her first “mission” after becoming the GP president. Being a resident of the Panchayat, she had
often noticed the practice of open defecation being common among many people, especially those
belonging to poorer economic groups.A strong motivation to end this practice led her to work hard
on promoting sanitation facilities in the GP area.
Step 1: Awareness Building: The community, especially the areas that needed the toilets most,
did not at all have any idea about the need for healthy sanitation practices. Thus, the GP had to first
spread awareness about sanitation and its importance for a healthy life. Awareness campaigns were
organised in different parts of the GP for this purpose. Next challenge was to deal with the lack of
knowledge about the uses, need and benefits from individual household toilets. To address this need,
the GP decided to target school children and through them reach their parents. School children were
primarily targeted and used as a medium of sowing interest, raising awareness and pressuring their
parents to take toilet construction on a priority basis. An intensive campaign was launched in schools
for this purpose.
Step 2: Support in accessing subsidy / loans: In order to facilitate the construction of toilets, the
GP assisted interested households in seeking loans from banks for the same and to access the subsidy
that was being provided by the Government. These efforts included providing information, forwarding
applications and also help in getting sanctions. As a result, the number of individual household toilets
increased from only 60 in 2005-06 to 761 in 2012-13. As mentioned earlier, 600 of these were built
in a single year 2007-08 (Table 6). The management of the subsidy, however, appeared to be an issue
in some cases. A number of households reported that they had not received the subsidy funds though
the construction has been completed.
Table 6: Number of Individual Toilets in Bearhatty GP
Year
Individual
Household
Toilets

Up to
2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

Total

60

50

600

20

8

9

7

7

761

Source: Bearhatty Gram Panchayat Documents.
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Step 3 - Accessing NGOs and other organisations for public/community toilets construction:
The GP also accessed local non-government sources for building toilets and improving the sanitation
conditions. One such example is money generated through RDO Trust, a local NGO active in the
Nilgiris. This was used for building both individual household and public complexes in the localities
where the inhabitants found it difficult to provide the matching grant needed to access the government
subsidy to build toilets.

The Impact
One visible impact of the sanitation campaign is absence of open defecation sights that were
apparently very common till a few years ago. However, a number of households reported that current
water crisis was forcing them to resort to open defecation again despite the presence of toilets within
the premises. Water crisis was reported to be serious in some hamlets. This shows that access to
regular source of water is a necessary condition for toilets to be regularly used.
The GP president also reported the maintenance of public toilets as a major area of concern.She
described the fund allocations for maintenance to be inadequate. The GP hires part time sanitary
workers using its own resources; this was reported to be insufficient.Thus, while the construction of
toilets was undertaken in mission mode with intense information and education activities, its execution
in the later stages of the process seem to have faltered with the issues of water supply and delayed
reimbursement. Hence, renewed efforts need to be made to ensure that the original objectives of
improving the sanitary conditions are met while making sanitation an intrinsic aspect in the lives of
the people in the GP.
The GP is in the process of taking further steps in improving the sanitary conditions in the GP in
the form of a Solid Waste Management Plant within the GP jurisdiction. For this, they have started
collecting segregated waste (of three kinds: biodegradable, non-biodegradable and glass) from the
households. The part time sanitary workers hired by the GP assist in this collection process. The GP
has also identified a plot of land for the setting up of the SWM plant.
It is difficult to assess the impact on health status without studying the health records. However,
people’s perception is that the cases of illnesses such as diarrhea have gone down.

Other Noteworthy Initiatives
The GP has organised a number of awareness campaigns on varied issues such as sexual abuse, HIV/
AIDS awareness, alcoholism and de-addiction, safety and security of women in collaboration with
local NGOs and activists. These campaigns have been of great help in creating awareness.

Conclusion
The Bearhatty Gram Panchayat’s performance is highly dependent on the president’s leadership skills
and other attributes. The president’s position is reserved for women and the reservation lasts for two
terms in Tamil Nadu. This is her second term as president. We try to discern the factors that have
helped in good performance of the GP by classifying those into two major categories: (i) Personal
attributes, and (ii) Policy and institutional factors.
Personal Attributes of the President
The interaction with the president and others helped us churn out the following three dimensions as
the most important factors in making her a good leader:
•   Education
The President is highly educated and well-exposed. She has a Masters in Science (M. Sc.) in Child
11
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Development and Family Relationships. She was
also conferred an honorary doctorate by the
International Tamil University, Maryland, USA in
2011. She was previously employed as a teacher
in St. Hildas School in Ooty. She has also worked
with differently-abled children. These experiences,
according to her, gave her an opportunity to
interact with the most marginalised, and developed
a sense of social responsibility.
Being educated, she is highly confident and
articulate, which helps her in the meetings
especially with the district collector or army officers
or the business community located in the Panchayat. She is able to articulate and therefore, commands
a lot of respect among officials. Being highly educated gives her an edge over many others who are
not as educated.
•   Socially / politically networked
The president comes from an affluent family with a history of engaging in social and community
activities. Her family’s network facilitates her social enterprising skills in tapping new sources of
donations and contributions. Most of the donors who have come forward are people who are known
to her through her family, thereby making them more approachable and responsive to her requests.
This has enhanced her performance as the president of the GP.
She is a widow in her late 50s. She derives strong support and strength from her son who encouraged
her to contest the election for the first term. Her son is a young business man and the president of a
Tamil film actor fan club. This allows him access to Youth Clubs and other similar organisations that
helped the president in the campaigns as well as in later functioning. However, he does not partake
in the daily running of the Panchayat.
•   Highly motivated and ambitious
Mrs. Devadass is a highly motivated, social-work oriented and caring person. She appeared to have
a genuine interest in the welfare of the community, which she channelised through her role as the
president of the Gram Panchayat. She is also politically ambitious though does not have definite plans.
She is aware of the fact that the Badaga community, to which she belongs, is under-represented in the
State Assembly and the Council of Ministers, and therefore, there is scope for people with leadership
qualities and proven track record.
Policy and Institutional Factors
The analysis of the GP performance and interaction with a cross-section of stakeholders helped us cull
out the following policy and institutional factors that seem to have played a role:
•   Reservation for women seems to work
In general, the feedback about the president being effective was linked to her being a woman;
this included the officials she deals with as well as the people belonging to the Panchayat. Women
are perceived to be ‘more honest, sincere and responsive’. In most cases, the officials attributed
these features to the majority of women presidents that they are dealing with. It can be inferred
that reservation for women seems to help not only in providing an opportunity but also in terms of
governance and performance of the Panchayat.
12
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•   Two consecutive term reservation helps
Mrs. Devadass is currently serving her second term as president. She said that her re-election has
made her much more confident and encouraged her to do more for the community. She is now much
better acquainted with the issues the Panchayat has, more aware of her duties and responsibilities,
and more experienced in dealing with the official procedures and requirements. Therefore, it emerges
that it helps to have the roaster for reservation continue for two terms in order to enable the candidates
get a better grip of the role and improves their performance.
•   Training has limited impact
The officials interacted with highlighted that though the Panchayat members attend to training
programmes, they do not attach much importance to it and therefore, do not benefit from those. This
was identified as a general issue for the whole State and not specific to this Panchayat. The Panchayat
members felt that most training programmes just provide information and are not much helpful. What
emerges is a need to revisit the training strategy and delivery in order to make it more relevant and
meaningful.
•   Awards help in motivating
Recognition and awards have indeed helped in raising the motivation level of the Panchayat members
and president. The GP president shared that she was not aware of any award when she joined as
president but was happy to receive them, and now looks forward to further recognition from diverse
sources. Other ward members also demonstrated a sense of pride in having bagged those awards
and it was clear that these have played a role in keeping the motivation level high. The awards also
help in gaining respect from officials and others, and making them more responsive towards the GP’s
needs.
The analysis of the GP performance also led to emergence of two concerns that have a bearing
on the GP performance. One is the fact that the GP’s performance is essentially linked with the
president’s performance. This raises some issues about institutional development. The other is the
dependence on State government for schemes which change if the political parties in power change.
Some programmes come to an end abruptly making it difficult for the Panchayats to explain. We are
merely highlighting these issues here as they are not specific to this GP.
Annex 1: Details of available pension schemes (Centre and State)
Name of Scheme

Provider

Eligibility

Amount

1. Indira Gandhi
National Old
Age Pension

Central Scheme Age 60 years and above BPL
(part of NSAP)
Must have no source of income
Must not possess property value more
than H 5000
Must not be professional beggars

Central Contribution:
H 200 pm (uptil 79 years)
H 500 (80 years and above)
Additionally the State might
contribute

2. Indira Gandhi
National
Disabled
Pension

Central Scheme Age 18 years to 59 years
(part of NSAP)
80% disability and above BPL
Must have no source of income
Must not possess property value more
than H 5000
Must not be professional beggars

Central Contribution:
H 200 pm
Additionally the State might
contribute
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Name of Scheme

Provider

Eligibility

Amount

3. Indira Gandhi
Central Scheme Age 40 to 59 years
National Widow (part of NSAP)
BPL
Pension
Must have no source of income
Must not possess property value more
than H 5000
Must not be professional beggars
Shouldn’t have remarried

Central Contribution:
H 200 pm
Additionally the State might
contribute

4. Destitute
Widow Pension

State Scheme
(Govt of TN)

Age 18 years and above
Must have no source of income
Must not possess property value more
than H 5000
Must not be professional beggars
Shouldn’t have remarried

H 400/ month
2 kgs of rice for those
taking nutritious meals
4 kgs of rice for those not
taking nutritious meals
Diwali/ Pongal – 1 sari/
woman or 1 dhoti/ man

5. Disabled
Pension

State Scheme
(Govt of TN)

Age 45 years and above
(no age limit for the blind)
Must not be supported by son
(or son’s son aged above 20 years)
Must have no source of income
Must not possess property value more
than H 5000
Must not be professional beggars
Unfit to work
(In special cases District Collector can
award beneficiaries below 45 years)

H 400/ month
2 kgs of rice for those
taking nutritious meals
4 kgs of rice for those not
taking nutritious meals

6. Destitute
Agriculture
Labourer
Pension

State Scheme
(Govt of TN)

Age 60 years and above
Must not be supported by son (or son’s
son aged above 20 years)
Must have no source of income
Must not possess property value more
than H 5000
Must not be professional beggars

H 400/ month
2 kgs of rice for those
taking nutritious meals
4 kgs of rice for those not
taking nutritious meals

7. Deserted and
Destitute Wives
Pension

State Scheme
(Govt of TN)

Age: 30 years and above
Residing in Tamil Nadu
Separated/ living alone for 5 years
Must have no source of income
Must not possess property value more
than H 5000
Must not be professional beggars

H 400/ month
2 kgs of rice for those
taking nutritious meals
4 kgs of rice for those not
taking nutritious meals

8. Destitute
Spinsters
Pension

State Scheme
(Govt of TN)

Age: 50 years and above
Unmarried
Must have no source of income
Must not possess property value more
than H 5000
Must not be professional beggars

H 400/ month
2 kgs of rice for those
taking nutritious meals
4 kgs of rice for those not
taking nutritious meals

Source: National Social Assistance Programme website and Government of Tamil Nadu website.
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2. Total Sanitation Campaign in Dakshina Kannada Zilla Panchayat, Karnataka
- Centre for Budget and Policy Studies, Bengaluru.
Profile of the District
Dakshina Kannada (previously called as South Kanara) is located in South-West Karnataka and a
coastal district. The total geographical area of this district is 4770 sq. km.

Demographic Features
Table 1: Details of Self-Government Institutions, Villages and Habitations
Taluks/Blocks

5

Hoblies

17

Gram Panchayats

203

Revenue Villages

368

Habitations

3292

Total Rural Population (under Zilla Panchayat-ZP)

13,66,922

Total geographical area of this Zilla Panchayat

7,99,205 hectares

Normal Rainfall

3900mm

No. of ZP members

35

No. of TP members

129

No. of GP members

3265

Source: Zilla Panchayat, Dakshina Kannada.

Table 2: Vital Developmental Indicators
State

District

75.60

88.62

INR 26015

INR 37843

Gender Development Index

0.64

0.71

Human Development Index

0.65

0.72

Birth Rate

21.8

11.2

Death Rate

7.2

3.75

Infant Mortality Rate (IMR)

195

60.9

Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR)

195

60.9

Percentage of BPL

28.51

17.84

Safe Delivery (institutional)

83.34

99.11

Literacy Rate (Reference Year)
Per Capita Income

Source: Zilla Panchayat, Dakshin Kannada.
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Agriculture is the main activity of the population in the district, with major crops grown are paddy,
areca nut, coconut, cashew nut, rubber and vegetables. Other than this, people are engaged in
fisheries and beedi rolling. The district is much ahead in education, literature, banking and business
(hotel). The district of Dakshina Kannada consists of 5 taluks (Mangalore, Bantwal, Puttur, Sullia and
Belthangady).

Management of Zilla Panchayat
The Zilla Panchayat (ZP) is headed by the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The main administrative
officers are: Deputy Secretary, Director (Planning), Chief Planning Officer and Chief Accounts Officer.
Dakshina Kannada Zilla Panchayat (ZP) is housed in its own three-storied building with sufficient office
space. All its wings are equipped with computer and internet facilities. The practice of computerised
management system is very common in all the divisions of the ZP. The public too can use it at nominal
cost.
The Zilla Panchayat under the leadership of the ZP president conducts regular meetings once in two
months. As per the records and information given by ZP officials, no meetings were called off due to
lack of quorum in 2010-11 & 2011-12. In the meetings, all the resolutions were unanimously passed.
The meeting proceedings have been recorded. The ZP members are proactive and do not hesitate to
raise issues that affect their constituency. There are five standing committees. Each of the standing
committees consists of 7 members including the committee president. There exists a well established
practice of discussing all the departmental level action plans in the standing committees. Once the
action plans are approved in the standing committees, the plans are sent to the General Body of the
ZP, where they are discussed.
Besides this, the Zilla Panchayat (ZP) conducts meetings of Karnataka Development Progress Review,
once in a month. The president, standing committee presidents, CEO and the CPO are present in this
meeting. Twenty one government departments at the district level come under the purview of the ZP.
In this meeting, the monthly progress is presented by the departmental respective heads. Further, the
progress is reviewed and plans are prepared for future action with suggestions from the president and
the standing committee members. The ZP has a healthy practice of conducting inter-departmental
meetings.

Transparency and Accountability
The Zilla Panchayat publishes an Annual Administrative Report every year.,is published in the local
language. The report carries details of meetings held, members who attended them, honorarium paid
to the president and the vice-president, total funds received (plan and non-plan) and corresponding
expenditure, job vacancies announced and filled, the number of elected members and officials who
have attended the training programmes, number and kinds of grievances addressed, departmental
progress, developmental works progress, etc. The annual report is medium of disseminating information
about all departments under the ZP’s purview. The Zilla Panchayat created its own website. The
meetings and proceedings, including that of General Body meetings of ZP, are uploaded so that the
public can view them. The ZP has also uploaded its action plan on the website.

Good Practices
a. Successful Total Sanitation Campaign in the District
Dakshina Kannada district attained the status of ’Open Defecation Free District’ under the country-wide
‘Total Sanitation Campaign’ with efforts by various stakeholders such as the elected representatives,
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officials, local youth clubs, NGOs, school children,
teachers, anganwadi workers, media, SHGs,
individuals, etc.
In the year 2000, Dakshina Kannada Zilla
Panchayat, piloted the total sanitation programme
in the district, through Central and State funds. But
nothing much was achieved till 2005 except for the
construction of 3500 toilets. On October 2, 2005,
Total Sanitation Campaign was re-launched in the
district. As part of the campaign, ZP undertook a
survey to assess the sanitation status in the district.
The survey findings revealed that 95010 families
(61 per cent) had no toilets. Out of these families,
25532 families were above the poverty line (APL).
As a first step, the ZP took initiative to build the capacities of the various stakeholders, who would
be directly involved in the Total Sanitation Campaign. Accordingly, various training programmes
were conducted for the Zilla and Taluk (block) Panchayat members, GP presidents, GP secretaries,
departmental officials at different levels, etc. Other than these stakeholders, school teachers,
anganwadi workers, health workers, literacy animators, NGO representatives and SHG leaders were
also trained.
While implementing the scheme, the district faced a major challenge and that was with respect to the
norms of the scheme. As per the norms of the Central government, only H 1200 was to be provided to
each BPL family to construct one toilet. In 2005, the minimum cost for constructing toilet was around
H 4000. This was because the district had hard laterite soil. As a result, the labour cost for digging the
pits was high.
In response to this challenge, Ira Gram Panchayat in Bantwal block came up with the idea of
undertaking Shramadan. The secretary, members and the families who understood the importance of
toilets, took personal interest and mobilised a few people in the Panchayat and dug the pits for the
toilets in a ST colony. Some of the materials for the toilet construction were donated by the locals. The
boys of “Champion Cricketers” (a local cricket team) became the torch bearers for the Shramadan that
was scheduled for late hours in the night. Various youth groups, bhajan mandals, mahila mandals,
students’ federations, SHGs and students of a MSW college followed suit. Under TSC, wall writings
were done on anganwadis, bus stops and government schools. A sanitation policy was drafted by the
Gram Panchayat and this was circulated to every household.
This became a big news in the district that motivated various other Gram Panchayats in the taluk. The
members of the Union of Secretaries came together and undertook Shramadan in the nights and dug
pits for the toiletless households. This motivated other groups like the GP clerks, bill collectors, youth
groups, literacy animators, SHG members, etc., to get involved in the Shramadan. Gram Panchayats
like Manchi, Kurnad, Balekuni followed the model of Ira Panchayat which later got adopted by most
of the GPs in the taluk. Apart from Shramadan, donors provided materials for the construction of the
toilets. In Golthamajal Gram Panchayat, through shramadan 110 toilets were constructed in one
day. This became a record event in the district. The news about this taluk got spread to the other
taluks. Various teams were formed to undertake Shramadan for the Total Sanitation Campaign. Zilla
Panchayat members undertook initiatives and in Hosangady GP of Belthangady taluk, formed village
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level Shramadan groups. With the help of Shramadan and the donors, GPs were able to reach the
targets of TSC. In all the GPs, there was a high level of people’s participation in terms of Shramadan
and donating huge amounts.
Meanwhile, the Director of Karnataka Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Agency, (Ms. N.T. Abroo)
and her team visited Ira GP. They stayed overnight and discussed issues related to the construction
of toilets. She was proactive to the problems faced and arranged for a ‘compressor’ (which was in
Mysore) to help dig the toilet pits. The GPs used this compressor to dig the pits and this enabled them
to dig more pits.
Other steps undertaken by the Zilla Panchayat to reach the targets were:


Identified and concentrated on the GPs which had lower targets;



Held monthly meetings with the GP secretaries at the ZP level and reviewed the progress, problems
faced and developed strategies to address;



Held monthly taluk level meetings with the GP Presidents, GP Secretaries, school heads, taluk
level officials and the anganwadi workers. The Chief Executive Officer personally attended these
meetings and took stock of the situation;



Elected ZP, TP and GP members involved themselves intensely in the movement and they conducted
GP meetings and ward meetings. They also held meetings with local NGOs, MSW colleges,
SDMCs, health workers, teachers etc.



Convergence meetings were held, where both the education department and the TSC implementers
came together and resolved the issues pertaining to the toilets in schools.



Formed ward-wise committees to monitor the progress;



Various taluk and district level departmental officials were appointed as nodal officers in each of
the GPs to monitor the progress;



The public was provided with the CEO’s personal number so that they could directly call him and
file their grievances;



The ZP issued a list of 25 guidelines to all the GPs;



Sanitation policy was adopted by all GPs in the district;



Sanitation related slogans were repeatedly uttered in the school assemblies and on other
occasions;



Anganwadi teachers motivated all the SHG
members to construct toilets in their homes;



ZP motivated the banks to provide loans to
individuals to construct toilets. As a result,
corporation bank came forward to provide loan
at 4 per cent interest;



SCs and STs were covered under the 25 per cent
fund that is reserved for them in the GPs;



Shree Kshethra Dharmasthala Rural Development Project (SKDRP - ANGO) provided H 500
as an incentive to their SHG members (who
constructed and used). At the same time, they
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instituted an award to federations of the SHGs. The criterion was that the SHG federation must
achieve 100 per cent sanitation among its SHG families;


The media was facilitated to highlight the various achievements of the ZP and some of its model
GPs. This motivated the other GPs to adopt the same strategies; and



An action plan was developed to conduct IEC activities in 1075 wards belonging to 203 GPs
of the ZP. IEC activities implemented were wall writings at anganwadis, bus stops, government
schools etc. Along with this, street plays, Jatas and slogan raising was undertaken. The village
people provided coffee/tea and snacks to the performing street play artists.

Challenges Addressed
While the GPs were busily involved in this campaign, they were facing severe funds crunch. The GPs
started pressurising the ZP to release money since they were spending GP’s funds on the campaign.
The ZP conducted GP meetings and persuaded them to use their own resources for the time being,
with the promise of releasing the amount when the ZP received it from the Central Government. The
ZP too used funds that were available in its untied grants until reimbursed.

Impact
As a result of adopting various innovative strategies, Dakshina Kannada district bagged the Nirmal
Gram Puraskar. This was bagged by all the three levels of decentralised government i.e. the village
(GP), the block (TP) and the district level (ZP). ZP reached the target of providing individual toilets
to 60000 BPL families and 36000 APL families. It has also provided toilets to 1336 schools, 505
anganwadis and has also constructed around 70 community toilets in the district. High literacy rate
was a contributing factor for successful awareness creation among the rural people.TSC was not
implemented just as a scheme but as a mission or movement, similar to Total Literacy Campaign in
1990. This campaign also resulted in the emergence of various other innovative and sustainable
interventions.

Recognition
All the 203 Gram Panchayats in the district were awarded with Nirmal Gram Puraskar within a short
span of just three years. The following Table gives details.
Total GPs
Awarded

Total Award Amount
(in lakhs)

2006-07

49

161

2007-08

131

453

2008-09

23

88

Total

203

702

In 2008-09, three blocks namely Belthangady, Bantwal and Puttur received the Nirmal Gram Puraskar
award. In 2010-11, the other two blocks Sullia and Mangalore were also awarded. The district bagged
the Nirmal Gram Puraskar award in the year 2012, with a cash prize of H 25 lakh. The ZP also received
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the Nairmalya Rathna award from Government of Karnataka. The success of TSC in the district was
also recognised in publications, case studies, documentary film and publicity materials and brochures.

Sanitation Policy
The sanitation policy model was first introduced in Ira Gram Panchayat of Bantwal taluk. They created
the idea of operationalising the policy first in their Panchayat. They discussed and passed the resolution
in their general body, which later became the GPs bye-law. In Ira Panchayat, ward-wise committees
were formed to monitor the policy implementation. Through the active facilitation of the ZP, this
became the model that could be replicated and adopted by all the GPs in the district. Some of the
highlights of the sanitation policy were:*
•

Open defecation is banned in GP area. Compulsory use of toilets is mandatory. Offenders shall
be punished.

•

Use of toilets is mandatory in all schools and the anganwadis. Teachers must teach the importance
of cleanliness to the students and enable them to adopt this as a regular habit.

•

Ensure that all households have bathrooms and toilets. Ensure recycling of bathroom water
(through its reuse in kitchen gardens), separation of biodegradable and non-biodegradable
waste at source and transport only the remaining waste to the waste disposal system.

•

Mandatory proper waste disposal from public premises, hotels, restaurants, poultry farms, chicken
& meat centres, etc.

•

Discourage use of plastic and encourage use of cotton bags. Encourage and promote ‘plastic free
Gram Panchayats’ by phasing out plastics.

•

Shop owners encouraged to use paper bags rather than plastic bags, for packing consumables.

•

Quarry owners should provide separate toilets for their workforce and have safe waste disposal
mechanisms.

•

Landlords should construct separate bathing and toilet facilities for their tenants.

Plastic Free Villages
The Total Sanitation Campaign did not just concentrate on toilet construction but rather on the total
hygiene of the village. While implementing TSC, Ira Gram Panchayat sensitised the community on
the hazards of plastics. Loads of used plastics were collected from the households and piled as a
‘Hill’ that was called as The Plastic Hill. This inspired many Gram Panchayats in the district. As a
result, today there are around 90 plastic soudhas in the district. The collected plastics are taken by
some of the companies where they reuse it for making a kind of pipes. Though the district is not
completely successful in becoming a plastic free district due to the Supreme Court order that favours
the manufacturers, in many Gram Panchayats the usage of plastic bags is drastically reduced and the
usage of cotton bags has increased. Ira Panchayat model was replicated by various other GPs.

Solid Waste Management
Dakshina Kannada Zilla Panchayat undertook initiatives to set up eco-friendly waste disposal units in
5 GP areas (Kurnadu, Laila, Gothamajalu, Meenabettu and Kadaba). The waste from residential and
commercial places is collected and processed in the bio-plants using organic solutions to produce
organic manure. Similar type of eco-friendly waste disposal units are in the process of being set
*Reference: Dakshina Kannada Zilla Panchayat Sanitation Policy.
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up in 8 more GPs. The organic manure produced through the solid waste in Laila and Kadaba GPs
are being marketed with their Panchayat names and the sale of manure is generating revenue. As
mentioned by the PDO of Laila Panchayat, with the income generated through manure and the tax,
they are able to pay the driver and the two workers who are collecting the waste from commercial
and residential areas. ZP has prepared an action plan, with the help of the GPs to replicate the solid
waste management technology in all the 203 GPs.

b. Successful Implementation of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
As explained in the profile, Dakshina Kannada
district is educationally forward in terms of literacy,
with 88.61 per cent whereas State literacy rate is
75.60 per cent.

Out of School Children - Year-wise

The dropout rate has drastically decreased from
7864 in 2001-2002 to 137 in 2012-13 as is
evident below.
Some of the successful education intervention
indicators of Dakshina Kannada ZP for the
transition period from 2001-02 to 2012-13 are:
•

Transition rate from primary school to upper primary school: 98.8 per cent to 100 per cent.

•

Retention rate: 90.39 to 99.64 per cent

•

Attendance rate: 94.95 to 99.05 per cent

•

Out of 932 schools, 100 per cent of the schools have separate toilets for boys and girls, and
special needs like ramps are provided

•

Electricity available in all the schools

•

Napkin incinerating units exist in all the government higher primary schools and high schools

Factors that contributed to SSA’s success in Dakshina Kannada ZP
•

Involvement of the CEO of the ZP in various government wings including the education department.
Since the CEO was teaching in a university before joining the government services, he had special
interest in education.

•

Staff Commitment: High level of commitment at various levels (from the level of the officials to the
school level) is another contributing factor for the successful SSA programme implementation in
the district. The staff ensured that they implemented programmes assigned to them with utmost
quality and with the required amount of creativity that is suited to the local needs. This is true
especially in the case of generating local contribution to ensure that children from government
schools experience the same environment as that of the private schools. Local contributions were
raised to provide quality uniform (in case budget required is more than that of government
allotment), shoes, umbrellas, etc. There are fixed norms that the teachers have to visit the houses
of school dropouts, children with special needs, etc. But here norms have become standard
practices of the teachers.
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•

Careful use of money for the programmes in order to reach out to more number of target groups,
viz students. For example, the district received H 1.5 lakh to conduct @ one-day Meena Mela
programme under SSA on behalf of Meena Group* of 1000 students at the district level, ZP
organises in 5 blocks, ensured 7000 students attended the Mela. SSA conducted, residential
training programmes (a 3-day event) on adolescent issues for 6-8 standard girl students. A
surplus amount of H one lakh remained and they distributed one set of sanitary napkins to 10400
girl students and requested teachers to orient students on usage.

•

Capacity to mobilise resources: SSA programme is also one of the leading programmes in the
district when it comes to resource mobilisation. The local resources mobilised were useful for
construction of toilet in the schools at a time when there was a shortage of funds for constructing
the planned number of toilets.

•

Children with special needs: 5286 children with special needs were identified, between 6 and 14
years. From among them, 680 with multiple disabilities were provided home based education
through volunteers. Since SSA had limited money to provide services to these children, they
adopted the strategy of approaching the cooperative societies in the district. They approached
87 cooperative societies and requested them to adopt children with special needs from their
area. 507 children have benefited from these cooperative societies, in the form of cash and kind.
The cooperative societies raised H 787271 in the form of cash and kind and gave them to the
families*. This practice is still continuing. Families also accessed funds for surgeries (even small
ones) of their children through cooperative societies.

•

Convergence between Total Sanitation Campaign and Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan: Under both the
programmes, there were funds reserved for construction of school toilets. To avoid duplication as
well as to assess the real need of the schools, officials of both the programmes conducted regular
convergence meetings to plan and execute programmes.

•

Active SDMCs: SDMCs are active in the district. Proper monitoring of Mid Day meal scheme,
teachers, absenteeism, children attendance etc., by SDMCs has created an enabling environment
for the successful implementation of SSA in the district.

c. Best Practice in the Anganwadis
Women and Child Welfare Department is under the ZP’s purview. The district has 1724 anganwadi
centres. Some of the success indicators of the programme are:
•

This is the first district where 100 per cent of the anganwadis have LPG gas connection. Every
anganwadi has a model kitchen, storeroom, utensils etc.

•

All the anganwadis have been provided toilets, water filters and electric connection with wall
paintings.

•

Mass birthdays of children whose birthdays fall within a particular month are organised. Every
anganwadi has a birthday tree with 12 branches, representing a month. The branches are hung
with the names of the children (who are born on a particular month) on it. Other branches are
decorated with other decorative items. All the parents and the well wishers are invited for this
programme and children cut the cake. Parents contribute for the programme expenses depending
upon their capacity and interest. Even if parents do not contribute, birthday celebration does not
stop. The anganwadi teachers raise contributions from local donors and celebrate children’s

*Meena Groups are groups of adolescent girl students formed in all government schools.
**Ref: Detailed document of the facilities given by Cooperative Societies under SSA.
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birthday. This has resulted in creating awareness among the parents regarding the importance
of birth dates and also birth registration. Also, promoted cooperation in the community reducing
caste biases.
•

The Women and Child welfare department provides rice, dal and oil. The district has an interesting
practice of keeping a vessel which is called Akshaya Patra in the anganwadi centre wherein parents
take turn to provide vegetables in the akshaya patra, given as curry. A locally formed women’s
group called Mahila Supplementary Production and Training Centre uses the local products and
supplies Multrigrain Nutrimix food to all the anganwadis through the department. Mothers are
confident of feeding it to their children.

•

Caste discrimination is almost non-existent in this district. If the centre is located with more than
40 per cent SC/ST population, there is a compulsory rule to recruit a SC or a ST helper. There are
helpers belonging to the SC/ST community who cook and serve food in the anganwadis without
any issues.

•

There are 7 child-friendly toilets and walls painted with cartoons in the district. The purpose of the
child-friendly toilet is to enable the children to feel comfortable with the concept of a toilet and
not to get scared, when they see a toilet.

Factors that have contributed for the programme success
High Involvement of the Anganwadi Coordination Committee and the Locals: Anganwadi
coordination committee is playing a major role in ensuring quality. The committee networks with GP
members, mahila mandals and the local NGOs, actively involved in conduct of meetings. All issues
related are brought to the notice of the committee, which responds immediately.
The involvement of the local people is very high in both schools and the anganwadis. Any kind of
support required for the anganwadis is given attention and there is no practice of telling “No” by the
local community people. Thus, they have a sense of ownership and responsibility to transform the
anganwadi as a child-friendly centre. Thus, they contribute so that the anganwadi centres can have
beautiful flag pole, compound walls, better quality tiles etc. Whenever there is no adequate provision
under the scheme, locals contribute.
Capacity for Resource Mobilisation: There are several anganwadi buildings that are constructed
with the support of local donors, builders and CSR initiatives. Since 2010, the Government contribution
has been H 50,000 per building which is insufficient to construct a hall, storeroom, kitchen, toilet etc.
Each building costs around H 4-5 lakh.
There are several sites that are donated by the locals for constructing anganwadis, which are now
under the process of getting legally registered. This is in spite of the fact that cost of land has increased
considerably.
There are many donors who have donated cupboards, mixer grinder, plates, toys etc., to several of
the anganwadis.
Highly Motivated Anganwadi Workers: In spite of the heavy workload, the anganwadi teachers
in the centres are highly motivated and service oriented and creative. Since they have good rapport
with the locals they utilise the human and capital resources.
In 2012, the Department of Women and Child Welfare extended the timings of the anganwadi,
till evening. The anganwadi workers faced the problem of putting the children to sleep in the
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afternoons, as they required mats and bed sheets that were not provided by the department. Each
of the anganwadi workers took personal interest and held a committee meeting and highlighted the
issue to the committee. The committee took keen interest and raised contributions and provided mats
and bed sheets. These bed sheets are taken to home by the children/parents for wash once a week.
In many places, the anganwadi workers also ensure that the children get something to eat in the
evening after afternoon sleep. Both GP and TP members are able to address the immediate needs of
the anganwadis including repairs etc.
Anganwadi workers are change agents in the community. They inform block officials regarding child
marriage or child labourers, to ensure their safety.
Competitive Spirit among the Anganwadi Workers: A positive competitive environment has been
created among the anganwadi workers to develop their centre as “the best” centre. A sense of
ownership of the anganwadi is to motivate the workers to develop their anganwadi as a model
anganwadi. Officials also encourage this kind of positive competitive spirit among the workers.
Committed anganwadi workers get a quicker recognition at various levels including the GP, block
and the district level. Many GPs have a practice of felicitating the anganwadi workers in some of
the functions conducted at the GP level. The practice of the ‘best centres’ getting documented at the
block and district level is also giving recognition to the anganwadi workers which is enhancing their
competitive spirit to establish model anganwadis. Since every block in the district has Rotary, Lions,
JCC clubs, etc., the workers get recognition for their contribution. Anganwadi workers network well
with these clubs for benefit to the children.
Monitoring System: Strong monitoring system is another best practice to achieve quality of the
programmes. The field supervisors take keen interest and visit the anganwadi centres since they
find newness in the centres. This district has committed and hardworking officials at the block level,
taking interest and address the issues faced by the anganwadis as well as other programmes of the
department.
Active SHGs: Stree Shakthi groups under the Department of Women and Child Welfare are very
active in the district. Since they are closely associated with the anganwadi worker of their area, they
are the main contributors for fulfilling the immediate needs of the anganwadis. In spite of all these
positive practices, officials are still concerned about child-friendly committees in the centres, which
they are not able to purchase in bulks as already there are adult basins installed in the centres.

d. Water Supply System in Gram Panchayats
An initiative by the Zilla Panchayat to meter the rural water supply in the district is another good
practice, appreciated at the national and international levels. Dakshina Kannada district has scattered
habitations where the houses are also dispersed. Groundwater irrigates about 75 per cent of the
cultivated area and the remaining irrigation is by surface water. Water issues vary between the coastal
plain area, and the Eastern hilly area. In the Eastern hilly region, it is difficult to reach the habitations.
This is because the region is hilly and has thick forests. Usage of drinking water for agriculture was
another issue facing the district.
Like any other district, Dakshina Kannada ZP too was providing free water supply to the public. The
electricity bill burden was a major issue for all the GPs in the district. Like in any other district, there
were huge amounts of electricity bills pending in most of the Panchayats.
The issue of ‘metered’ water supply connection was being debated in the district since 1998. When
the ZP received a World Bank funded project in 1998, they attempted motivating a few GPs. But that
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Interview with the Donors in Purlapadi Anganwadi Centre, Kalladka
The families of Shashikala and Sujatha reside next to the anganwadi. Seetha’s family is
quite far away from the anganwadi centre. Three of them are in different SHG groups. They
are engaged in beedi rolling occupation. Their children do not attend to the anganwadi.
In spite of this, they donated for the flag post. They feel that children need to know about
our nation by participating in our national festival after hoisting the flag. Thus, children get
a sense of patriotism. They do not have any expectations of their names to get written on
the flag post.
Venkataraya Prabhu manages a small sweet stall in the village. He donates to anganwadis,
schools, students, people who are in trouble etc. He feels that today’s children are the
citizens of tomorrow. Children should develop respect for their country. His mother brought
up five children with great difficulty. Thus, he knows the value of education. When children
do not have money for studying, he helps them out.

Interview with a Donor in Pallamajal Anganwadi Centre
Swarnalatha is the ex-member of the municipal council. Her husband is an ex-member of
the ZP. They have provided a site measuring 4.5 cents for the anganwadi. She mentioned
that her husband loves children. Thus, they feel that they should contribute something for
the welfare of the children. They do not expect any recognition or reward in return for the
contribution that they have made.
did result in reducing the burden of electricity bill for the GPs. To implement drinking water schemes,
the district’s spatial distribution of the habitats was another challenging task.
In the year 2000, ZP received funds through Rajiv Gandhi National Drinking Water Mission. Initially
the ZP implemented a pilot project in the Gram Panchayats of Kinnigoli, Haleyangadi, Thokur and
Gothamajalu. In Haleyangadi (2001) Gram Panchayat, a water and sanitation committee was formed
and discussions regarding the metered drinking water initiative were held with the community. GP
also included a bye-law, through a general body meeting and established the metered drinking water
initiative as a programme. There was opposition from a few people in the Gram Sabha to metering
the drinking water. Another reason for resistance was the burden of the cost of the meter. Finally, GP
purchased the meters and people were asked to pay for it in two instalments in order to minimise
their immediate burden. The expenses for SC and ST families were covered within the GP’s 25 per
cent fund that is reserved for their welfare. GP in their general body meeting fixed the slabs for levying
the tax.
The success achieved in these Panchayats motivated the ZP to convene a meeting of all the GP
presidents and the secretaries to discuss metered water supply. The ZP issued a circular to all the
GPs to stop water supply through public taps and go in for the metered drinking water supply.
Simultaneously, the Panchayat presidents and secretaries had exposure visits to places where metered
drinking water initiative was successfully implemented. As a result, the GPs held discussions in their
general body meetings and took a decision to implement metered drinking water supply only. Through
the water and sanitation committees, the GPs created awareness among the people regarding the
metered connections and persuaded them to adopt the same. As such, most of the GPs did not face
much opposition from the people. As per the norm, the households who opted for metered drinking
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water connection had to purchase and maintain the meter. They could get metered water connection
only through the main pipeline and had to bear the cost. Different GPs used different strategies
to implement this initiative. Some GPs purchased the meters to ensure quality and uniformity, and
supplied the meters to the households on cost basis. Provision of free water connections to anganwadis
and schools were ensured by the GPs.
ZP also motivated the GPs to go in for a water billing system called “Jaladhara” that needs computer
software for the hand-held machine. The basic hardware requirements of “Jaladhara” system are
a `desktop computer’, a printer and a water meter in each of the consumers’ house. Initially, the
consumers’ data are stored in computer. Required consumer data are then transferred to the handheld device. The person for meter reading (Reader) carries the hand-held machine to the consumer
households and enters their current meter reading. As soon as the meter reading is entered, a water
bill gets generated instantly. The Reader can also collect the payment and the hand-held machine will
generate the receipt, which is issued to the consumer instantly.
As per the data generated in the year 2009-10, 135 GPs out of the 203 (GPS) in Dakshina Kannada
District have adopted metering of drinking water connections/supply :
Total Number
of GPs

No. of GPs covered under
meter connections*

% of GPs covered under
meter connections**

Mangalore

49

28

57

Bantwal

47

17

36

Puttur

37

34

92

Sullia

27

19

70

Belthangday

43

37

86

Taluk/Block

This has resulted in the reduction of electricity bill burden for these GPs, since they also manage the
electricity bill and the taxes generated. Hence the energy consumption bills are being paid on time.
Panchayats like Laila have 9 water pumps, where 4 pumps are situated far away. It was difficult to
switch on and switch off the pumps, as there was frequent interruption in electricity supply. ‘Kisan
Shakthi’ technology, is used through their mobiles, to turn on and off the water pumps. Even during
power cut, the technology sends a mobile message and thus they are able to efficiently manage
the pumps. Water wastage got reduced for heavy bills. Diversion of drinking water for non-drinking
purposes is controlled well due to proper monitoring.

Conclusion
Dakshina Kannada district holds the distinction for being the first in many high impact development
initiatives. It was the first district to pilot Total Literacy Campaign in Karnataka. It is also the first
district to be declared as an ‘open defecation free district.’ An all round achievement as witnessed
in Dakshina Kannada has been possible due to presence of many mutually reinforcing factors.
*Referred data of 2009-10.
**Referred data of 2009-10.
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Firstly, people in general and the elected representatives and officials in particular are sensitive to
developmental issues. This is borne out by the level of participation and discussions in the General
Body meetings of the ZP. The commitment of elected representatives is exemplified by the efforts
made by the vice-president of Zilla Panchayat (Mr. Dharmendra Kumar) to make his native Gram
Panchayat, Hosangady, a model GP which implements Total Sanitation Campaign. He along with
the GP members convinced the villagers, NGOs, youth groups, local clubs and SDMCs to join hands
in TSC. Exchange of labour (wherein individuals from one household would go and construct toilet
for their neighbours) was encouraged. The efforts of the ZP member and the elected body of this GP
yielded a Nirmal Puraskar Award for this GP.
The level of dedication on the part of officials is noteworthy. For example, the CEO of the ZP sent out
motivation letters to all the students who had failed in the tenth standard examination and to all the
school teachers where the results were poor. Further, the officials regularly undertook field visits to
monitor developmental work and in providing on-the-spot technical guidance.
The local youth groups, bhajan mandals, SHGs, milk federations and associations of traders possess a
strong sense of social responsibility and are actively involved in the functioning of Panchayat, school,
anganwadi, etc. They generously donate in cash and kind to the schools and anganwadis, and for any
development works undertaken by the Gram Panchayat. These acts of charity are duly recognised in
the village which creates a sense of pride and belongingness in them.
The NGOs in the district are also involved actively in community development. Especially NGOs
like Jana Shikshana Trust have been able to retain the volunteers who had worked for the literacy
campaign in 1996. Shree Kshethra Dharmasthala Rural Development Project (SKDRD) is active and
provides micro-finance to the SHGs for construction of toilets.
There are several donors in the district. Interestingly, it is not only the rich, who donate for development
work. Even the middle class, lower middle class and the poor such as beedi rollers from the village
make contributions to the schools and anganwadis. Several contractors and builders donate substantial
amounts for the school and anganwadi development and for the works of Gram Panchayat. CSR
(Corporate Social Responsibility) initiatives are very strong in the district and they approach the ZP or
the departments concerned and express their interest to contribute for development work.
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3. Management of Water Supply in Ghatboral Gram Panchayat,
Bidar, Karnataka
Introduction

- Centre for Budget and Policy Studies, Bengaluru.

In 2005-06, the Ministry of Panchayati Raj, Government of India introduced the Panchayat Empowerment
and Accountability Incentive Scheme (PEAIS) to incentivise States and UTs to devolve powers to local
bodies. Under this scheme, the best performing State/UT is awarded H 2 crore every year. Further, the
Ministry also announces awards for the best Zilla Panchayats, Taluk Panchayats and Gram Panchayats
for their performance in implementation of flagship schemes and execution of welfare programmes.
The National Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAER) developed a Devolution Index to
measure the State/PRIs performance on the basis of devolution of three F’s viz. finance, functions and
functionaries. The assessment is carried out in two stages with the first stage examining whether the
State/UT has created a conducive environment that enables the transfer of powers to the local bodies.
Accordingly, the first stage checks whether the States have set up the District Planning Committee,
established State Election Commission and State Finance Commission, and held PRI elections every
five years. The Devolution Index is calculated for those States which have satisfied the criteria specified
in the first stage. The three pillars in the Devolution Index capture either directly or indirectly the level
of financial discretion, transfer of functions and steps taken to develop the capacity of functionaries
of PRIs.
As for deciding the best Panchayat at all the three levels i.e. Gram Panchayat, Panchayat Samiti
(called Taluk Panchayat in Karnataka) and Zilla Parishad, it is done through a process of scoring
based on the devolution index and responses to a questionnaire that captured important aspects
relating to activities of a model Panchayat. Some of the parameters used include – regularity of
Panchayat meetings including those of Gram Sabha and standing committees, attendance in these
meetings particularly the representation of SC and STs in the Gram Sabhas, discussions held and
issues discussed, resolutions undertaken on various development works, identification of various
beneficiaries, implementation of the State and Central Government schemes, efforts for achieving
total sanitation, development of effective plans for raising own resources, systems for effective tax
collection, strengthening of local institutions, capacity building of the elected representatives and
the staff and having mechanism for transparency and accountability and so on. Ghatboral Gram
Panchayat of Bidar district is one of the seven Panchayats selected for award under the Panchayat
Empowerment and Accountability Incentive Scheme (PEAIS) 2011-12.

Profile of the Gram Panchayat
Ghatboral Gram Panchayat is located in a most backward taluk Humnabad of Bidar district. Ghatboral
is at a distance of 20 km from the Taluk headquarters and 60 km from the district headquarters.
The total geographical area of the GP is 3240 hectares. Ghatboral has only one revenue village called
Ghatboral under its jurisdiction and has 4 Thandas and a sub-village. The total population was 7735
as per 2001 census, out of which 4037 were men and 3698 women. The estimation of the villagers
is that the present population will be more than 14000, since during the recent election, there were
7000 voters. The population of the scheduled castes is 2429 (31per cent) and that of the scheduled
tribes is 1161 (15 per cent).
Mainly cash crops are grown in this area. Sugarcane and grapes take the foremost place in terms
of production, followed by wheat, vegetables, soya bean, toor dal, ginger, pumpkin, ash gourd, and
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pomegranate. The daily wages range from H 150 to H 200 for men and H 100 to H 150 for women.
Gender discrimination with respect to wages is very rampant.
Ghatboral Gram Panchayat has one private school, which was started in the year 1952. This has
helped many persons from the GP to pursue education and among them many doctors and engineers
working in various parts of the world. One of the ZP members belongs to this GP. An influential MLA
candidate also belongs to this GP. All these factors help the GP to tap the various schemes.
The Gram Panchayat also has 3 lower primary schools, 3 higher primary schools, 1 high school and
11 anganwadis. Students travel 13 km to Basavakalyan to have college education. There is a primary
health centre, which is attended by people from the neighbouring villages too.

Management of Ghatboral Gram Panchayat
Ghatboral Gram Panchayat has provision for 20 elected members. Currently there are 19 members,
of whom 7 are women. The Panchayat has full time staff, including the PDO appointed by the
government. In addition, a bill collector and a data entry operator are in service. The Panchayat
Development Officer (PDO) is in charge of two GPs. The other GP (Halliked) has a population over
20,000 with 43 members. The PDO finds it difficult to manage the two Panchayats that are large in
size with staff shortage;

Infrastructure and Systems
The Gram Panchayat is functioning in its own building, which was newly constructed under the Rajiv
Gandhi Seva Kendra Scheme. The building has three office rooms and a meeting hall. A computer
and a scanner, are operated by the data entry operator. The data entry operator admits that he is
over-burdened with the work of NREGA, ration card and other office functions.

Conducting Meetings
The Panchayat members conduct monthly meetings regularly and discuss issues that are related to
the developmental tasks of the Panchayat. The overall attendance has been 90 per cent and above.

Accountability and Transparency
The Gram Panchayat has the practice of conducting mandatory number of Gram Sabhas. The
members in the Gram Sabhas are very active. They are very proactive and provide ideas for planning
and implementing schemes. The GP furnishes in-depth details of all the schemes to the Sram Sabha.
Gram Sabha members have great confidence and trust in the officials and the elected members.

Best Practices of Ghatboral Gram Panchayat
a. Resolving issues through a team approach
One of the best practices of the Panchayat is that the elected members address the issues as a team
rather than individually. If they, as a team, cannot resolve the issue, they again get together as a team
and consult the concerned persons or departments and ensure that the issues are quickly resolved.
•

Under NREGA, the line departments have to undertake quality audit of the work and approve
payments. One of the NREGA works undertaken through Ghatboral GP in June 2012 was
afforestation. The work was completed successfully. Though the GP invited the forest department
to undertake regular supervision, they did not do so. Even after the work was completed, the forest
department did not undertake the quality check. This was despite several letters issued by the GP.
Without the approval of the forest department, the GP could not sanction the amount that was to
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be paid to labourers. As a result, the labourers
did not get their wages on time and they were
upset with the GP. When the forest department
finally visited the GP, they declared that the work
undertaken was not of good quality. The GP
members were upset that the forest department
did not inspect the work while it was underway
and they declared the work as low quality on thin
grounds. The GP members held a discussion and
they decided to approach the MLA for resolving
this issue. Since all GP members came together,
the MLA summoned the forest department staff
and the issue was resolved amicably and the labourers finally got their wages (though delayed by
three months).
•

This GP used a very unique strategy i.e. political influence to mobilise resources. A majority of
the elected members belong to one particular party while the MLA of this constituency belongs to
another party. In spite of this, the GP members supported the MLA indirectly and facilitated his win
in the election. One of the reasons for this is that the earlier MLA, though belonging to the same
party as that of the GP members, was residing in Bengaluru and was not contributing much for
the development of the GP. Thus, the GP members developed very good rapport with the current
MLA. Also, the GP members do not seek the MLA’s support as individuals. They meet the MLA as
a team, discuss the Gram Panchayat issues and make sure that from each of their visits, they get
some benefit from the MLA. Though the GP does not get direct funds, the MLA ensures that the
works that are supposed to be undertaken are sanctioned to the GP. Some examples of resource
mobilisation through such political influence are mentioned here:

a. A Primary Health Centre (PHC) is available in Ghatboral Gram Panchayat. The neighbouring
villages too benefit from the PHC. The PHC was damaged and was not functioning effectively
due to the poor condition of the building. Though the PHC consulted higher officials, no positive
response was coming forth. Even the Gram Panchayat was in regular correspondence with ZP.
Since there was no positive response, the GP members decided to consult the MLA, once again
as a team and exerted pressure on the ZP. As result, H 60 lakh was sanctioned for renovating the
PHC and the renovation work was undertaken successfully. Currently the PHC is functioning with
two doctors providing service to the patients. The PHC is equipped moderately with the required
basic facilities. Also, the PHC staff strength was increased, with the support of the MLA.
b. The Gram Panchayat has 4 Thandas*. There was a huge need for housing. Usually around 23
houses are allotted in a year for each GP under the Indira Awaas Yojana (Rajeev Gandhi Rural
Housing Corporation Limited is in charge of this). In the year 2011-12, the elected members got
together as a team and consulted the MLA so that the needs of the Thandas could be addressed.
Because of this and also since the MLA was aware of the high number of SC population in this
area, he agreed to allot 75 houses to the GP. Altogether, the GP received allotment for 98 houses
to be constructed.
c. The basic needs of Ghatporal GP are housing, water and better roads. The elected members have
put in enormous efforts, to use their political influence in order to address these needs. With the
*A thanda is a habitation of Lambadas – tribal people related to gypsies.
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MLA’s influence, the GP was able to lay cement roads at a cost of H 1.35 crore under the PMGSY
scheme. One more road from Ghatboral GP to Maniknagar (worth H 1 crore) was also constructed.
Four bore wells were dug, the funds for which were obtained through the MLA’s influence and
support.
b. Resource mobilisation through local contribution to implement a project
Prior to 2010, Ghatboral Panchayat had applied for the Jal Nirmal Project. The project is funded by
World Bank. Ghatboral GP was categorised as a low water table area and it was included under the
project for financial and other technical support. Through this project, it was envisaged that all the
households will get sufficient water. The main criterion for the implementation of this project was
that the community should contribute 10 per cent and the GP should contribute 5 per cent from its
own source. Another condition was that only if the GP raises 10 per cent of the amount through local
contributions, the project will get sanctioned. The previous elected body could not tackle this major
challenge and thus could not raise the amount either through local contributions or through the Gram
Panchayat's own resource.
When the newly elected body came to power, the PDO and the elected GP members took keen interest
in order to tap this project. The GP consulted the District Support Unit and convinced it by mentioning
that they will take initiative and raise the local contribution. Accordingly, the DSU estimated H 2.93
crore. The estimation was arrived at after studying the existing context.
Prior to this, as part of the project, DSU had plans to excavate two open wells. The proposal was
placed in the Gram Sabha for discussions. The farmers had knowledge about the water sources in
the area. The farmers knew that construction of open wells will be a major failure since their previous
experience showed that open wells had insufficient water. Farmers suggested that the GP has to adopt
strategies wherein water could be collected and surface water can be stored, so that people can
access water source throughout the year. Five kilometers away from the GP, a backwater source called
Chulikinal existed. Two neighbouring GPs were using this source and water was available to them
throughout the year. Seeing this, the people of Ghatboral GP suggested that the GP should tap water
from this source. The Gram Sabha and the GP took a decision to tap the Chulikinal water source. The
Gram Panchayat requested DSU to modify the proposal. Accordingly, DSU made modifications to the
proposal and adopted laying of pipelines as the strategy.
As per the guideline, the GP had to pay H 14.65 lakh. Since the GP had very less resources of its own
source, it requested the Karnataka Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Agency to reduce this amount.
Being aware of the situation of North Karnataka, the KRWSSA agreed to reduce the local contribution
amount by 50 per cent. The GP had to raise only H 7.33 lakh as local contribution. Thus, finally the
project agreement was signed on 3 April 2012 and the work is under progress. The GP’s aim is to
ensure that 100 per cent of the households get water facility through this project.
Thus, a practical solution was found with people’s involvement and the GP was able to negotiate
affordable funding for the project.
c. Management of Water Supply System in the Gram Panchayat
Ghatboral Gram Panchayat provides water through 3 large open wells and 8 small open wells. Three
hundred houses have individual water connection and the rest water through the public water supply
system. There are around 24 pumps connected to all these wells and bore wells. Maintenance of these
pumps was a major challenge. The GP had not hired a regular mechanic for repairing the pumps.
There are around 10 mechanics in Ghatboral village. They have adequate work all through, since the
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farmers in Ghatboral cultivate sugarcane and vegetables, for which water is pumped through bore
wells. The farmers need the support of mechanics during pump repairs and other electrical problems.
The mechanics provide services to the neighbouring villages too.
The GP had the practice of hiring the mechanics based on whoever was available. But the mechanics
were not completing the work on time and hence the pumps would need more than 8-10 days of time
to be functional again. Besides, every mechanic would complain that the mechanic engaged earlier
had not repaired the pump properly. The mechanics would also extract more money to replace the
pump parts. This was costing the GP as much as H 2 to H 2.5 lakh per year. This practice continued till
2010. When the newly elected body came to power, the Panchayat Development Officer highlighted
the issue to the elected representatives. The elected body decided to hire one regular mechanic,
instead of hiring them based on the need. In the beginning, they decided that a monthly honorarium
of H 1000 can be paid to the mechanic for overall maintenance. Other than this an amount was
fixed for each pump repair. For a three phase pump, the amount fixed was H 2000 and for a single
phase pump, it was H. 800. This method of hiring mechanics was not only expensive but was also not
working well. There was no accountability for the mechanics. GP members held a meeting to find an
alternative strategy.
In April 2012, the Gram Panchayat invited all the electrical mechanics for a meeting and asked them
to apply, if interested in providing services to the GP. The GP explained the norms for hiring as follows:
•

The selected mechanic will be solely responsible for the maintenance and repair of all the 24
pumps and he must repair the pump as and when required, even if the pump needs to be repaired
several times. Pumps have to be repaired in two days.

•

GP will pay a fixed amount as the annual maintenance cost. Other than this one time investment,
no other amount will be paid and the mechanic is responsible for replacing the tools, etc.

•

The person with the lowest quotation will get the service contract and a formal agreement would
be reached between both the parties.

This strategy worked out well for the GP. The contract was given to the person who quoted the least.
The annual maintenance cost was broken into 12 months and the mechanic is being paid on a
monthly basis.
The service has improved considerably, since one person is solely responsible for the repair of the
pumps. The complaints have got reduced. The cost for the repair too has come down from H 2.15 lakh
to H 1.44 lakh. Since all the pumps are managed by a single person, he is maintaining them well, so
that he can save his cost and time.

d. Role of GP in strengthening School Development Management Committee
There are three lower primary schools and three higher primary schools in Ghatboral GP. One of
the thandas named Redu Thanda has one higher primary school. The thanda people belong to the
scheduled tribe community. Within the community, there are sub-groups (Ratod and Jadav). Both
the groups have strong political influence. The thanda has a SDMC. The SDMC’s president was an
influential person in the community and he was holding the president’s position for many years.
Moreover, he had donated the land for the school. The committee had very few parent representatives
and the president was single handedly taking all the decisions. In January 2012, the president’s
term concluded and the school wanted to nominate a new SDMC president. But, both the groups
competed for the president’s post. The person who donated the land wanted to continue in this
position. Whereas, the other group felt that a new president from their group was necessary as the
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previous president was there in the position for many years and change was required. The SDMC
faced pressure from the community to involve more parents, whose children were studying in the
school. The school took the help of the Gram Panchayat to form the SDMC. The GP attempted to form
the committee about two or three times, but could not succeed.
The Gram Panchayat held discussions with both the groups and explained the SDMC norms in detail
to them. The GP stressed that, as per the SDMC norms, more parents must be part of the SDMC. The
GP, very tactfully, kept aside all the influential persons and involved only the parents in the committee.
They nominated a GP member, whose children were attending the school, as the SDMC president.
So the problem got resolved. Now the SDMC meetings are being conducted effectively. The parents
take the decisions. The decisions are being taken democratically and unanimously. The GP is also
consulting the children with regard to school development.
The GP has not stopped here. By using this learning, which was derived from one school, it has made
sure that all the SDMCs follow the norms in accordance with the RTE. The GP has taken personal
interest and was present during the SDMC formation in all the schools. Also, the GP conducts a
quarterly meeting, where all the SDMCs come together, at the Gram Panchayat office. They discuss
issues related to the school and put in all efforts to resolve the issues. For example, in one of the
schools, there was teacher shortage. The GP influenced the BEO and an additional teacher was
appointed.
e. Effective Implementation of Waste Management
The drainage cleaning in the GP area was undertaken once
in six months, for which Ghatboral GP used to engage a
contractor. He charged H 36000 and completed in 10-15
days. The PDO observed this and suggested to the elected
members that alternative like hiring one person (on a
daily basis) from the village itself could be explored. The
suggestion was taken well by the elected members. The
idea was placed before the Gram Sabha. It was decided
that one full time person could be hired for the purpose.
The person was responsible for cleaning the drainages
and for collecting waste from 500 households. Each house
has to pay H 10 per month. The GP will provide a push cart
to collect the waste and make arrangements for a place to
dispose. This was agreed to by both the GP and the Gram
Sabha. One person was hired in the month of February
2011. As a result, the drainages are much cleaner than before and this has improved the health
conditions of the people. The people are also accountable and they pay H 10 per month to the person.
They are careful not to throw the garbage on the road, in drainages, etc. This has brought about a
much cleaner environment in the GP. The people are aware and they have to monitor the work of the
person. They show keen interest in keeping their area clean. Since the people are paying the money
to the person; there is no need for the GP to pay salary to the person.

Contributing factors that have facilitated all the above practices and successes
The newly elected body and the Panchayat Development Officer took over the functions of the
Panchayat at the same time. All the elected members were new. They were not aware of the rules
and regulations of the Panchayat including its functioning. Hence, the PDO had to orient them with
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the rules and regulations. The ideas of the PDO were taken well by the Panchayat members, as
they wanted to make new and unique contributions to the Panchayat. The PDO (Mr. Sudesh Kumar)
is a B.Sc graduate and has worked in a high school for three years, in the Jal Nirmal project for
around four years and in the Rajiv Gandhi Housing Corporation Limited for one and half year. Work
experience in the government project had helped the PDO to provide ideas, so that schemes for the
GP can be tapped. The elected representatives were happy to have an experienced and enthusiastic
PDO amongst them. The PDO is also one of the resource persons for the district, where he conducts
TOT programmes as part of SIRD. Some of the training, which he conducted, are Panchatantra, Total
Sanitation Campaign, Role of Presidents and Vice-Presidents in the GP etc.
Secondly, the elected representatives themselves discovered that individual approach does not work
and hence they have to work as a team. They approach various officials, political leaders and local
donors as a team. This has helped them generate funds for various purposes.
The people belonging to this GP are very much knowledgeable about the role and functions of the
GP. They are also aware about all the works undertaken by the GP. They visit the GP frequently and
consult the PDO or the GP members. The GP members and the PDO are very patient, listen to the
people, understand their problems and attempt sincerely to resolve quickly. The PDO is appreciated
highly by the people belonging to this GP.

Conclusion
Despite the backwardness of the district and the poor management systems (at all the levels),
Ghatboral GP has put in its best efforts in order to provide basic amenities to the poor. The greatest
learning from this GP is the team work of the elected representatives for achievement of common
good. This clearly shows their commitment and accountability to the people. Having understood that
they cannot fight the system as individuals, the members united themselves for a common goal, even
if this required them to travel that extra mile in order to achieve the goal. The enlightened approach
of effectively leveraging the political influence of the local MLA – not for some personal gain – but for
the larger welfare of people has been the hallmark of GP’s functioning.
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Whether the Award money was useful to the GP….?
This question was put forth to the GP members and the PDO. According to them, the award
money is not of great help, since they could not use the money for the Panchayat’s needs.
Since this GP is at the hobbli level, there was no community hall for conducting any functions.
But the State government had issued a strict guideline, wherein the GP was supposed to
use the money for a specified purpose. The GP tried to influence, but it was not possible to
undertake any other activity. The GS and the GP members exerted pressure to construct a
community hall. Hence, a GP meeting was organised again on 10/8/2012. In the meeting,
the members discussed and found that all the permissible projects were not of much relevance
to them or not practical.
For example, since the Jal Nirmal project is already sanctioned, installing solar water pumps
was of no use. Moreover, it was difficult to monitor solar systems, as the GP experienced
frequent theft of batteries. There was no demand from the community to develop a rural
marketing system in the Panchayat either. The other works like solid waste management
and rainwater harvesting could be taken up only on an experimental basis. But there was
no technical expertise available in the GP. Thus, by all means, the guidelines for utilising the
award money were not helpful to the GP. All these points were noted down and this was sent
to the government. But this too did not yield the required result.
Finally, based on the Gujarat model, the GP decided to centralise the solar street lights.
They contacted the industries and got the quotations. But the executive engineer was not
authorised to approve any work that costs more than H 50,000. Thus, he did not give the
technical approval. The PDO then consulted the Nirmiti Kendra. The officials there did not
move the files for one month and later they washed their hands off. The ZP, TP and GESCOM
discouraged the GP by advising them to just follow the guidelines and undertake some easy
work, rather than trying out something new and innovative. None of the efforts helped the
GP to undertake a qualitative development work, with the help of the award money. Finally,
the GP had to implement an activity as specified by the guideline.
The GP members strongly feel that the GP should be left to decide how it would utilise the
award money or else the notion of empowerment of the local governments remains only on
paper.
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4. Intelligent Investment Decision in Reducing and Managing
Plastic Waste in Chembilode Gram Panchayat, Kannur, Kerala
- Centre for Rural Management, Kerala.

Background of the Panchayat

Chembilode is a semi-urban Village Panchayat, lying adjacent to the Dist Head Quarters Municipality
of Kannur, covering 2 revenue villages and extending over 20.99 sq. kms. The Panchayat is situated
in the Edakkad block, Kannur taluk of Kannur district. The district is surrounded by Munderi and
Chelora Panchayat in the North, Peralassery and Kadambur in the South, Anjarakkandy in the East
and Edakkad in the West. The Panchayat is situated at a distance of 15 kms from the Kannur town.
The Panchayat has a varying topography ranging from places at 18m above MSL1 to 87 m above MSL.
The population is 31499 of whom 14742 are males and 16487 females. There are 130 scheduled
caste households in the Panchayat. The Panchayat is divided into 19 wards. The total number of
households is around 8000, of which 2910 families are BPL. Chembilode is an agrarian Panchayat.
However, the enthusiasm of the people in agricultural practices, especially paddy cultivation, is
gradually diminishing. The Panchayat has prepared Watershed Development Master Plan, covering the
entire Panchayat area into seven micro watersheds and major thrust is given to revival of agricultural
and ancillary activities.
Some salient features of the Gram Panchayat are listed below:

Strengths
1.

The Panchayat Committee is stable and enjoys clear majority and role clarity

2.

A new generation of leaders capable of putting the vision of local self-governance into practice
has entered in the arena

3.

Majority of the inhabitants of Chembilode are traditional agriculturalists

4.

Many streams and rivers flow down the hills of the Panchayat giving water in plenty

5.

Several temples maintain perennial forest patches in and around them providing greenery to the
environment

6.

Village roads connect every nook and corner to the main road

7.

The soil is fertile and suitable for food crops and cash crops

8.

The rainfall is above average

9.

The proximity to the urban area increases employment opportunities

10. The results of the projects implemented in the previous years are visible in the production sector
11. Women in the Panchayat are organised and enterprising
12. Chembilode stands forward in educational status. It has achieved and maintains 100 per cent
literacy
13. Several clubs, libraries and cultural forums (38) are functioning in the Panchayat
14. Watershed Development Master Plan has been prepared and approved for the Panchayat. There
are seven micro-watersheds delineated in the Panchayat
15. There is tremendous scope for animal husbandry programmes
16. A mini-industrial estate is set up in the Panchayat
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17. Sufficient number of institutions are available for the pre-primary, primary, secondary and higher
secondary education
18. Health institutions under Allopathy, Ayurveda and Homoeo are functioning under the Panchayat
19. The Panchayat is self-reliant in drinking water supply
20. Interventions have been made in solid waste management, which has been nationally recognised
as a model
21. Connectivity has been provided to the interior parts of the Panchayat through village roads,
culverts, foot bridges etc
22. The Panchayat administration is full fledged and people oriented
23. Gram Sabha participation is qualitatively good
24. The transferred institutions are functioning at the dictum of the Panchayat
25. The Panchayat is working in mutual cooperation with higher tiers and hence integration of
development plans is possible

Weaknesses
1.

Reluctance of farmers to take up agricultural operations due to scarcity of labourers, climate
changes, low price of agricultural products etc.

2.

Lack of irrigation facilities

3.
4.

Rapid disposal of agricultural land to land mafias
Absence of linkage with banks and other credit institutions

Opportunities with the Panchayat
Several opportunities are available for the Panchayat to expand their activities, such as:
1.

The powers, functions and institutions devolved to the Panchayat enable them to provide basic
services to the people

2.

There is scope for self-governance in many fields

3.

Several systems are in place to carryout the functions and responsibilities in a transparent manner
with the participation of the people

4.

Decentralised planning process enables the Panchayat to reflect the needs and aspirations of the
people in the plans

5.

Untied funds with freedom for additional resource mobilisation

6.

Baseline data on the socio-economic status of the people

7.

Proximity to the district headquarters

8.

Ample scope for activities in agricultural production sector on a watershed mode

9.

Need for provision of basic amenities for poor families

10. Educated people and civic society institutions
11. Approved Watershed Management Master Plan
12. Scope for production and marketing of animal husbandry products
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13. Institutions for education and medical care
14. Well developed model for waste management
15. Water sources
16. A chain of 31 anganwadis for launching social security and welfare programmes
17. A network of village roads
18. Control over grassroot level officers and functionaries

Governance
“Governance, in general, is said to consist of the following core elements: accountability, transparency,
openness, and rule of law” (Bhatta 1998). Governance is defined as a government’s ability to deliver
services.
An attempt is made to examine the role of governance in the initiative undertaken by the Panchayat
for which understanding the governing structure of the system is required. There are 19 elected
representatives in the Panchayat of whom 11 are women. There is one SC representative in the
Gram Panchayat. There is 50 per cent reservation for women and 10 per cent for SC/ST. The Gram
Panchayat is a progressive one and is involved in planning at the local level and creation of local
economic development. There are 19 wards in the Panchayat. The governance structure of the Gram
Panchayat includes president, vice-president, secretary and the supporting staff. There are four
standing committees viz. Finance, Development, Health & Education and Welfare. All these standing
committees were found functional and effective. All the mandatory standing committee meetings
were conducted during the year.
There is an organisational set-up for plan formulation and monitoring. There are working groups
for Good Governance, Agriculture and Allied Sectors, Animal Husbandry and Dairying, Small Scale
Industries, Fisheries Development, Public Works, Energy/Electricity, Poverty Alleviation, Societal
Welfare, Development of Women & Children, Drinking Water, Sanitation, Waste Management,
Education, Culture, Arts, Sports, Youth Welfare, Health, SC/ST Development. Altogether there are 10
working groups with an elected representative as chairman and officer concerned as convener (for
each working group) for formulation and monitoring of projects under decentralised planning.
The institutions and functionaries under the Gram Panchayat are listed as under:
1.

Krishi Bhavan2

2.

Veterinary Dispensary

3.

Ayurveda Dispensary

4.

Homeo Dispensary

5.

Village Extension Offices (2 Nos.)

6.

CHC and Sub-centres (3)

Chembilode emerged as the only Gram Panchayat in the district to have recorded total utilisation of
plan funds for three years in succession. The details of fund utilisation of the Panchayat during XI Five
Year Plan period are given in Table 1.
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Table 1: Fund Utilisation during XI Five Year Plan Period (Amount in H)
Year

Allocation

Expenditure

General

SCP

Total

General

SCP

Total

2007-08

5985311

420040

6405351

5985311

420040

6405351

2008-09

6559000

404000

6963000

6559000

404000

6963000

2009-10

7217000

444000

7661000

7217000

444000

7661000

2010-11

7941000

488000

8429000

7941000

488000

8429000

2011-12

8687000

538000

9225000

8687000

538000

9225000

Source: Data furnished by Chembilode Gram Panchayat, Kerala.

The major activities undertaken are listed below:1.

Development plans prepared on the basis of the approved watershed master plan, dovetailing
MGNREGS for the activities under soil and water conservation

2.

Integrated farm development projects

3.

Involvement of women in agricultural production activities with emphasis on organic farming

4.

Comprehensive livestock development projects

5.

Total housing programme pooling funds from various sources

6.

Livelihood development projects, skill development, self-employment ventures for individuals
and groups, availing of institutional finance and private sector participation

7.

Establishment of small scale industrial units

8.

Running of anganwadis and distribution of nutritious food

9.

Multi-pronged approach for providing drinking water, sanitation facilities and waste management.
The award winning project viz.’ Plastic Recycling’ was taken up under this sector

10. Integrated Health Security Projects
11. Comprehensive Action Plan for SC development pooling funds of three tier Panchayats and SC
Development Department
12. Implementation of connectivity plan, upgradation of existing roads, construction of new roads,
culverts, footpaths/bridges etc., and maintenance of existing roads and foot paths
It has been judged as one of the best performing local self-government institutions (LSGI) in the
State consecutively for the past several years. The Panchayat qualified for the award for the ‘Best
Panchayat’ in the district four times and the ‘Second Best Panchayat’ three times. The Gram Panchayat
has received the Swaraj Trophy for the best performing Panchayat in these years. The Panchayat has
been adjudged for the second place in the State for organising Gram Sabha Empowerment Training
Programme during 2012. Above all, Chembilode Panchayat received the PEAIS3 Award constituted by
the Central Government during 2011-12. The Gram Panchayat has received the Swaraj Trophy for
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the best performing Panchayat in these years. It has also received Nirmal Gram Puraskar in the year
2006-07and the Green Kerala Trophy in the year 2009-10. The Gram Panchayat has also received
many other awards like Indian History Congress Award (2008), Total Computer Literacy Award (2007),
Malabar Animal Husbandry Mela Award (2009) and Natural Resources Protection Award (2007). These
rare achievements have been scored as a result of the conscious efforts of the Panchayat through
people's participation, awareness creation, stakeholder discussion, improved governance structures,
pooling of resources, transparent implementation strategies and efficient monitoring systems.
The Panchayat president, elected members and officials altogether had been working hand in hand
for the effective implementation of the development plans. The development schemes drawn up
with meticulous care and implemented transparently have impacted on various development sectors.
The Panchayat is giving due consideration to the suggestions from the citizens. Many innovative
programmes implemented by the Gram Panchayat have impacted the living levels of the people. The
Panchayat office is furnished and well equipped with State of Art infrastructure and communication
facilities. Basic principles of good governance and the responsibility to attain societal needs are visible
from the Gram Panchayat. Remarkable improvements in areas like development functions, governance
and audit clearance could be noted. The experiences and indicators from the Gram Panchayat reveal
that the core elements of Good Governance were present and were practised during the planning
process.

Nature of Good Practice
The case study focuses on a successful plastic waste management project implemented by the
Chembilode Gram Panchayat of Kannur district in Kerala. The Gram Panchayat took this major
initiative in the plastic waste management sector in the wake of the ever increasing issue of plastic
waste. The Panchayat through the project brought in a number of stakeholders for the common
goal of plastic reduction. The Gram Panchayat played the key role in project implementation. The
resource for the project was mobilised from the development fund of the Panchayat. The efforts of
the Gram Panchayat Administration, Suchitwa Mission, Kudumbasree and the Community added
strength and support to the efficient implementation of the Project. Effective linkages contributed to
the successful implementation. The working group on Water Supply and Sanitation including Solid
Waste Management of Chembilode Panchayat resolved to take up the project of Establishment of Solid
Waste Management Plant under their annual plan 2008-09 with the technical guidance of the member
of the Technical Advisory Committee of the Kerala Total Sanitation and Health Mission (KTSHM). An
amount of H 4.50 lakh was earmarked for the project under Development Fund. The District Planning
Committee gave approval to the project. The plant was established in the Mini Industrial Park of
Chembilode Gram Panchayat, with an area of one acre of land. The technology developed by Shri
CK Babu (a mini-industrialist) for his Star Polymers Plastic Recycling Plant at Muzhuppilangad was
adopted for Chembilode. Synergy Self-Help Group of Kudumbasree consisting of 11 members was
entrusted with the materialisation of the project especially the collection and segregation part.

Pre-good Practice Scenario
The accumulating burden of solid waste and the multi-varied measures considered for its management
are the major challenges faced by the urban and semi-urban areas of the world. The increasing
heaps of solid waste and the absence of efficient solid waste management programme could result in
health hazards and can turn out to be detrimental for the environment. Solid waste could be defined
as disposed useless semi-solid or solid matter created by human or animal activities which when
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accumulated pose threat to the human environment. Most of
the solid wastes, like paper, plastic containers, bottles, cans,
electronic goods etc., are not biodegradable, which means they
do not get broken down through inorganic or organic processes.
The volume of municipal solid waste is projected to double by
2025, growing from 1.3 billion tonnes a year to 2.6 billion
tonnes, according to research from the WWI4. About 1.3 billion
tonnes of municipal solid wastes (MSW) are generated globally
each year, which could be attributed to rapid urbanisation.

Solid waste as a problem was
debated much before other
pollution issues. The problem
associated with solid waste
can be dated back to prehistoric days. Due to the
invention of new products,
the quantity and quality of
the waste have changed over
the years. This depends on
income, culture and varying
geographies and economy.

India, with a population of over 1.21 billion account for 17.5
per cent of the world population (Census of India 2011). The
alarming rate of urbanisation clubbed with improper planning
has made solid waste management a herculean task in India.
The rate of increase of municipal solid waste generated per
capita is estimated at 1 to 1.33 per cent annually. The per capita generation rate of MSW in India
ranges from 0.2 to 0.5 kg/ day. Many categories of solid waste are prominent such as food waste,
rubbish, commercial waste, institutional waste, street sweeping waste, industrial waste, construction
and demolition waste, and sanitation waste. The most disastrous among the solid waste is plastic.
From a historical viewpoint, the development of plastics can be regarded as one of the most important
technical achievements of the twentieth century. In just 50 years plastics, have permeated virtually
every aspect of daily life, paving the way for new inventions, and replacing materials in existing
products. The success of these materials has been based on their properties of resilience, resistance
to moisture, chemicals and photo- and bio-degradation, their stability, and the fact that they can be
molded into any desired form (Lardinois and Van de Klundert, 1995).
Plastic waste is a major environmental problem in India, particularly in the urban areas and areas
of urban character. Plastic carrier bags and bottles are among the major sources of plastic waste
in the country. The plastic waste component of the solid waste is a major issue because of its nonbiodegradable nature which can stay in the environment for a considerable length of time causing
varied problems. Economic growth, changing consumption and production patterns result in rapid
increase in plastic waste generation. The world’s annual consumption of plastic materials has increased
from around 5 million tonnes in the 1950s to nearly 100 million tonnes; thus, 20 times more plastic
is produced today than 50 years ago. Plastic consumption has increased much more than the world
average in the developing regions. Due to lack of integrated solid waste management, most of the
plastic waste is neither collected properly nor disposed off in appropriate manner to avoid its negative
impacts on environment and public health and waste plastics are causing littering and choking of
sewerage system. Due to extremely long periods required for natural decomposition, waste plastic is
often the most visible component in waste dumps and open landfills.
The case of Kerala is no different. On an average, 6000 tonnes of solid waste is being generated in
all across Kerala. There is a serious crisis in urban waste management that has manifested itself in
the form of deadlocked garbage disposal plans in some municipalities and corporations in the State.
It highlights the gap between accepted standards in solid waste management and their achievement
(The Hindu, August 12, 2012). The issue is acutely felt in the Corporations of Thiruvananthapuram,
Kochi, Kozhikode, Thrissur and Kollam, and the municipalities of Kannur and Thalassery.
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Management of solid waste which generally involves proper segregation and scientific recycling of all
the components is in fact the ideal way of dealing with solid waste. The State in this context is all set to
look for new and holistic options to find a solution to the issues of solid waste especially that of plastic
waste. The performance of local self-governments in Kerala on the solid waste management front is
far from satisfactory, but the State is yet to have successful models of solid waste management and it
is in this context that the local self-governments have started to think on the lines of how used plastic
can be re-used, recycled and disposed off in a healthy way. The case study presented here examines
one of the successful models of plastic waste recycling and management initiated and implemented
by Chembilode Gram Panchayat of Kannur district.
Solid Waste Management is a global challenge. The initiatives in this direction have not succeeded
fully due to the presence of plastic waste which comprises approximately about 20 per cent of the solid
waste. While the total consumption of plastics in India is about 4 million tonnes, the waste produced
is around 2.0 million tonnes. The sectoral status study on Municipal Solid Waste Management done in
Kerala has indicated that the total solid waste generation in the State is about 8,300 tonnes per day.
Studies have also indicated that 70-80 per cent of the total solid waste generated is biodegradable
in nature. Of the total, 13 per cent of the waste is generated by
the five city corporations, 23 per cent by the 53 municipalities
Solid Waste Management is
and the rest by the 978 Gram Panchayats. In the urban
a mandatory responsibility
centres of Kerala, the amount of plastic waste is as high as
of LSGIs, as per provisions of
4 – 6 per cent almost at par with any developed economies
the Kerala Municipality Act
of the world. Disposable life style contributes about 8 per cent
1994, Kerala Panchayati Raj
of solid wastes. The rapid urbanisation, increasing patterns of
Act 1994 and the Municipal
production & consumption and changed social behaviour has
Solid Waste (Management &
increased the generation of plastic waste in Kerala. The streets,
Handling) Rules, 2000.
drainages, tourist spots, residential areas, places of worship
etc., are affected by the plastic menace. Plastic has become an
integral part of modern life but considering the negative effects that it produces on the environment
and human health, the use of plastic has to be gradually reduced. It demands the need for scientific
management and treatment of plastic waste.
Chembilode Gram Panchayat has a semi-urban nature as it is in close proximity of the district headquarters. The Panchayat has already begun to show characteristics of urbanisation. As any other
urban region in the State, Chembilode also is characterised by issues of solid waste especially that
of plastic. Waste disposal (especially plastic) along the major roads, nodes and centres are common.
For Chembilode Panchayat the ban on unscrupulous use of plastic was found largely ineffectual.
Plastic bags were popping up all over the Panchayat in spite of all the efforts to create awareness
of its hazardous consequences. It was in this background that the Panchayat Administration thought
of finding a permanent solution to the issue of plastic waste. The Panchayat committee under the
president, vice-president and the Welfare Standing Committee Chairman initiated a meeting to find
out a sustainable solution to this menace. The outcome of the meeting suggested the collection and
recycling of plastic waste as the only sustainable solution to the problem.

Process of Adoption of Good Practice
A set of interventions and schemes were necessary to address the issue of increasing plastic waste. An
effective solution was thought of by the Gram Panchayat. Meetings were arranged by the Panchayat
Administration to frame the necessary plans so as to effectively implement the Plastic Waste
Management Project. A consensus was established by the District Administration with the Kerala Total
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Sanitation and Health Mission5, Kudumbasree6, local community and other local partners.
The major decisions taken by the Panchayat Administration are listed as under:
1.

Initiative to address plastic waste management

2.

Local Economic Development

3.

Provision of long-term plans for plastic waste management

4.

Ensuring uninterrupted and prolonged process

5.

Fund Mobilisation

6.

Infrastructural Development

7.

Organising awareness programmes and workshops

8.

Improving self-employment activities

9.

Providing livelihood opportunities

10.

Ensuring inter-institutional coordination

The Gram Panchayat came across a small scale industrialist committed to the social cause of plastic
waste, Shri C K Babu, who was running a small scale industry by the name ‘Star Polymers’ at
Muzhuppilangad, a nearby Panchayat. He was a native of Chembilode Panchayat and he readily
offered his services to the Panchayat to tackle the issue. He convinced the Panchayat that collection
and recycling of plastic was the only sustainable solution to the problem. The theoretical background
of the problem and that of possible remedies was investigated from literature sources. Experiences of
other developing countries on the issue were studied during the thought process stage. Recycling was
preferred to the other methods of waste management since it has the potential of leading to resource
recovery and the creation of jobs for the unemployed.
Plastics recycling or reprocessing is usually referred to as the process by which plastic waste material
that would otherwise become solid waste are collected, separated, processed and returned to use
(Lardinois and Van de Klundert, 1995).
The working group on Water Supply and Sanitation including Solid Waste Management of Chembilode
Panchayat resolved to take up the project of Establishment of Solid Waste Management Plant under
their annual plan 2008-09 with the technical guidance of the member of the Technical Advisory
Committee of the Kerala Total Sanitation and Health Mission (KTSHM). The member was co-opted
as a member of the Working Group. Thus, the project for recycling and reprocessing of plastic was
formulated in Chembilode Panchayat, as the first such initiative by any local government in the State.

Planning of Good Practice
The Panchayat Administration was clear on the relevance of plastic waste management and the
associated challenges in meeting the same. There were two major steps in the planning process. They
are:
1.

Setting Objectives

2.

Devising a working Methodology/Action Plan

Emphasising on the need for plastic reduction through recycling the Gram Panchayat set a number
of objectives. The objectives as envisaged by the Chembilode Gram Panchayat are given as below:
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1.

To formulate the project for plastic waste recycling

2.

To identify the collection points and methods of plastic waste collection

3.

To mobilise funds for project implementation

4.

To identify location and space for project implementation

5.

To provide infrastructural facilities

6.

To identify volunteers and staff necessary for running the project

The Action Plan devised by the Gram Panchayat is given below:
Fund Mobilising

Awareness Creation

Mobilising the Community

Infrastructural Provision

Developing a Cost-effective Method

Bringing in Inter-Institutional Coordination

Implementation of Good Practice
Fund Mobilisation and Infrastructural Provision
An amount of H 4.50 lakh was earmarked for the project under Development Fund head. The
District Planning Committee gave approval to the project as per order No. 540/08/DPC/KNR dated
12/5/2008. The plant was decided to be established in the Mini Industrial Park of Chembilode Gram
Panchayat, with an area of one acre of land. A building with ancillary facilities was constructed for the
purpose. Tenders were invited for the purchase and erection of machinery. M/s Subu Ram Industrial
Suppliers, Rajapalayam supplied the following machinery for the plant at a total cost of H 4.50 lakh.
1.

Exuder Reprocessing Plant 103 Model

- 1 No.

2.

Scrap Grinder 				

- 1 No.

3.

Mixer Machine				

- 1 No.

4.

Cutting Machine 			

- 1 No.
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A goods carrier, three wheeler autorickshaw was purchased by the Panchayat to collect the waste. It
took almost two years of earnest efforts for the Panchayat to commission the plant on 1/6/2010 by
the Honourable Minister of Local Self-Government Department, Government of Kerala.

Technology
Developing an efficient and cost-effective method for recycling waste plastics that have served their
intended purpose, retrieving them from the waste stream and getting them back into the manufacturing
process requires collection, sorting and cleaning and finally reclamation (Michael Mensah Wienaah,
2007).
The technology developed by Shri CK Babu for his Star Polymers Plastic Recycling Plant at
Muzhuppilangad has been adopted for Chembilode. It was in 2005 that Shri Babu developed the
technology to manufacture the raw material for making second quality plastic articles from the plastic
waste discarded by the people after use. Plastic waste is collected from public places, institutions
and houses and brought to the plant. Sorting and segregation is the first step, Metal coated plastic
covers are left out, as these types cannot be processed. Plastic bottles are also not processed in the
plant. Bottles are sent to the plants in Tamil Nadu. Plastic covers and bags are melted and ground in
the Exuder machine and made into a paste form. The lumps coming out of the machine are again
ground and made into chips. The chips are coloured and fed into another machine from which the
material comes out in the form of threads/wires. The threads/wires are cut into small pieces/shreds
in the cutting machine. The pieces/shreds are put into another machine and converted into granules.
The granules are the raw material for manufacturing plastic products such as suthele, junction boxes
for wiring, latex containers, polythene pipes, weaving and aluminium fabrication aids etc. The metal
coated plastic, often found used as sachets for snacks and other food stuffs and unfit for recycling can
be shreded and used for road asphalting, giving better durability to roads.

The Process
The plastic reprocessing plant set up by Chembilode Gram Panchayat and acclaimed as the first of its
kind in the country was inaugurated on 1 June 2010. The immediate motivation for the project has
been disposal of plastic waste accumulated in the Chakkarakal town in the Panchayat. Synergy SelfHelp Group of Kudumbasree consisting of 11 members was entrusted with the implementation of
the project. The self-help group functions as two groups. The first group of four women and the lady
driver visits the town, institutions and fixed points in the residential area on fixed dates every week
and blows the siren. People bring plastic in bundles. The group conducts an initial sorting on the spot
to discard unfit materials. Each family pays H 5 per month as collection expenses. Final segregation
is done at the plant. The second group is responsible for processing the plastic into granules. The
granules are sold to the plastic manufacturing companies including Star Polymers at the rate ranging
from H 30-35 per kg.

The Present Situation
The plant has the capacity to recycle 300 kgs of plastic per day. But such a quantity is not collected.
At present neighbouring Gram Panchayats are also collecting the plastic from their premises and
bringing it to the Chembilode plant. They are paid H 7 per kg. The District Total Sanitation and Health
Mission is extending technical support to the plant, through Shri C K Babu, Member, TAC.
Shri Suresh K.K, who has working experience of 32 years in plastic manufacturing and reprocessing
plants in and outside the State is working as the Foreman of the plant. He is paid an honorarium of
H 12000 per month. He is a living testimony to others in the plant with his strong physique and vibrant
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personality. The volunteers engaged in the collection work and those in the plants are being paid
monthly honorarium ranging from H 3000 to H 3500 from the amount got from the sale of granules,
collection charges and the funds set apart by the Panchayat in the Plan. The SHG is paying a lease of
H 1000 per month to the Panchayat.
The unit is now working on a no-profit no-loss basis. Average monthly income from sale of granules
and the collection charges levied comes to H 40000. The monthly expenditure including electricity and
maintenance charges are around this amount. The Panchayat has so far spent H 18.35 lakh towards
capital cost of the plant i.e for building, machinery, vehicle, erection and electrification etc.

Expansion Proposals
The Panchayat is now thinking of making the plant full fledged and capable of manufacturing the
end-products. Their proposal is to collect plastic waste from the 8 Gram Panchayats in the block and
also from Kannur Municipal area so as to make the plant viable and sustainable. For this they need
support from Total Sanitation and Health Mission, Pollution Control Board, State Government and
Central Government.

Unique Process That Made It Happen
The strong organisational capacity of the Gram Panchayat
has successfully provided technical assistance and
necessary guidance for the initiative. The Panchayat
utilised the development fund for setting up the initiative.
The Panchayat had been successful in developing a
strategy for the successful accomplishment of the project.
The Gram Panchayat has ensured convergence and
coordination with other line departments, self-help groups,
and community throughout the project right from planning
till implementation. It was also successful in organising
required training facilities. The Panchayat administration
headed by the Panchayat president along with officials
has effectively formulated and implemented the project.
The changing nature of Good Governance in effectively
dealing with solid wastes could be visualised from the
Chembilode Panchayat. It should be noted that there had
been impressive progress in people’s participation. There
was no ward-wise distinction and differentiation.

Efficient and sustainable waste
management goes hand-in-hand
with good local governance. Waste
management, especially that of
plastic waste is critical for the
protection of community health
and environment. Effective waste
management requires a strategic
approach that addresses social,
financial, environmental and
technical issues. The approaches
should thus focus on governance
and area management along
with technocratic aspects.

The Kudumbashree mission has promoted the initiative in the Panchayat. The Gram Panchayat took
the lead role in coordinating the efforts of various institutions. The Gram Panchayat has brought
in strategic convergences in the effective implementation of the programme. The experience of
Good Governance indicates the success of the Gram Panchayat in creating and maintaining interinstitutional coordination for better outcomes.

Challenges Faced and Lessons Learnt
During the whole process the Gram Panchayat had to face a number of challenges which are listed
as under:
1.

The ever increasing heaps of waste associated with the trends of urbanisation
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2.

Difficulties in establishing effective linkages

3.

Community awareness generation

4.

Finding a cost-effective technology

5.

Questions regarding the sustainability of the projects

The major lessons learned from this success story could be synthesised as under:
1.

Gram Panchayat with its power and authority can contribute towards solving such predominant
issues.

2.

Effective inter-institutional linkages can prove effective.

3.

Such projects would ensure community involvement, togetherness, social capital and cultural
harmony.

4.

Such initiatives will revitalise the natural resources.

5.

Such projects are mutually benefiting.

6.

Such models could result in the creation of community management structures and sustainable
community ownerships.

Role of External Factors
The success could be attributed to cooperation of a number of factors and people who were strongly
committed to the initiative. The Gram Panchayat played the central role. There are many other role
players who played their role in the successful running of this initiative. They are Shri CK Babu (The
Technology Provider), Kerala Total Sanitation and Health Mission (KTSHM), Kudumbasree and the
local community. Shri CK Babu of Star Polymers Plastic Recycling Plant supplied the technology. The
Kerala Total Sanitation and Health Mission (KTSHM) provided the technical assistance. Kudumbasree
community supplemented the project through provision of human resource. The inter-institutional
coordination could be visualised from the diagram 1 given below.
Diagram 1: Inter-Institutional Coordination
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Benefits and Sustainability of Good Practice
The responses of several persons involved in the formulation and implementation of the project have
been recorded. All are unanimously supporting the project and are proud of it. Shri Balan Koiyod,
who has been chairman of the welfare standing committee of the Panchayat at the time of conception
of the project explained the logic of the concept and problems they faced in the implementation. Shri
C P Asokan, Chairman, Development Standing Committee stated that the Plastic Recycling Plant came
into being owing to the social commitment and consensus of the Panchayat Council. According to Shri
C K Babu, the plant can provide employment to 20 persons regularly, if supply of sufficient raw plastic
waste is ensured and the plant is equipped to manufacture plastic products. Shri P Sadanandan,
Secretary informed that the prestigious project is being closely monitored by the Panchayat Committee.
The workers in the projects take their assignment as social service, rather than livelihood. They are
optimistic that the plant has tremendous prospects. A couple of people living in the neighbourhood
of the plant have also been interviewed. According to them, there is no environmental pollution or
health problem due to the functioning of plant.
Key Results
Reduction in the quantity of plastic waste

Economic Development

Established a replicable model of waste management

From the viewpoint of health management, the collection and disposal of waste is generally considered
to be the responsibility of the local self-governance. However, these tiers of Panchayats are often
unable to cope with the ever growing quantities of waste produced due to inadequate funds, ever
increasing population and absence of technical solutions. It is against this statement that the example
of Chembilode Gram Panchayat, an example of Good Governance, could be cited in the realm of
plastic waste management. The plastic recycling plant in Chembilode Panchayat is a model for all
local government institutions in India. The Panchayat has proved practically how a big issue of global
importance can be solved with relatively smaller investment. The venture can be replicated anywhere
in India where plastic waste is a menace and an unsolved problem. All the Gram Panchayats and
municipalities in Kannur district have resolved to take up the projects with the brand name “Sussithra”
with the support of the higher tiers and technical assistance of Total Sanitation and Health Mission.
The State Government, too, has decided to start 15 units for plastic recycling across the State. Many
local self-government institutions have come forward to collect and sort plastic waste with the help of
SHGs under Kudumbashree.
As for Chembilode, the technology adopted by them and the implementation strategy have been
widely appreciated. Delegates from other local government institutions are visiting the Panchayat
to study the project. The Panchayat is now thinking of establishing a training centre for plastic
recycling methods which would be attached to the plant. Chembilode Gram Panchayat is efficiently
and effectively carrying out the functions and responsibilities vested in them and mandated by the
Constitution, upholding the values of democratic decentralisation and participatory democracy.
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The Project initiated and successfully implemented by the Gram Panchayat is an example of a timely
intervention drawn up in addressing the issues in the solid waste management sector. Considering
the socio-economic background and the semi-urban nature of Chembilode, the project is the most
relevant one. The project represents an effective model which could be replicated elsewhere in the
State which is trying hard to overcome the issues of plastic prominent second generation sanitation
issues.

Footnotes
1.

Mean Sea Level (MSL) is a measure of the average height of the ocean’s surface (such as the
halfway point between the mean high tide and the mean low tide); used as a standard in reckoning
land elevation.

2.

The Agriculture Department establishes its presence in all the village Panchayats through Krishi
Bhavans. The Krishi Bhavan guides the farmers as well as the Panchayat in agriculture related
aspects.

3.

The Panchayat Empowerment & Accountability Incentive Scheme (PEAIS) is a Central Sector
Plan Scheme which is being implemented by the Ministry of Panchayati Raj since 2005-06. The
scheme had an allocation of H 5.00 crore for 2005-06, which was raised to H 10.00 crore for the
subsequent years. Funds are released to the State Governments/UTs on 100 per cent grant basis,
after assessing their devolution of the 3Fs (Funds, Functions and Functionaries). The Scheme has
continued in the 11th Five Year Plan period with annual allocation of H 10.00 crore.

4.

Through research and outreach that inspire action, the World Watch Institute works to accelerate
the transition to a sustainable world that meets human needs. The Institute’s top mission objectives
are universal access to renewable energy and nutritious food, expansion of environmentally
sound jobs and development, transformation of cultures from consumerism to sustainability,
and an early end to population growth through healthy and intentional childbearing. The World
Watch Institute has worked closely with partners in India to advance the country’s ambitious goals
of increasing access to clean energy sources and to encourage dialogue among the country’s
leading low-carbon development experts. We offer our expertise and experience to Indian
decision-makers and communities to bridge knowledge gaps and develop recommendations to
overcome barriers to low-carbon development in India.

5.

The Kerala Total Sanitation and Health Mission (KTSHM) was formulated by the Government of
Kerala for betterment of life style in rural area. The mission provides facilities to the public to keep
the premises clean and prevent water-born diseases and those caused by lack of cleanliness.
The KTSHM was registered in February 2000 with the responsibility of developing conceptual
framework, formulating programme strategies, providing expert consultancy and building sector
related capacities of local governments.

6.

Kudumbashree is today one of the largest women-empowering projects in the country which
was launched by the Government of Kerala in 1998 for wiping out absolute poverty from the
State through concerted community action under the leadership of Local Self-Governments. The
programme has 37 lakh members and covers more than 50 per cent of the households in Kerala.
Built around three critical components, micro credit, entrepreneurship and empowerment, the
Kudumbashree initiative has succeeded in addressing the basic needs of the less privileged
women, thus providing them a more dignified life and a better future (Chathukulam and Alex,
2010).
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5. Grievance Redress Mechanism, Selection of Business Correspondent,
Karungal Gram Panchayat, Dindigul, Tamil Nadu.
- Centre for Budget and Policy Studies, Bengaluru.
Profile of the Gram Panchayat
Karungal with an area of 8.47 square kilometers is in the Guizilimparai block of Dindigul district in
Tamil Nadu. It is at a distance of 57 kilometers from the district headquarters at Dindigul and 15
kilometers from the block headquarters. It consists of 17 habitations making up nine wards in the
Gram Panchayat. The GP office is located in K. Annaipatty.
There are 1413 households residing within the Gram Panchayat with a total population of 4362
(2001). Scheduled castes comprise approximately 20 per cent of the population. Goundars are the
dominant caste in the Panchayat. There are 359 households that fall below poverty line.
There are four primary schools,one middle school and a sub–centre within the Panchayat. For other
facilities, people visit Palayam which is a nearby town and is well connected by bus.
It has primarily dryland and the main crops grown in the area are rice, groundnut and chilly. There is
a Cooperative Milk Producers Society in the GP which is a source of employment for the women. Milk
from the Cooperative Society is sold to Aavin (Tamil Nadu Coop Milk Producers Federation Limited)
and a couple of private players too. There are almost 50 Self-Help Groups (SHGs) within the GP. The
Panchayat Level Federation (of SHGs) has applied to the District Collectorate seeking skill training in
tailoring and production of areca nut products.
The GP has been suffering from a severe drought for the past two years due to which residents
of the village who were previously engaged in agricultural labour are looking for new avenues of
employment.

Performance and Functioning of Karungal Gram Panchayat
Shri Veerasamy who is the elected member from K. Annaipatty area is the president of the Gram
Panchayat (GP). He is assisted by the Panchayat Secretary (Shri Rajendran). Out of nine ward members,
two are reserved for scheduled castes and three for women. The records are well maintained by the
GP. The following graph gives details of the performance of Karungal as per the PEAIS parameters.
Income generation is low as the Panchayat does not own any assets. Other than that, the GP does
score well on other performance parameters as shown in the graph below.
Figure 1: Score of Karungal Panchayat as per PEAIS Indicators

Source: Karungal GP Proposal for PEAIS.
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Table 1: Performance of Karungal as per PEAIS Indicators
Indicator

Remarks

Panchayat
Functioning

Panchayat Meetings
•

Has held 10 meetings against the mandated twelve

•

No meeting was cancelled due to lack of quorum

•

Agenda and minutes are circulated

Gram Sabhas
•

Nine meetings held against the mandated four

•

No adjournment due to lack of quorum

•

Sufficiently represented by marginalised (SC/Women)

•

Minutes maintained

•

Social Audit of MGNREGA conducted

Standing Committees

Management
of Personnel
and Capacity
Building

•

Standing committees formed on appointment/ development /agricultural and
watershed/works/education

•

Except for Appointment Committee the other 4 Committees met 5 times against
the mandated 6

Training of Elected Representatives
•

Panchayat president
Programmes

attended

Panchayati

Raj

Department’s

Training

Officials at Panchayat Meetings
•

Attended by officials of Rural Development, Revenue, Health, Electricity Board,
Horticulture, Cooperative, Highways, Social Welfare, Police and Transport

Review of Work of Officials
•
Planning
and Budget
Formulation

Sharing of officials’ experiences but no review of work done by officials

Preparation of Annual Plan
•

Annual plan prepared and submitted in advance

Process of Preparation of Plan
•

Discussed in Gram Sabha/ with various stakeholders with their suggestions
being partially incorporated

Budget
•

Budget prepared as per norms

•

Budget submitted to the block before the due date
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Indicator

Remarks

Income
Generation

Planning for own income
•
Only taxes as sources of income
•
No ownership of assets
Collection of Dues
•
100 per cent Collection
Voluntary Contributions
•
None

Performance

Physical Achievement
•
Physical targets set under KHS/ IAY/RIS and MGNREGS were successfully met
Expenditure against allotment
•
Allocated amount under various schemes was spent
Expenditure on SC/ST
•
Earmarked allocation was expended
Expenditure on Women
•
Nil
Civic Duties
1. 100 per cent streetlight coverage
2. 100 per cent drainage facility
Panchayat and Local Institution
•
Improving infrastructural facilities of schools and anganwadis
Community Groups
•
Resolution against Child Labour passed
•
Financial Assistance provided to pregnant women (H 6000)
IEC Initiatives
•
Rainwater harvesting
•
Sanitation awareness campaign

Accountability
and
Transparency

Maintenance of Accounts
•
GP accounts are maintained in prescribed format, updated and authenticated
and have been placed before the Gram Sabha. They are however not
computerised.
Audit
•
Only 02 out of 18 audit paras are pending
Grievance Redressal
•
32 grievances were received and 18 were addressed
Compliance to RTI Act
•
One application received and replied. Not sent to appeal.

Source: Karungal Proposal for PEAIS.
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Enabling Management Practices
Maintenance of Records
GP maintains 31 record books which are regularly updated by the Panchayat Secretary. GP attributes its
winning of PEAIS award to its record maintenance. Currently, the GP is in the process of computerising
its records. The Panchayat Secretary underwent training at the Collectorate.
Conducting of Meetings
GP conducts monthly or bi-monthly meetings of the Panchayat members. These meetings provide a
forum for president and members to discuss all the issues of the residents of the GP. A tentative list
of beneficiaries for schemes such as Indira Awaas Yojana is prepared at these meetings. The primary
focus of these meetings in the recent past has been the issue of water supply in the Gram Panchayat.
Resolutions that are passed at these meetings are placed before the Gram Sabha. For 2010-11, 9
Gram Sabhas were organised as against the mandated four. These frequent interactions helped the
GP administration to be in touch with the pulse of the people.
Awareness Campaigns
Gram Sabhas are being used effectively by the GP administration as platform to raise awareness
about local issues as well as to share their vision with the people. Awareness campaigns on water
conservation and judicious use of water were conducted in the aftermath of the drought situation.
Further, the idea of rain water harvesting was also introduced to the people at the Gram Sabha.
Sanitation: The GP is yet to be awarded the Nirmal Gram Puraskar. The administration admitted
that open defecation is widely prevalent in the GP. To address this and to increase the number of
household toilets, the GP has conducted awareness and information sessions at the Gram Sabha to
enthuse people.

Good Practices
a. Water Supply Works
According to the Indian Meteorological Department records, Dindigul district received only 636.4
mm of rain in 2012 while the average normal rainfall in the district is 930.5 mm. Such a shortage of
rainfall has resulted in severe drought conditions in the district. GP took several steps such as drilling
of bore wells, construction of storage facilities such as Overhead Tanks (OHTs), etc., to ensure that
the people of the GP have water for daily consumption. It has addressed the shortage of water by not
only increasing the availability of water but also by facilitating better access to sources of water for
the inhabitants.

Availability of Water
Step 1: Creating social consciousness
GP has involved various stakeholders in its endeavour to increase the availability of water in the
Panchayat. The common concern of water supply has been often placed before the Panchayat by the
ward members and 30 resolutions have been passed in this regard. Further, the Gram Sabha has
been used as a platform to deliberate and seek solutions to this issue. For example, probable sites
for drilling borewells (as recommended by the Government appointed geologist) are placed before
the Sabha.
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Step 2: Improving water supply infrastructure
Suggested sites for borewells are drilled and checked for the availability of water. Even after thorough
check a number of these sites have gone dry very soon, forcing the GP to look for newer sites to drill
bore wells. It is due to the repeated failure of newly-dug borewells in the vicinity of overhead tanks
in Annepatty and Sukkampatty hamlets that a pipeline of almost three and a half kilometer has been
laid from the borewell at Karungal to these OHTs. This borewell is currently the source of water for
four OHTs in the GP (2 in Annepatty, 1 in Karungal and1 in Sukkampatty). Such a heavy dependence
on one borewell reflects on the unfortunate state of availability of water in the GP. Currently, there are
25 operational bore wells in the GP.
Additionally, each hamlet is equipped with sintex tanks which are filled by a borewell in close proximity.
These tanks are a source of water throughout the day.
Table 2: Number of Functioning Water Supply Mechanisms
Number of handpumps

32

No. of OHTs

36

No. of borewells

25

Source: Karungal GP Documents.

Step 3: Converging funds from various schemes
The GP has utilised funds from multiple schemes towards improving the water supply works. Funds
from the Panchayat General Fund, own source revenue of the GP, Member of Legislative Assembly
Constituency Development Scheme (MLACDS) and award money from PEAIS have been used in this
regard. Out of the H 9 lakh that the Panchayat received under PEAIS, H 8 lakh were spent on four water
supply related works in the GP. For the year 2012-13, 17.5 percentage of Karungal’s expenditure was
on water supply related works.
Table 3: Expenditure Incurred on Water Supply Works in Karungal GP (in H)
Percentage Increase
2010-11

274,852

-

2011-12

548,527

99.57

2012-13

764,868

39.44

Source: Karungal GP Annual Accounts.

Promoting individual household connections
GP in the past two years improved accessibility to water supply for households by promoting individual
household connections. It passed Panchayat Resolution in this regard in April 2010. Following this
Resolution, announcements were made at the following Gram Sabha in May 2010 informing interested
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residents of the GP to seek individual household connections. An intensive awareness campaign was
undertaken over a week in the village using the methods of public announcements, distribution of
hand-outs and putting up notices asking interested households to submit a letter to the GP office
expressing their interest. The GP in collaboration with the Water Board allocated new household
connections. On being selected, the households were asked to pay H 1000 (collected by the water
board) and a water tax of H 30 per month (paid to the GP).
Table 4: Details of Water Tax in Karungal GP
Year

2008-09

No. of Household Water Connections
Amount of Water Tax Collected (in H)

2010-11

2012-13

97

107

204

34,920

38520

73,440

Source: Karungal GP Documents.

Impact
Regular Supply of Water
The initiatives taken in increasing the water supply infrastructure in the GP led to a regular supply of
water for two hours in the morning in the public taps as well as individual household connections.
Reduced crowding at public taps
Since more households now have individual water connections, it has reduced crowding at public
taps. The elderly and the differently-abled felt that they had benefited from this greatly as there are
fewer people waiting.
Responsible consumption
Individual household connections have resulted in reducing wastage and spillage of water as it is now
collected and stored within the household. Further, since the household is responsible for the individual
connections there is better maintenance of household connections which has led to reduced leakage.
Increased own source revenue for the GP
The increase in the number of individual household water connections enabled the GP to increase its
water tax collection by 190 per cent. This increased revenue has been used to improve the availability
of water in the GP.
While the GP has been making efforts in this regard, it has been ably supported, guided and
encouraged in these activities by the district and block administration which have helped the GP in
countering the problem of water shortage.

b. Financial Services at GP Office
A business correspondent (BC) from Indian Overseas Bank is available at the GP office on weekdays
from 7 a.m. to 11 a.m. and from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. The role of the business correspondent is to
provide access to financial services from the Bank to the residents of the GP. A Point of Sale (POS)
machine is situated in the GP office while residents of the village are provided with a chip embedded
smart card. The user inserts his/her smart card in the machine and authenticates identity with the
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help of fingerprint identification technology. At the
same time, the BC inserts his card into his allotted
slot. Both the cards need to be authenticated for the
transaction to take place. A number of simple banking
transactions such as withdrawals, deposits, checking
of balance can be performed. The BC is paid H 1 per
transaction as commission by the bank. Additionally,
he is paid H 10 for opening an account. This facility is
currently used mainly by Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS)
and Social Pension (such as Old Age Pension (OAP),
Widow Pension and Disabled Pension) beneficiaries.
Role of GP
A Government of Tamil Nadu order introduced a business correspondent at the GP level. It
recommended the selection of one GP within each block of every district of the State as a pilot site
for this initiative. In the case of Guizilimparai block in Dindigul district, this initiative has been applied
to various GPs in collaboration with the Gram Panchayat president and secretaries. Thus, the GP has
played a very vital role in establishing this ‘Ultra Small Branch’.
Selection of Business Correspondent
The Bank contacted the Panchayat president and secretary for probable candidates who could be
hired for the position. The selection of the BC was on the basis of the recommendation of the GP
to the bank. Thus, the GP is responsible for recommending a person who is qualified, competent,
capable and reliable. The selection of BC from the local community instills a sense of confidence in the
BC resulting in a more transparent and accountable relationship between the BC and the community.
Awareness Campaign
When this initiative was introduced, the GP took special steps to spread awareness about the same
to facilitate its use by the residents of the Panchayat. It distributed notices and conducted Dandora
(drum-beating accompanied with public announcements) campaigns in all the hamlets to inform the
people about the availability of such a facility at the GP office.
Grievance Redress Mechanism
Due to the role of the GP administration in the selection of the BC, any problems or complaints
against the BC are taken and presented to the GP first before they are taken further to the bank. Thus,
the GP acts as a local grievance redress cell.
Further, a number of people using this facility in the GP are MGNREGS beneficiaries. Often there is
some confusion over the amount of wages that these beneficiaries are credited weekly. Since these
beneficiaries collect their wages at the GP office, in case of any doubts or discrepancies, they are able
to bring them up immediately and seek clarifications and verification with the records, as these are
maintained and kept in the GP office. For example, if the amount of wages they have received for the
week is lower than previous earnings, they check the MGNREGS records available at the GP office to
see how much they had earned for the week and whether the correct amount has been credited to
their account.
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Site for transaction
The GP office is the physical site where the POS machine is located and where the BC sits during
the day.The GP office is well connected to various areas within the GP limits. Thus, such a physical
location of this facility makes it more accessible to the inhabitants of the GP. Additionally, the GP office
is frequented by the people residing within the GP for various needs, so the presence of the facility
in the office results in them using it in addition to performing some task at the GP office and vice
versa. Further, the GP office provides a secure and private environment that is needed to undertake
a financial transaction.

Impact
Time and costs saving
The nearest bank is located 5 kilometers away in the town of Palayam. Prior to the availability of this
facility, to access banking services, the villagers of the GP had to spend almost a day visiting the bank,
waiting and returning by bus. Given the time consuming nature of this exercise, it also resulted in loss
of wages. Now with the flexible timing and availability of the BC within the GP, banking transactions
can be performed before work in the morning or after work in the evening.
Participation with dignity
A number of users reported that they often felt humiliated and ignored at the local bank. However,
the availability of this facility within the GP premises has helped them participate in the process with
greater dignity and self-respect. They also feel that their issues and questions are better addressed
and they receive more attention and respect.
Better access for marginalised
The physical distance to the bank severely limited the access to financial services for women and the
elderly. However,the availability of these services within the GP has enabled them to engage in these
transactions independently, thereby improving their access to financial and banking services.
Better organised
Due to the limited number of people using the facility on any day, the process is better organised
with less crowding and less time taken per transaction. A queue system is followed, which makes the
process less chaotic and confusing.
Flexible timing and emergencies
The availability of the BC within the GP makes it more flexible for the users. Also, in times of emergency,
accessing funds is simpler enabling the people to focus on the issue on hand rather than arranging
for the money.

c. Other Notable Practices
Maintenance of Streetlights
There are about 185 streetlights in the GP. 174 of these are tubelights. Due to frequent power outages
and voltage fluctuations, the tubelights tend to get damaged often. These street lights are monitored
by the local tank operator, ward member as well as the general public. In case of any complaints, the
GP immediately pays heed and resolves them. This practice has ensured that the Panchayat is well-lit
even after sunset. This has led to a sense of security especially among the women inhabitants of the
Panchayat.
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Collection of Taxes
Karungal GP records 100 per cent collection of taxes. The Demand, Collection and Balance (DCB)
Register reflected the same with no pending dues reported for previous years. The responsibility of
collection of water tax, house tax, library tax and professional tax is borne solely by the Panchayat
secretary. The secretary in turn seeks the help of the overhead tank operators in the respective hamlets
to assist him in collection of these dues. The residents of the GP are informed about their dues at the
Gram Sabha. In addition, notices are circulated regularly to remind them of their impending dues.
Dandora (drum-beating accompanied with public announcements) is also used to inform people
about tax collection. Intensive door-to-door collection is done from January to March to ensure that
all the people pay their taxes. Peer pressure is also used as a mechanism as daily visits are noticed
by neighbours. Further, the block and the district administration monitor the collection of these dues
through monthly collection reports submitted by the GP. The persistence of the officials at the higher
level ensures that the GP is not lax in collecting taxes. This has helped the GP increase the amount of
its own source revenue in the last few years.
Table 5: Details of Tax Collected in Karungal GP
Tax (in H)

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

101750

106000

130380

131990

Library Cess

10175

10600

13048

13199

Professional Tax

34045

37600

34860

38460

Water Tax

38520

38520

73440

73440

D&O Tax*

4867

9055

6935

6955

150

190

350

355

189507

201965

259013

264399

House Tax

2C Tax#
Total
Source: Karungal GP Annual Accounts.

* D&O Tax: Fees and charges on Dangerous & Offensive Trades (Under Tamil Nadu Panchayats Act, 1958, purposes which
are likely to be offensive or dangerous to human life and eligible for levy of license fee were listed). Now, Section 159 of
Tamil Nadu Panchayats Act, 1994 empowers Village Panchayats to issue licenses for D&O Trade.
#. 2C Tax: Patta fees (Source: Rural Department and Panchayati Raj Department, Government of Tamil Nadu).

Facilitating Factors
Networking with local leaders and officials
The Panchayat president (Mr. Veerasamy) has previously served as a president for a period of one
year (2000-01). He shares good relationship with the local Member of Legislative Assembly (MLA)
and Member of Parliament (MP), as well as the members and officials of the Taluk Panchayat which
has enabled the GP to access funds from various sources and schemes. The MLA and MP Constituency
Development funds have been used in enhancing the water supply infrastructure in the GP.
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Collaboration with neighbouring GPs
The Panchayat secretary (Mr. Rajendran) has been holding this office for almost 10 years, which made
him knowledgeable about administration and functioning of the Panchayat. Due to his long stay in
this position he is familiar with the people of the Panchayat and aware about the happenings within
the Panchayat. Further, this has helped him establish a good working relationship with secretaries of
neighbouring Panchayats. He often seeks support and assistance from them which in turn helps him
improve his work and performance. Additionally, any doubts are locally clarified. Awareness about
the experiences of neighbouring Panchayats helps him in planning better for his own Panchayat.
Likewise, the BC of Karungal Panchayat along with BCs from Alambadi and Gudalur have planned to
approach the local branch of Indian Overseas Bank to increase the amount that they are entitled to
withdraw daily to fulfill their responsibilities as BCs.
Support from State administration
The GP enjoys immense support from the block and district administration. Officials at these levels
take an active interest in the functioning of the GP. They also regularly monitor the performance of
the GP in terms of tax collection, scheme implementation etc. Dindigul has been declared as droughtaffected by the Government, which has resulted in special focus on water supply related activities
from the officials. The funds and schemes for drought relief are primarily administered at the block or
district level, but implemented by the GP. A mutually respectful working relationship between the GP
and the State administration has facilitated efforts in coping with the drought.

7. Conclusion
Karungal GP has been severely drought affected for the past two years. Due to this, there has been
a single minded focus towards mitigating it. This has led to other areas of development taking a
backseat in the GP. The Panchayat president envisions to improve the sanitation facilities and habits
of the GP as well provide new avenues of employment for his people. However, he has not been able
to do much in this regard as his focus has been to provide water for the people of the GP. Further,
the training imparted by the State government has been received by the GP president, thereby not
developing the capacity of other members. Thus, a State level initiative needs to be taken to build
capacities of members and secretaries of GPs.
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6. Vision Document Initiative, Dibrugarh Zilla Parishad, Assam
- Institute for Social Sciences, New Delhi.
Background
Dibrugarh with an area of 3381 sq.km is the eastern most district of the State of Assam. The river
Brahmaputra flows in the north west of the district and its tributary Buridihing is the only river flowing
through the district. One of the unique features of Dibrugarh district is that it has only one subdivision with seven Community Development blocks. The district is mostly rural with 1309 inhabited
villages and nine towns of which only three have municipal bodies namely, Dibrugarh Municipal
Corporation, Chabua Town Committee and Naharkatia Town Committee. Six other towns of the
district are census towns and they are under the jurisdiction of the Panchayats.
According to 2011 census, total population of Dibrugarh district is 13.26 lakh of which 10.82 lakh is
rural and 4.38 lakh is urban population. Sex ratio of Dibrugarh is 961 and literacy rate is 76 per cent,
the male and female literacy being 82.82 per cent and 68.99 per cent respectively. 4.45 per cent of
the total population of the district belongs to scheduled caste, while more than 7 per cent of the total
population is from scheduled tribe.

Some Socio - Economic Characteristics
Agriculture is the main source of income of rural population of the district while industrial development
took place in the urban areas. The workforce participation rate of the district is 42.26 per cent. The
male female figures of the same are 54.40 and 29.63 per cent, respectively. The scenario is better
in rural areas (43.46 per cent) than urban areas (36.95 per cent). The predominance of agriculture
is also reflected in the land use pattern. 37.56 per cent of the total geographical area of the district
is under cultivation (net sown area) while 36.8 per cent is covered by forest. The major crops are
rice, sugarcane, pulses and potatoes. Fishing is also an important occupation in the district, but fish
production is not sufficient.
Dibrugarh has the world’s largest area covered by tea gardens. The entire district is surrounded by tea
plantation and tea factories. There are many oil and natural gas rigs in the district.
Figure 1: Landuse Pattern of Dibrugarh District

Reserved and other forest area
Land put for non-agricultural work
Barren and other uncultivable land
Permanent pastures and other grazing
Land under Misc, trees and grass not included in area
shown
Cultivable land
Fallow and other than fallow
Current Fallow
Net area sown
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According to the Human Development Report of Assam (2003), Dibrugarh ranks sixth among the
districts in terms of overall level of human development. Its place is second in terms of health, fifth in
terms of education and twelfth in terms of income. Literacy has increased from 69 per cent in 2001 to
76 per cent in 2011. In terms of health indicators like safe delivery, infant mortality rate, institutional
delivery etc., Dibrugarh’s position is better than Assam as a whole. About 80 per cent of households
of the district have sanitation facilities, though in rural areas the coverage is slightly lower i.e. 78
per cent. Almost all the villages have safe drinking water facility; more than 90 per cent villages are
electrified.

Profile of the Zilla Parishad
Dibrugarh Zilla Parishad was established in 2000. There are seven Anchalik Panchayats (AP) and 93
Gaon Panchayats (GP) under it. The last Panchayat election in Assam took place in March 2013 and
the first meeting of the present board of this ZP was held on 5 April 2013. In the present board, there
are 23 members of whom 16 are females and seven are males, from among them one scheduled
caste and two scheduled tribe members.

Sources of Funds
The major sources of fund of the Zilla Parishad are grant from Central and State governments (apart
from funds received under sponsored schemes). From the central government, it receives
Union Finance Commission (13th FC) grants in untied form. Twenty per cent of the total grant of the
district under this head comes to ZP while 30 and 50 per cent go to Anchalik Panchayats and Gaon
Panchayats, respectively. From the State government, it gets major fund from two sources – District
Development Plan (DDP) and State Finance Commission (SFC) grants. Under DDP, the ZP received
H1.02 crore in 2012-13. The pattern of allocation of SFC fund between three tiers of PRIs is as
followed in case of UFC. It received H 63.97 lakh in 2012-13 under non-salary component of SFC
grant for taking up schemes on roads, drains, park, water supply etc.
The ZP is empowered under the Assam Panchayat Act to raise revenue from such sources as tolls in
respect of ferry under its management, fees on registration of vehicles or for issuing license, rates and
fees for providing specific services like water supply, lighting, making sanitary arrangements in fairs,
mela etc. ZP may also collect rent from land or other properties under its ownership or management.
However, as will be seen later, the ZP cannot raise much revenue from such sources and, accordingly,
it depends mostly on transfer of funds from the State or Central government for carrying out its
developmental activities.

Staffing Pattern
Since its establishment, Zilla Parishad has not overcome its teething problems. It has an office building
of its own, though the space available is not sufficient for future expansion. It is not yet adequately
staffed. At present, it has only 14 permanent staff and 10 temporary staff, as detailed below.

Permanent Staff
•  Chief Executive Officer
•  3 Junior Engineers
•  2 Senior Assistant cum Accountants
•  One Tax Collector
•  3 Junior Assistants
•  4 Peons
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Temporary Staff
•  3 Computer Assistants
•  One ADPM
•  One Office Assistant
•  One Peon
•  One Chowkidar
•  Three Drivers
According to the Section 102 of the Assam Panchayat Act, 1994 the State government has to appoint
a Chief Accounts Officer (CAO) and a Chief Planning Officer (CPO) for each Zilla Parishad but the
posts of these officers have remained vacant ever since the birth of the ZP. As per sub-section (3) of
Section 102, the government may post such number of other officers at the ZP as the government
considers necessary. In view of the fact that ZP undertakes many infrastructure development schemes
every year, there is an urgent need of an Executive Engineer. But the government has failed to do
so and the ZP has to depend on only a few junior engineers. As a result, the annual plan of the ZP
is prepared without a CPO and it has hired one Executive Engineer, one Assistant Planning Officer
(Technical) and one Accounts Officer temporarily and on part-time basis the Irrigation Department.
But this is an unsatisfactory arrangement, as these officers cannot provide full time services to the
Zilla Parishad.
In spite of staff shortage, the ZP executes every year a good number of development projects and
many of them are making positive impact. This has been possible because Dibrugarh ZP has laid
emphasis on the planning process, selection and execution of worthwhile schemes and on introducing
participatory and transparent administrative practices. Considering the constraints it faces because of
acute shortage of its own staff, it works closely with the line departments for execution of development
projects and for subsequent task of operation and maintenance of assets.

Good Practices
The Planning Process

Perspective Plan
It is one of those few ZPs which have taken the initiative of preparing a vision document on development
of the district. In 2009, the ZP collaborated with the Omeo Kumar Das Institute of Social Change
and Development (OKD), a Guwahati-based research institute, to prepare a 15-year perspective
development plan called ‘Dibrugarh 2025’. It was drawn up after holding a series of ‘envisioning
dialogues’ at the Anchalik Parishad levels and with the urban local bodies and officials of line
departments. In all, 9 consultative workshops were organised during January-February 2009 at all
the seven Anchalik Parishad levels, with all the three ULBs of the district and with the officials of all the
line departments of the district. About 1200 persons participated in these workshops. They included
elected representatives, political leaders, and government officials, representatives of NGOs and also
general members of the public. Through such elaborate participatory process, development needs
and their inter se priority in different areas of the district were mapped out. Needs were classified
into high priority, moderate priority and low priority. It was noted that even within the same district,
development needs and their priority - pattern differ from one Anchalik Parishad to another. It was
noted that five most important development needs of the district were roads and bridges, education,
electrification, drinking water and health care. This systematic analysis of the district’s development
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problems acts as a constant guide to the elected representatives and officials of PRIs and others in the
preparation of action plans of development at different levels of the district.
Dibrugarh ZP in collaboration with the District Social Welfare Office has also carried out a survey on
the physically challenged persons of the district. This survey will be of great help to the ZP in drawing
up action plan for the welfare and development of physically challenged people.

Annual Action Plans
Every year, the ZP receives a lumpsum amount called District Development and Planning (DDP) fund
from the Development and Planning Department of the State government. Similarly, it receives funds
under Central Finance Commission (CFC) grants and State Finance Commission (SFC) grants. For all
of them action plans have to be prepared incorporating specific schemes under different sectors to
be taken up for implementation in the year for which grants have been given. While all the schemes
under DDP have to be passed by the District Planning Committee (DPC) of which President ZP is
chairperson, schemes under CFC and SFC funds are sanctioned by the respective PRIs. The procedure
for selection schemes is similar for all these action plans, as detailed below. It will be seen that a
bottom-up planning approach has been taken up for selecting development activities.
Gram Panchayat Level – Schemes are selected in consultation with people at the Gram Sabha. Along
with the GP President and ward members, the officials of line departments also take part in these
meetings. A list of schemes is prepared there and sent to the Anchalik Panchayat.
Anchalik Panchayat Level – Lists of schemes sent by the GPs are compiled at the Anchalik Panchayat.
In addition, Anchalik Panchayat prepares its own schemes which are based on the decision taken by
the AP President and members. AP’s own schemes along with the GP’s schemes are together sent to
the ZP.
Schemes of the ULBs – Three ULBs situated in Dibrugarh district prepare their own schemes separately
and send them to the ZP.
Zilla Parishad Level – The ZP receives bunch of schemes from all APs and ULBs. It also prepares its own
schemes. Then the whole bunch is approved by the District Planning Committee (DPC) and sent to the
office of the Commissioner of Panchayat.
Disbursement of Fund – The Commissioner of Panchayat after giving approval of the action plan of
the DDP, sends it back to the ZP. At the end of March, the fund comes to ZP from commissioner’s office
and is transferred to all AP’s GP’s and ULB’s through bank.
During each of the last three financial years, Dibrugarh ZP received H 63,475,000 as DDP fund which
were allotted to all the tiers in the following way:
Table 2: Allocation of DDP Fund to Different Tiers
S.
No.

Local Government to which
Fund has been Allocated

Amount
(H)

Percentage

1.

Zilla Parishad

1,02,44,478

16.14

2.

Anchalik Panchayat

1,53,76,722

24.22

3.

Gram Panchayat

2,56,17,800

40.36

4.

Urban Local Bodies

1,22,36,000

19.28

5.

Total

6,34,75,000

100

Source: Action Plan Document of DDP, Dibrugarh ZP.
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Same process is also followed for selection of schemes under other grants, for example, 13th FC, SFC
etc. But unlike DDP, these schemes are not brought to the DPC for getting approval. The ZP directly
gives approval of the schemes in these cases.
The action plans of the ZP show that even though most of the schemes under DDP fund during the last
three financial years were on infrastructure development, the social sector like health and education
was not ignored. It has given fund for many schools and hospitals for renovation, repairing and
extension whatever necessary. The ZP fund has also covered gender and child issues and also the
minority sector. Agriculture and diary sectors have also been covered by the schemes under DDP. The
importance given to all round development of the district and taking care of development needs of
different areas as revealed in the vision document are, indeed, distinctive features of development
programmes undertaken by the Dibrugarh ZP.
Among many good projects undertaken by the ZP, mention may be made about three noteworthy
schemes in three different sectors, namely farm sector development, water supply and health.

Town milk supply scheme
Conceiving the Idea
The Town Milk Supply Scheme in Dibrugarh started in 1973 – 74 by Dairy Development Department,
Government of Assam and operated in a small scale. A plant was established in Laohal with only a
chilling machine. Milk collected from different sources was brought to the plant for chilling and milk
was distributed. In 1989 – 90, one packaging machine was purchased by the department. Since
then, packaged milk (not pasteurised) was supplied from this plant. As the plant was running with
inadequate infrastructure, production could not be increased.
In 1992 – 93, there was a devastating flood in Dholla area which was the largest milk collection
centre of this plant. The collection plant was submerged incurring huge loss. The production of Laohal
plant went down. Machineries were also getting old creating disturbances in the production process.
In spite of the frequent report by the plant officials, the department did not pay adequate attention to
it and in 2003, the plant was finally closed.
In 2007, the district officials led by the Deputy Commissioner of the district started thinking about
revival of the plant, because it had the potentiality of providing substantial support to the dairy
farmers, opening up livelihood opportunities to other service providers and also fulfilling the needs
of the consumers living in urban areas. The dairy development department of the Government of
Assam did not have the necessary funds for undertaking the project or revival of the plant. It is at this
point, Dibrugarh Zilla Parishad came forward and agreed to provide funds for the revival of project.
It asked the dairy development department to submit a proposal.
Planning and Implementation
The dairy development department submitted a proposal to Dibrugarh Zilla Parishad and requested
for financial help. The Zilla Parishad sanctioned an amount of H 12 lakh under District Development
Plan (DDP) 2007 – 08 for the revival of the plant. The fund was utilised in the following way:
•  H 11 lakh for renovation /overhauling of the plant and machineries
•  H 50,000 for renovation of milk testing laboratory
•  H 50,000 for setting up of a milk selling booth
Again in 2008 – 09, the Zilla Parishad sanctioned H 7.00 lakh for a pasteurisation machine for the
plant.
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Outcome
Ensuring supply of pasteurised milk to the consumers
Modernisation of plant: This has been possible by the initiative taken by the Zilla Parishad in reopening
the modernised milk plant and started functioning since October 2009. The milk project has benefited
the consumers of Dibrugarh city by supplying pasteurised milk in hygienic condition. At present, the
plant has the following machines:
One generator
• Two ammonia compressors
• One plate chiller
• Three milk vats
• One skid mounted pasteuriser
with a capacity of 500 LPH
• One ice bank tank
• Two packaging machines
• One cold store

Milk Supply Scheme Renovated by
Dibrugarh Zilla Parishad

With all these machines, production capacity of the plant increased many fold. At present, it can
procure 2000 litres of milk every day. Not only that, quality of milk is also ensured. From procurement
to distribution, milk is treated in the following way:

Plant
↓
Checking of fat content and SNF
↓
Chilling
↓
Pasteurisation
↓
Packaging
↓
Keeping at cold storage
↓
Collection and brought to the
Distribution
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The process increased the shelf life of milk. Earlier, when only chilling was done, life span of milk was
only four to five hours which has increased to eight to ten hours under the new process. Pasteurisation
(first heating of milk and then drastic cooling) kills all pathogenic bacteria of milk and keeping milk in
cold storage at 3oC helps to increase its life. Every day at 4.30 a.m. milk comes out of the cold storage
and distribution starts after 10 a.m. without hampering the quality of milk.
Increase in Production – After revival of the scheme, the production increased to a large extent. The
plant started functioning with 4278 litre milk procurement and 3543 litre milk distribution. In the
very next month, both the quantity of procurement and distribution became more than double. The
average milk procurement and distribution in the last three months of that year was 8629 litres and
7844 litres, respectively. It continuously increased till 2011 when the monthly average quantity of
milk procurement and distribution reached 30252 litres and 27805 litres, respectively. In May 2011,
the plant procured 35293 litres and distributed 31271 litres. In 2012 and 2013, though the average
production declined still it is much higher than the initial stage (Table 2). Presently, the daily collection
of the plant is around 900 litres.
The plant also produces paneer and cream but at small scale because of the requirement of huge
quantity of milk for preparation of these two products.
Table 2: Year - wise Monthly Average Production of Milk Chilling Plant, Laohal from October
2009 to May 2013
Year

Milk
Procurement
(Litre)

Milk
Distribution
(Litre)

Paneer
(kg.)

Cream
(kg.)

2009 (Oct – Dec)

8529

7844

27.06

25.33

2010

19807

17417

84.35

38.33

2011

30252

27805

81.94

78.40

2012

27328

25780

48.37

18.25

2013 (up to May)

22234

22099

NA

NA

Source: Office of the Milk Chilling Plant, Laohal, Dibrugarh.
NA – Data not available.

Quality milk at lower price: The consumers get quality milk from this plant. SUDHA – the brand name
of the milk marketed by this project is sold at only H 38 per litre, whereas milk supplied by Amul
produced at its plant at Dhuliajan sells at H 54 per litre. Considering increasing cost of production, the
price of SUDHA appears to be low. There is justification of enhancing the price by a few rupees. Even
with enhanced price this brand will be cheaper than the other available brand in the market.
Benefit to the dairy farmers
One of the principal objectives of the revival of the plant effort was to give the cattle owners forward
linkage to the market, so that they could sell milk produced by them without hassles and at remunerative
price. This objective appears to have been fulfilled to a great extent.
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The plant collects about 250 – 300 litres of milk per day from some individual cattle owners who
live close to the plant. They directly bring milk to the plant and testing of fat and SNF is done there.
These cattle owners earlier supplied milk to either hotels or to individual consumers. Payment by the
hoteliers was also not regular. Now marketing of their produce has been very easy and hassle-free,
as they are now able to supply milk to the plant or in other collection centres in bulk. They are now
saving both time and cost. They are also getting their payments on time. The advantages thus gained
have been fruitfully utilised by many farmers in expanding their farms.
Employment generation
The revived plant contributed towards employment generation. It seems that the scheme has provided
livelihood to more than 100 people.At least 60 farmers are involved with the scheme as milk suppliers.
The plant collects milk both from Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and individual cattle owners. Total 10 SHGs
are supplying milk to the plant of which seven are in Tinsukia, the neighbouring district and three
in Nadua, a nearby place in Dibrugarh district. Two collection centres are there, one each in Nadua
and Tinsukia where milk from the farmers is collected, tested and then poured in the cans and then
brought to the plant in the vehicle of the milk project.
The scheme is also providing income to about 40 retailers as 40 milk vending units are in Dibrugarh
town. These are mostly pan shops and book stores and all of them are situated on the main roads.
So far no selling point has been open on the inner roads due to shortage of vehicles. The sellers are
getting commission of H 3.00 per litre of milk from the plant.The scheme is also providing livelihood
to people who are working as staff of the plant. At present, 32 people are working here though more
people are needed to run the plant more efficiently and at large scale.

Mr. Robin Kakoti is a cattle owner living at a stone’s throw distance of the milk plant
at Lahoal. At present he has 35 cattles of which 14 are milch cows. He inherited the
business from his father who used to run it in small scale. Robin’s father used to
be hesitant to supply milk to the dairy department. He was supplying milk to his
traditional customers. After taking charge from father, Robin expanded the business.
At the initial stage he, like his father, was supplying milk to its traditional customers,
namely the hotels and villagers. Soon he found that it was more expensive as he had
to engage workers to carry the milk to different customers. It was time consuming also
and moreover, timely payment was not made. Now daily average milk production in
Robin’s farm is 100 litres and the entire amount is supplied to the milk plant. Living
close to the plant, he needs only half an hour to do the job. His time and cost are now
saved to a large extent. He is getting his payment maximum within 10 days from the
date of supply of milk. His profit margin has expanded. He has now diversified his
enterprise. He has started poultry farming in addition to the dairy farming. Since he
now finds an assured market for milk of his farm, he has been able to take up poultry
business also. He has engaged four persons on full-time basis to look after the cattle
farm and the poultry.While narrating the story of his dairy business, Rabin Kakoti was
very candid in admitting that he owed much of his success to the milk plant at Lahoal.
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Some remarks about the scheme
As the above account shows, the milk scheme has benefited many. However, it seems that the scheme
needs further investment both for improving the physical infrastructure of the plant and installing
new machineries and equipment. It also needs working capital to enable it to expand its procurement
level. The department of dairy development and the ZP may perhaps jointly address these needs of
the milk scheme.

Piped Water Supply Scheme
Conceiving the Idea
For a long time, the inhabitants of Chetia village and two other villages called Mout Chuck and
Phukan Chuck of Hatiali Gram Panchayat under Dibrugarh Zilla Parishad were suffering from supply
of safe drinking water. There were only four/five handpumps in the whole habitation and those were
also not safe. Villagers had no option other than using that unsafe water. As a result, water borne
diseases like diarrhea were very common in those places.
Planning and Implementation
The above situation came to the notice of the Zilla Parishad and it wanted to take up a piped water
supply scheme for those villages. The Public Health Engineering (PHE) Department of the State
government also was interested in the scheme. The department prepared the Chetia Piped Water
Supply scheme and submitted it to the ZP. The latter sanctioned an amount of H 18 lakh for the scheme
under District Development Plan 2007-08 and the scheme was executed by the PHE department. The
following infrastructures were created from the fund:
•

Deep tube well

•

Pump house

•

Distribution pipe network of 1.8 km

•

Fencing the pump house

•

Power connection with transformer

•

Quarter for a Grade IV staff

Later, the electrical transformer was stolen making the scheme defunct. The villagers again faced
problem of getting safe drinking water. The PHE department again requested the ZP for some
additional fund. The ZP sanctioned H 4,71,111 in 2010 from the fund of 12th Finance Commission.
With this fund, the department installed the following infrastructure:
•

Restoration of 25 KVA transformer

•

Underground reservoir

•

Treatment plant

•

Extension of distribution line of 0.5 km

Outcome
Under the scheme, 12 stand posts have been set up from which the villagers can collect water. Though
no house connection has been provided under the scheme, more than 400 households have been
benefited by it. They are getting treated safe water for drinking purpose. The incidence of water-borne
diseases has gone down in the villages where the inhabitants get treated water through stand posts.
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Upgrading a Health Sub-Centre
ZP upgraded a health sub-centre into a 30-bedded hospital. There was a demand for a hospital with
indoor facility in Chakai Gram Panchayat under Barbarua Anchalik Panchayat. The area is surrounded
by forest and the inhabitants belong to the tribal communities. Even though situated within a distance
of 15 km from Dibrugarh town, the communication from the villages of the area to the town is
very poor. People of that GP were facing great problems to take patients to the hospitals in town.
A demand was being raised by them for a hospital in that area. With the help of the PWD, the ZP
built the infrastructure of the hospital. The fund came from the District Development Plan scheme. At
present, only out-patients treatment facility has commenced and about 40 patients avail treatment.
In-patient facility has not yet started, because the health department has not yet posted required
number of doctors and other paramedical staff.Once this is done, the hospital will run in full swing,
thus fulfilling a long-standing demand of a backward area.
Some Good Administrative Practices
Dibrugarh ZP was adjudged best ZP of Assam in 2010-11 on the basis of its overall performance. The
performance indicators were as follows.
Functioning of ZP
Participation in capacity building programme
Planning and budget preparation
Income
Execution of Work
Accountability and transparency
Functioning of ZP: Under Assam Panchayat Act, it is mandatory for the ZP to hold at least four
meetings in a year and Dibrugarh ZP held all the meetings in 2010 – 2011. On an average, 70 per
cent members including women, SC and ST members were present in the meetings and participated
in discussions. It is significant that representatives from SC, ST and women members also participated
in the discussions of the meetings. No meeting had to be adjourned. Minutes of all meetings were
prepared. Apart from the ZP meetings, 15 meetings were held on planning and budget issues during
the year. Action had been taken on 75 per cent of the proposals given by the ZP members in the
previous financial year.
There are four Standing Committees in the ZP – General Committee, Finance and Audit Committee,
Social Justice Committee and Planning and Development Committee. Two of them conducted meetings
in 2010 – 2011; General Committee conducted three meetings while one meeting was conducted by
the Finance and Accounts Committee.
Capacity Building: All the members and staff of the ZP participated in the capacity building workshops.
In the meetings of ZP, not only the members, the staff also remain present in order to clarify or explain,
if necessary, certain matters of the agenda.
Planning and Budget Preparation: The ZP had prepared the annul plan for the year 2010 – 2011
and it was discussed in the general body meeting of the ZP. Budget was prepared on time following
the rules.
Income of the ZP: In 2010 – 2011, the ZP enhanced its own source revenue quite substantially. Its
main source of revenue till now is leasing of its property. The ZP streamlined the bidding process for
leasing its properties like ferries, market, fish ponds etc. Lease was given to the highest bidders. This
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had the effect of increasing revenue of the ZP substantially. The revenue in 2010-11 rose to the sum
of H 53100 from H 21000 collected in 2009-10. Thus the revenue income doubled in one year.
Execution of Work: The objective assessment done on the ZP’s activities during 2010-2011 in
connection with PEAS shows that in respect of implementation of Central government and State
government sponsored programmes, the ZP could achieve success rate of more than 75 per cent
against both physical and financial targets. Under the District Development Fund of the state
government, 398 schemes at the estimated cost of H 6.34 crore were taken up by the ZP and in
implementing the schemes the district could achieve 90 per cent of physical target and 80 per cent
of financial target. In respect of extending benefits to people under the National Social Assistance
Programmes, however, the success rate was very modest. The district could achieve only 51.3 per cent
of the target. The district needs attention to cover its social sector deficits. Out of 1186 villages in the
district, drinking water has been provided in 903 villages. Thus water supply schemes in more than
200 villages have to be taken up. That is the reason why funds are allocated every year by the ZP
for water supply projects. Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC) is also being implemented in the ZP and
some GPs have been awarded Nirmal Gram Puraskar. The ZP has also taken initiative on awareness
generation on health care, personal hygiene, education, etc.
Accountability and Transparency: The ZP uses PRIA SOFT’ – a software developed for maintenance
of Panchayat accounts. It has maintained its accounts following all rules and regulations. It has
presented the statement of annual accounts in the annual administrative report. In 2010 – 2011, the
ZP received three grievances of which two have been addressed adequately.It has given answers to
all queries of the citizens under the Right to Information Act and beneficiary lists of all schemes were
displayed. The ZP scored 9 out of 10 in respect of accountability and transparency in the objective
assessment done under PEAIS on the overall functioning of the ZP.
As a result of the efforts given in 2010 – 2011, the Dibrugarh ZP was adjudged the best ZP in the State
in 2011-12 and received an award of H 25 lakh from the Ministry of Panchayati Raj, Government of
India under Panchayat Empowerment, Accountability and Transparency and Incentive Scheme (PEAIS).
Lessons Learnt
There does not seem to be anything spectacular in the story of Dibrugarh ZP. Outwardly, it has a weak
organisation with only a few clerical or junior technical staff to support the chief executive officer. Its
revenue generation from own sources is also insignificant. In that way it is fully dependent on the State
government. Yet it has been adjudged the best ZP in the State. What are its special features that make
this organisation distinct from others? As this case study has shown, this ZP has excelled in several
fields and has shown how to overcome the constraints in a given situation and utilise judiciously the
limited resources one has at one’s disposal in order to maximise benefits. Given the constraints it had
in respect of its own organisational capacity and that of the PRIs at lower levels, it explored a new
model of functioning. It found that the line departments had the necessary organisational strength,
but it did not have much developmental funds for taking up new projects. The ZP selected schemes
and allocated funds against them and then requested the respective line departments to execute the
same. Since the schemes were being executed by the line departments, they did not show resistance
to take upon themselves the responsibility of operation and maintenance of the completed schemes
also. This model had worked in Dibrugarh and that is the reason how many development works
could be taken up in the district every year, despite the fact the PRIs including the ZP did not have the
necessary organisational capacity to execute so many schemes.
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One of the reasons behind the success of Dibrugarh Zilla Parishad is that it excelled in three fields.
Firstly, it adopted a few good administrative practices, such as, involving the elected representatives
in taking decisions, making the Zilla Parishad work democratically, taking initiative in enhancing own
source revenue and in utilising funds received from government properly, ensuring transparency of
functioning and observance of financial rules.
Secondly, the ZP has laid emphasis on planning. It has a vision document that gives proper perspective
of development of the district. The document was prepared by combining wide scale participation of
people from all walks of life with the insights of experts. In preparing its annual action plan also, the
ZP adopts a bottom-up approach. That makes the plan realistic and capable of addressing urgent
needs of people in different areas.
Lastly, the ZP has shown remarkable capacity to choose schemes that address urgent needs of people
in the local area and can make positive impact in those small areas. This report contains examples
of three noteworthy schemes taken up by the ZP in recent times. Each of them is different from one
another, but the common characteristics among them are that each scheme addresses a priority
development sector and also fulfills the urgent needs of the targeted groups of beneficiaries. None
of them is big enough to make visible impact upon the macro level of economy or society. But each of
them is a small project addressing a small area or a small group of beneficiaries.
There was a long-standing complaint about India’s development planning that its effect bypasses
the common people living in small and isolated hamlets scattered over this vast country. But the
inhabitants of the villages of Chetia, Mout Chuck and Phukan Chuck who got the benefit of piped
water supply or those of the Chakai Gram Panchayat who got a hospital within their walking distance
or the dairy farmers of Lahoal, Tinsukia and Nadua who have now an assured market for milk
produced by them now know that benefits of planning may reach them also if it remains at the hands
of Panchayati Raj Institutions. This is the lesson one may learn from the story of Dibrugarh Zilla
Parishad.

Persons who interacted with ISS team in Dibrugarh
Zilla Parishad
1.

Hem Phukan, President

2.

P. Bhattacharya, Chief Executive Officer

3.

Dipali Das, Senior Assistant cum Accountant

4.

Lila Baruah, Computer Assistant

Line Departments
1.

Hemant Chakravarty, Additional Dairy Development Officer, Dairy Development Department,
Governmnt of Assam

2.

Juganta Gohai, Assistant Engineer, PHE Department

3.

Nabin Songra Gogoi, Junineer Engineer, PHE Department

Beneficiary
Robin Kakoti, Milk Supplier to Laohal Milk Chilling Plant
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7. Service Delivery under Participatory Democracy, Gerethang - Labing
Gram Panchayat, Sikkim
- Institute for Social Sciences, New Delhi.

General Background

Gerethang - Labing Gram Panchayat (GP) is located in Yuksam block of West district of Sikkim.
The GP has two spatial units named Gerethang and Labing and thus is called as Gerethang – Labing
GP. According to 2011 census, total population of the GP is 2428 with a sex ratio o f 910.
About three – fourths of them belong to ST category. Cultivation is the main occupation of people
of Gerethang. Various poverty alleviation programmes are implemented for the 76 per cent BPL
households. The GP has six wards, three each in Gerethang and Labing sides. The last Panchayat
election in Sikkim took place in October 2012. The present GP president is a woman.

Innovative Administrative Practices
1. Composite Village Administrative Centre
GP had a small office comprising only two rooms which could accommodate only the GP members.
People had to go to different places to meet village level officials. To overcome this problem the GP
wanted to bring all these offices under one roof. In 2006, the GP got a cash award of H 15 lakh
as the best performing Gram Panchayat of Sikkim. With this, the GP also added fund of SGRY and
Twelfth Finance Commission (TwFC) and constructed the ground floor building. The GP constructed
the first floor of the building comprising eight rooms with MGNREGA funds. Presently, the GP
administrative centre has 16 rooms comprising room for the Zilla Parishad member, village l ibrary,
media section, photo gallery, etc.
2. Single Window System
The single window system started in this GP in 2010. Under this system, to get a specific document
people need to submit the required documents along with a nominal charge to the single window
cell of the GP which generally takes 15 days for processing and then issues it to the applicant. It has
helped people save their time, money and hazards.
3. Record Keeping System
With the introduction of single window system, Gerethang GP has also given much emphasis on
keeping records of all the certificates the GP issues to the citizens. Separate files are maintained for
different categories. It has helped the GP to work more efficiently and systematically.
4. Functional Standing Committees
Gerethang GP has formed 12 standing committees, the number being higher than many other GPs
in the State. Apart from the Panchayat members, villagers are there in all the committees. All the
committees are very active; the members meet on regular basis and take necessary decisions.
5. Improving Revenue Generation
The GP considers generation of resources as an integral part of development. It has identified a
number of sources like drinking water, animal transaction, periodical markets, permanent shop etc.,
from where revenue can be generated and it also mobilised people to pay tax. As GP follows a
transparent functioning process, it declares in Gram Sabha meeting the amount of revenue generated,
and expenditure incurred. The outcome of this initiative is the rise in the amount of revenue income
of the GP. Now, the villagers pay taxes and fees willingly. Even they themselves come to GP office to
take information on the pending amount of revenue.
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6. Participatory Planning
It has adopted a bottom-up approach for any planning related activity. At the first stage, planning
is done by the ward level committee, and then these are compiled at the GP level and finally passed
by the Gram Planning Forum (GPF). The decisions of all other committees are also brought to the GPF
for final approval. Even the composition of all the committees is approved by the GPF.
7. Strengthening of Gram Sabha
The GP has given much effort to strengthen the Gram Sabha. It gives notice to all the members of
Gram Sabha about the need to attend positively. In case of absence, the member needs to inform the
GP stating the cause of absence in writing. In 2011-12, GP constructed village assembly hall with the
funds from BRGF and 13th Finance Commission. People also contributed H 2 lakh for the construction
of hall. Due to which, Gram Sabha attendance is almost 80 per cent.

Innovative Initiatives
1. Motivation of Youth
One of the pioneering initiatives undertaken by the Gerethang Gram Panchayat is recognising and
motivating youth. The idea was conceived by the GP in 2005 mainly to give importance to the
contribution of youth in the development of the local areas and also to increase participation of
youth in GP affairs. The Village Planning Forum selected Mr. Shiva Luitel as the Best Youth of the
GP and awarded him in 2010.
2. Multi-Purpose Cooperative Societies (MPCS)
In Gerethang, the MPCS is functioning very well and the GP has played a vital role in bringing the
society in its present form. All the GP members are in the governing body of the society. It has
set up a mini bank, functioning under Sikkim State Cooperative Bank. At present, the bank has
1200 account holders. All the payments of GP like MGNREGA, old age pension scheme, disabled
pension scheme etc., are given through the bank.

Outcome and Lessons
The GP’s good practices have been well recognised and it has received a number of awards. The
GP has been able to create an impact upon the lives of the local people. Compared to earlier
times, local people’s lives have definitely become less hazardous. The increase in the revenue
income of the GP has also created an indirect impact on the citizens.

Replicability
The success of Gerethang GP is the result of two things – an urge for doing good work on
the part of GP members and people’s participation. Being inspired by the former Pradhan, all
the members even of the present GP and also the officials work hard for providing improved and
diversified services to people. GP has also been able to motivate people to take part in the
GP affairs. The highest power in beneficiary selection and approval of all plans of GP is given to the
Gram Sabha.
The good practices are, no doubt, quite unique to Gerethang GP, but they can be replicated
anywhere in the State as well as in the country. So far more than 800 Panchayat members from
different parts of the State have visited Gerethang GP and learnt the process of its functioning.
The former Pradhan of this GP has been selected as a resource person by the State government
in the capacity building programmes organised for the newly elected Panchayat members.
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8. Improving Delivery by Strengthening Organisation and Augmenting Own
Source Revenue in Howrah Zilla Parishad, West Bengal
- Institute for Social Sciences, New Delhi.
District Profile
Howrah is relatively a small district with an area of 1467 sq.kms in West Bengal, located near the city
of Kolkata. Administratively the district is divided into 2 Sub-divisions, 14 CD Blocks, 2 Municipalities,
1 Municipal Corporation and 157 Gram Panchayats. The population of the district as per Census
2011 is 4841638 and density is 3300 persons per square kilometre. Its population growth rate over
2001-2011 was 13.31 per cent. Sex ratio is 935 females per 1000 males. Child Sex Ratio is 956
girls for 1000 boys. Literacy rate as per Census 2011 is 83.85 per cent of which male literacy rate
is 87.69 per cent and female literacy. An important feature of Howrah district is that it is highly
urbanised. As many as 30.64 lakh persons who constitute 63 per cent of the total population of
the district live in urban areas. Nearly 52 per cent of them live within the boundaries of Howrah
Municipal Corporation and two other municipalities. The rest constituting about 48 per cent of urban
population live within the areas covered by the Panchayat system. This factor has a bearing upon the
kind of activities undertaken by the Zilla Parishad. Firstly, the non-municipal urban areas and some
villages which are still not declared as urban area are included within the Kolkata Metropolitan Area
(KMA) under the West Bengal Town and Country Planning Act, as a result of which the HZP has to
pass the building plans of the non-municipal KMA area of Howrah district. This is a special task of
HZP. Secondly, because of the district’s significant urban character, the ZP undertakes certain types of
development schemes, such as market complex, bus station etc., which are not generally undertaken
by the predominantly rural ZPs.

Profile of the Zilla Parishad
Howrah Zilla Parishad consists of 36 directly elected members, 14 Panchayat Samiti Sabhapatis
(President of the Intermediate Panchayats at the Block level), 11 MLAs and 2 MPs. Therefore, in all
there are 63 members in the Zilla Parishad. Sabhadhipati is Smt. Mina Mukherjee Ghosh and Sahakari
Sabhadhipati is Smt. Nasima Mondal. There are 10 Standing Committees or Sthayee Samities. The
District Council consists of 11 members of whom Shri Ajay Bhattacharya, leader of the opposition,
is the Adhyakshya. At the time when the award was given Left Front was in power with 25 seats,
Trinamool Congress was the main opposition party with 10 seats and Congress had 1 seat. Their
5-year term expired in June 2013. In the Panchayat elections held in July 2013, Trinamool Congress
captured the Zilla Parishad with overwhelming majority.

Efficient Functioning
Howrah Zilla Parishad employees and representatives take pride in their efficient functioning. The
Secretary, Manabendra Das, pointed out that Howrah ZP performs every activity that a Zilla Parishad
is supposed to do under the West Bengal Panchayat Act. He pointed out that all the committees are
functional and hold their meetings on time and as per prescribed norms.
Similarly, all the schemes that a Zilla Parishad is supposed to implement are implemented. The SelfEvaluation format for the Zilla Parishad, an annual assessment tool developed by the Government of
West Bengal for the Panchayats, also provides sufficient evidence that the Zilla Parishad performs its
functions in an efficient manner.
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The Report shows the following key points about efficient functioning of the Zilla Parishad:
•

Howrah Zilla Parishad maintains proper record of all the roads in the Zilla Parishad area in the
Road Register. Almost all the roads are all-weather roads and as of 2011-12, 10-15 per cent
roads were in need of maintenance. The roads are also devoid of illegal encroachments.

•

All households have a source of drinking water within 100 metres of the household. Water is
available almost throughout the year.

•

The Zilla Parishad maintains records of its own assets and maintains those assets.

•

In 92.32 per cent of the schools of various categories there are separate toilets for boys and girls.

•

Building construction plans coming to the ZP for approval are sanctioned within 30 days.

•

General Body of the Zilla Parishad meets regularly. In 2011-12 they held 7 meetings. All these
meetings had quorum. Average attendance of these meetings was 57.14 per cent. Attendance of
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes members was 50 per cent. Attendance of women members
was 68.42 per cent. Minutes of the meeting are regularly written and maintained.

•

•

The Sthayee Samitis (Standing Committees) of the Zilla Parishad meet regularly and during 201112 in all 128 meetings were held. This means that all the Sthayee Samitis of the ZP met at least
once every month and some Samitis met even more than once in some months. All these show
that in this Zilla Parishad all the units created for taking collective decisions are working properly.
Zilla Sansad** meetings are held regularly. In 2011-12, average attendance was 39.16 per cent.

•

All Standing Committees have submitted their budget within the prescribed date of 30 September.

•

Howrah ZP holds a meeting every month to review progress related to scheme implementation
by Panchayat Samitis and Gram Panchayats. Based on the meetings reports are regularly sent to
the State.

•

Accounts are fully computerised and cash-book is regularly updated.

•

All queries placed by the Examiner of Local Accounts (ELA) have been duly replied and necessary
actions have been taken. The ELA report has been shared among members of the Zilla Parishad.

While we were interviewing the Zilla Parishad staff and members, we were provided every bit of
information that we had asked for. The staff not only had the necessary data but also could furnish
them from different sources within minutes. This also indicates that as an institution the Zilla Parishad
is an efficient body.

Resource Mobilisation
Along with efficient functioning, Howrah Zilla Parishad has emphasised on self-reliance through
Resource Mobilisation. In the Self Evaluation Report, which is a score based report, HZP has received
10 out of 10. The data show the following key features of their resource mobilisation efforts:
*

**

The Self-Evaluation Report is an annual report that every GP, PS and ZP has to prepare in prescribed formats. The
data provided in the reports have been cross-checked by the Department as well by a third-party in the case of award
winning PRIs and hence can be considered a reliable source of data.
Zilla Sansad is a statutory forum of Pradhans of all GPs of the district, Sabhapati, Saha Sabhapati and Standing
Committee chairpersons of all Panchayat Samitis of the district, and all members of Zilla Parishad, including MLAs and
MPs of the district. The Sansad meets twice a year to discuss various development issues and functioning of the PRIs of
the district. There are at present 359 members in Howrah Zilla Sansad.
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•

In comparison to 2010-11 there was a 46.83 per cent increase in collection of rates and fees.

•

All possible channels of increasing collecting rates and fees are utilised.

•

Per capita resource mobilisation during 2011-12 was H 30.67, which is among the highest in the
State.

Table 1: Howrah Zilla Parishad: Own Fund 2008 - 2012
Own Fund

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

Opening Balance

24,645,445.24

39,593,865.74

30,468,860.99

34,442,848.24

Receipt

54,185,152.50

68,459,557.25

54,328,385.25

63,838,351.00

Payment

39,236,732.00

77,584,562.00

41,011,638.00

75,670.596.00

Balance

39,593,865.74

30,468,860.99

43,785,608.24

22,610,603.24

Source: Receipts-Payments Group-wise Cash Analysis Report, Howrah ZP.

Figure 1: Resource Mobilisation of Howrah Zilla Parishad

Transparency
The Zila Parishad has taken following steps to ensure transparency.
•

The annual report and the annual statement of accounts of the Parishad are placed at the meeting
of the Zilla Sansad. Copies of the same are sent to the district library to make them accessible to
the public. Besides, whoever wants to study them is free to do so, if they put up a request to the
ZP office.

•

In every place of ZP work, notice board is set up to convey essential information about the project,
such as description of the project, estimated cost, expected date of completion etc.

•

Necessary official arrangements are in place to supply information asked for by a petitioner
making petition under RTI Act.
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After this there will be yearly resource mobilisation of H 1 crore. This income can again be used for
further investment in other projects.

A bus stand cum shopping centre built with ZP’s own resources
Howrah Zilla Parishad has already taken up several other such remunerative projects. The Chairman
of the Public Works Standing Committee pointed out proudly that three more such projects were
coming up at Bagnan, Udaynarayanpur and Tulsiberia. The project in Tulsiberia is a big one with 93
shops plus halls for SHGs, space for Banks and a multi-purpose hall. He explained that the HZP is
emphasising on resource mobilisation and judicious investment of such resources as this is what the
73rd amendment envisaged, that the Panchayati Raj Institutions will one day manage to raise their
own funds and do innovative works with such funds. Since Zilla Parishads’ own sources for resource
mobilisation are very limited*, HZP is taking the route of creating remunerative public assets that,
apart from delivering services to the citizens, generate resource for it.

Some innovative welfare projects
Not all projects of course can generate surplus. There are some welfare needs that cannot be met
from any schematic funds but are extremely important. For example, for a long time there was a
problem of local police stations not having any space to keep dead bodies which come to them when
there is a disputed death (murder, suicide, etc). As a result, the bodies had to be left to rot in front
of the Thana. Howrah Zilla Parishad used its Own Fund to build rooms where such dead bodies can
be kept in a more dignified way. This is a humanitarian project that seeks to give respect to those
unfortunate people who had to die anonymously and under abnormal circumstances. H 2 crore was
spent for this purpose.
Similarly, HZP uses its own resources to buy hearing-aid, tri-cycles and wheel chairs for the disabled.
These wheel-chairs can be used for mobility in the streets also. The day we visited Howrah ZP we saw
several needy persons receiving these wheel-chairs.
Howrah ZP also funds 10 beds in a local Tuberculosis hospital. Every month H 25,000 is spent for each
bed. Own funds have been used for digging wells in high schools and Sishu Sikhsya Kendras (low cost
schools run by the Department of Panchayats and Rural Development).
*
ZPs do not have taxation power. They can however levy certain fees, tolls etc., and realise rents from its property.
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Another interesting innovation done by HZP is to build Eco-Tourism Centre at Garchumuk at the
confluence of Hooghly and Damodar River. It has a mini-zoo and several guest houses. The Zilla
Parishad is also developing other tourist spots. This is also a good source of income for the ZP.

Sanitation
Howrah district has achieved 98.86 per cent coverage in sanitation at the household level. Apart
from households, ICDS centres and various levels of schools have been covered under the sanitation
programme. 156 Gram Panchayats out of 157 Gram Panchayats of the district have received the
Nirmal Gram Purashkar. We visited Balijogacha Panchayat Samiti to see the work done under the Total
Sanitation Campaign. There are 46,000 households in the Panchayat Samiti. Apart from households
there are 64 primary schools, 13 Sishu Siksha Kendras 18 high schools, 2 upper primary schools, 2
Madrasas and 225 ICDS centres. There is a high demand for toilets in the block as there is very little
open space available for defecation.
Since 2000, when the Total Sanitation Campaign started in the block, 8490 households who did
not have own toilets have been covered and currently all households have their own toilets. Apart
from the households, all educational institutions and ICDS centres now have separate toilets for
boys and girls. Discussion at the district level as well as at the block level revealed that an intensive
campaign was launched in the district to educate the people regarding the need for building toilets.
The campaign was helped by the existing demand for toilets but there were many misconceptions
regarding the type of toilet to be used, whether it would smell or not, how to keep the toilets clean
etc. The motivators were able to successfully convince the people regarding these issues and all 8490
households of the block now have toilets.
We visited some of the households who are using the toilets. While usage of toilets has become a
common practice, keeping the toilets clean is still a problem, as there is need for greater awareness
regarding the cleaning of the toilet pans. The in-charge of the Sanitary Mart in the block, Anil Kumar
Giri, told us that the poor but technically APL families who do not get any subsidy find it difficult to
build the superstructure and therefore, sometimes find it difficult to build and maintain the toilets.

Decentralised Planning
One of the important achievements of the Howrah Zilla Parishad is the fact that they have successfully
installed a decentralised planning process. The process has been helped by the appointment of a
Decentralised Planning Facilitation Coordinator. The Planning Coordinator, Smt. Anindita Mukherjee,
explained to us the process by which the annual plan is arrived at. The timeline and the steps are as
follows:
By end of November all Standing Committees submit their respective sectoral draft budgets. There
are 9 Standing Committees, each in charge of a sector such as health or education, apart from the
Finance Standing Committee. All these sectors make their initial draft budgets and submit the same
for consideration of the Finance Standing Committee.
•

During December and January the Standing Committees submit their final plans.

•

Simultaneously these draft plans are scrutinised and corrections are made where applicable.

•

During January-February next year the Standing Committee’s plans are finalised by the respective
Standing Committees. They are also shared with the Development and Planning Department of
Government of West Bengal for their suggestions.
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•

During February copies of the plans are sent to the Members of the Zilla Parishad for their
suggestions.

•

Towards the end of February the Zilla Parishad plan is finalised in a General Meeting.

•

The Zilla Parishad plan is then sent to the Development and Planning Department and the District
Planning Committee.

•

During March the Zilla Parishad Plan is integrated with the District Plan. Following this the District
Plan is sent to the State.

The sector-wise Annual Plan of the Howrah Zilla Parishad for the year 2011-12 may be summarised
as follows:
Table 2: Sector-wise Annual Plan of Howrah ZP 2011-12
Name of the Sector

Amount (in H lakh)

Transportation

2309.10

Agriculture and Allied

490.00

Social Service Sector

5610.00

Industry

350.00

Energy

200.00

General Economic Service

1300.00

Science, Technology and Environment

70.00

Special Area Programme

250.00

Irrigation and Flood Control

1315.50

Rural Development

6832.50

TOTAL

18727.10

Source: Howrah Zilla Parishad.

If we analyse the content of the plan, then the major activities taken up are as follows:
•

Public Works and Transportation Standing Committee: improvement of roads, construction and
improvement of bridges, construction of guard wall between roads, construction of drainage
system, construction of market complex.

•

Agriculture, Irrigation and Cooperative Standing Committee: construction of sluice gate,
construction of bridges, repair works, agriculture fair.
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•

Fisheries Standing Committee: improvement of road in fish farmer area, arrangement of
drinking water in fish farmer area, construction of fish market, construction of buildings for poor
APL fishing families, distribution of nets to poor fishermen, improvement of mobile fish vending
scheme, distribution of newly born fish and lime, re-excavation of waterlogged areas, installation
of fish markets in different markets.

•

Education, Culture, Information and Sports Standing Committee: repairing, maintenance and
development of school buildings, repair of libraries, improvement of school playground, financial
assistance for sports and cultural programmes in schools.

•

Public Health and Environment Standing Committee: drinking water supply, construction of water
testing laboratories, construction and maintenance of tube wells, community sanitary complex,
solid and liquid waste management.

•

Women and Child Development Standing Committee: construction of ICDS centres, purchase of
materials for ICDS centres.

•

Relief and Rehabilitation Standing Committee: purchase of hearing aid for handicapped.

•

Small and Cottage Industries, Unconventional Energy and Power Standing Committee: training
programmes on mobile repairing, tailoring, food processing, computer repairing, and installation
of solar street light.

•

Forest and Land Reform Standing Committee: tourism development schemes in various sites.

•

Apart from these, a budget has been earmarked for ‘Backward Villages’ of the district.

In 2004 the State government identified 4612 villages in the State as vulnerable to hunger and
malnutrition and they were designated as Backward Villages. A portion of the State budget is
earmarked for the improvement of these villages. This grant to the districts can be used by the district
for meeting demands of the Backward Villages in the district. Total sanctioned amount for Howrah is
H 250 crore.

Inter-sectoral allocations in the development plan of the ZP
An analysis of outlays of the plan against specific services indicates certain interesting features. Total
investment envisaged in the plan of the Zilla Parishad for the year 2011-12 was to the tune of
H 18727.10 lakh. Out of this, allocations made for construction/improvement/ maintenance of roads
and bridges amount to H 8077.98 lakh or 43.14 per cent of the total outlays. For water supply and
sanitation, a sum of H 4345 lakh was allocated. This sum represents 23.2 per cent of the total plan
size. Thus, as much as 66 per cent of the total plan allocations go to these two services, namely
roads/ bridges and water supply/sanitation. Out of the rest, 3 per cent of the total allocations go for
maintenance and improvement of the infrastructure of the ICDS centres and 4 per cent for schools
including informal schools known as Sishu Siksha Kendra (SSK) or Madhyamik Siksha Kendra (MSK).
About 8 per cent is allocated for irrigation and flood control and 7 per cent for improving tourist spots.
Clearly the most acute felt needs of the district are roads and water supply/sanitation.
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Figure 2: Break-up of Plan Allocation

Challenges
The most important challenges that Howrah Zilla Parishad are facing are related to improving the
quality of the plans. While a system of sectoral plan formulation by different Standing Committees
has been installed, there is much scope to improve the quality of such plans. The demands of the
grassroots can be better reflected in the planning process. Because of mismatch between demand
and plans, supplementary plans have to be drawn up after the approval of the annual plan. Also it
seems that there is need for expert planners to complement the efforts of elected representatives who
are in charge of the various Standing Committees. The District Planning Facilitation Coordinator is
only responsible for coordination and compilation and therefore, cannot intervene for improving the
quality of the planning process. Apart from the lack of proper technical input in the preparation of
plan, there are other problems. District planning is unlikely to create much impact if it is not backed
up by block level and village level planning. Real problems of the grassroots can be assessed better
if a simultaneous planning process is carried out at the lower levels. Introducing a multi-level (GP, PS
and ZP) planning process within the district appears to be another challenge of district planning to
which adequate attention has to be given in future.
Functional District Council
Howrah Zilla Parishad is a good example of cooperation between the ruling party and the opposition
party in the matter of development of the district. During the period under our review, the Zilla
Parishad was being ruled by Left Front, which had 25 seats. The Trinamool Congress with 10 seats was
the main opposition party. In spite of having fierce rivalry at the State level between the two parties,
much cooperation between them in respect of planning and implementation of development projects
was visible at the Howrah Zilla Parishad. A direct evidence of this is that the District Council*of the
district is a functional entity. The leader of the opposition is the head of the District Council and in
*
District Council is an innovative body created under the West Bengal Panchayat Act. Its main purpose is to monitor as to
whether the Panchayat Samitis and Gram Panchayats of the district are following financial discipline.
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many districts of West Bengal political rivalry results in a dysfunctional District Council. Howrah Zilla
Parishad is an exception. District Council regularly visits Panchayat Samitis and Gram Panchayats for
monitoring as to whether these bodies are observing the norms of financial propriety. The Council
meets at least once a month. We have seen two monitoring reports which are signed by the leader
of the opposition, Shri Ajay Bhattacharya, who is the Adhyaksha (Chairman) of the District Council
and a member of Trinamool Congress. The Zilla Parishad involves the District Council president in its
major activities.
Functional Zilla Sansad
As mentioned, Zilla Sansad is a forum of the representatives of all the Gram Panchayats, Panchayat
Samitis, Zilla Parishad and all MLAs and MPs of the district. In Howrah Zilla Sansad, there are 359
members. They include Pradhans of the district’s 157 GPs, president, vice-president and heads of
standing committees of all the Panchayat Samitis of the district and all the members of the ZP. Besides,
all MLAs and MPs within the district are members. The Sansad has to meet twice a year.
Zilla Sansad is, like District Council, another innovative institution of the West Bengal Panchayat
system. It fills the gap of a deliberative body that could establish linkage between all the PRIs as well
as MLAs/MPs and the Zilla Parishad. Such a body provides a broad-based representative forum. It can
critically assess the functioning of the Zilla Parishad and at the same draw attention of the Parishad
and other institutions to the urgent problems of people. It can also provide valuable inputs on the
formulation of policy of the ZP. It goes to the credit of the Howrah ZP that it tried to make this unique
institution functional.
For this purpose, it examines the audit reports of PRIs. It also visits the PRIs to make assessment of their
functioning. Its role is somewhat analogous to that of Public Accounts Committee of the legislature.
That is why its chairperson is the leader of the opposition in the Zilla Parishad. Other members are
elected from Zilla Parishad. Besides, some State government officials also serve on the council.
We studied one meeting of the Sansad held on 28 February 2011. Even though minimum requirement
of quorum (10 per cent) is 36, in the February 2011 meeting 136 members (39 per cent) out of a
total of 360 members were present. The printed proceedings of the meeting indicate that there
was active participation in discussion among those members who attended. 8 Pradhans of different
Gram Panchayats of the district raised many grassroots issues, such as, problems of execution of
MGNREGS in urban areas, drinking water supply problem in certain villages, delay in giving sanction
to schemes etc. Many parts of the district are flood -prone areas. Hence the needs for taking up
MGNREG schemes for re-excavation of canals to improve the drainage system were voiced forcefully
by at least 4 Pradhans. Similarly, representatives from 10 Panchayat Samitis discussed about their
problems. Others who participated in the discussion were ZP members, some MLAs, chairperson of
the District Council, Sabhadhipati and other officials of ZP and the District Magistrate. Needless to
say, this kind of forum provides opportunity for exchange of views on a wide scale. It also enhances
the transparency of the functioning of Zilla Parishad.

Some unique features of Howrah Zilla Parishad
From the foregoing description of the functioning of HZP, certain distinctive features emerge that
deserve to be highlighted.
First, all the democratic decision making bodies created for the functioning of Zilla Parishads under
the West Bengal Panchayat Act, namely the Standing Committees, general body of the Zilla Parishad,
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Zilla Sansad, district council etc., are active and functional. Regular meetings of these bodies are held
and each of them contributes in the decision making of Zilla Parishad. In 2011-12, the 10 Standing
Committees held between themselves as many as 127 meetings. Each of these committees held
discussions on various development subjects. The development schemes they suggested for inclusion
in the ZP plan evolved out of such discussions. As noted earlier, the standing committees play an
important part in preparing development plan of ZP.
Second, in the politically surcharged State where the ruling party and the opposition parties engage
in fierce rivalry with each other, Howrah Zilla Parishad is a rare example of democratic functioning
where both the ruling party (which happens to be the opposition at the State level) and the opposition
party (which is the ruling party at the State level) could work together at the grassroots level for
planning and implementing development programmes. We were told by the Karmadhyaksha of a
Standing Committee that in the meetings heated discussion takes place between ruling party and
opposition party members. But development decisions do not get stalled because of such debates.
The opposition party of the previous term, namely Trinamul Congress, has become ruling party with
overwhelming majority in 2013 election. The ruling party of the previous term, namely the Left Front,
has become opposition with much reduced strength. It is for the future to tell whether the same kind
of relationship between the ruling party and the opposition would continue.
Third, Howrah is one of those rare ZPs where the Committee system works and makes positive
contribution in the decision-making process. As has been noted in this study, the entire planning of
Zilla Parishad is based on the plans prepared by the respective standing committees. They are not
time wasting debating clubs. They utilise their meetings productively and contributes both in planning
and execution of planned projects.
Fourth, the management system of the Zilla Parishad office appears to be smart and efficient where
sloth in day-to-day functioning is not allowed. Accounts are computerised and updated, reports are
prepared timely, meetings are planned, so that work does not suffer unnecessarily and a system of
coordination between the Zilla Parishad and Panchayat Samitis has been developed. It seems that a
different kind of work culture has developed here.
Fifth, the Zilla Parishad has not reduced itself to being only implementing agency of the State
government. It has a mind of its own and that is reflected in many of the innovative development
projects undertaken by them to meet urgent felt needs of people of the district. Howrah is more urban
than rural. What is more, nearly 50 per cent of the urban population of the district lives under the
Panchayat system. Accordingly, the Howrah Zilla Parishad had to take up a lot of development works,
such as market complex, bus station, rehabilitation of pavement hawkers etc., which are urban in
character.
Sixth, it is one of those rare Panchayati Raj bodies which consider generation of revenue from own
sources as one of its major tasks. Since it does not have taxing powers, it has to augment revenue by
realising various kinds of fees, such as, fee for giving approval to building plan, license fee, fees from
leasing ferry Ghat, etc. It also collects user charges from its remunerative projects. The ZP could take
up various innovative projects, because it had sizeable fund created largely from own source revenue.
Lastly, it is necessary to mention that the USP of Howrah ZP is that it does its routine functions
religiously and by doing so, it has been able to create a strong organisation. From this solid base, it
becomes possible for them to conceive and then execute innovative development projects.
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Replicability
Howrah Zilla Parishad’s success is not based on any single charismatic individual and is therefore,
replicable. The Zilla Parishad has demonstrated what is possible if the elected representatives, civil
servants and other staff work together. The achievement of the Howrah Zilla Parishad is in building
a Panchayati Raj Institution that works efficiently as an institution rather than relying on an extraordinary charismatic individual. They have focused on doing the work that a Zilla Parishad is supposed
to do and has emphasised on efficient administration and generation of own resources which have
been in turn used for welfare activities. None of these actions are based on any extraordinary
individual’s charisma. Hence, the achievements of the Zilla Parishad are replicable if there is political
and administrative will.

Persons Interviewed
1. Manabendranath Das, Secretary, Zilla Parishad
2. Ananda Chatterjee, Karmadhyaksha (Purta) , Howrah Zilla Parishad
3. Chaitali Chakrabarti, AEO, Howrah Zilla Parishad
4. Anindita Mukherjee, Decentralisation Planning Facilitation Coordinator
5. Anil Kumar Giri, Secretary, Akshaynagar Palli Sangha (Sanitary Mart)
6. Members of the local community at Balijogacha Panchayat Samiti
7. Officials at Domjur bus stand cum shopping complex
8.

Officials at Howrah Zilla Parishad
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9. Development of Sewage System, Providing RO Drinking Water in
Aklian Kalan Gram Panchayat, Bhatinda, Punjab
- St. Johns College, Agra.
Gram Panchayat Aklian Kalan, is located at a distance of 23 km. from Bhatinda block of Punjab. The
population depends largely on agriculture for its livelihood, while the women are involved largely in
domestic chores and small jobs. The population of the Gram Panchayat is 4622 as per 2011 Census
and comprises 838 households of which 228 families are living below the poverty line. The population
of the Panchayat is a mixture of General, OBC and SC. The scheduled caste population is 43.8 per
cent. The elections of Panchayats are being contested on pre-declared agenda with commitment to
fulfill them.

Nature of Good Practices
The Aklian Kalan Gram Panchayat adopted the following good practices namely:
• Gram Sabha Announcement
• Development of Sewage System
• Providing RO Drinking Water

Pre-Good Practice Scenario
The scenario of Aklian Kalan Gram Panchayat was dismal due to 1.

Severe waterlogging problem as there was no outlet for rain water. The stand still water stood
to a height of 1-1½ ft on the road, arterial lanes and cremation ground and the water level of
Chappar (water body) tends to cross the critical capacity level due to rainfall and water in flow
from adjoining higher areas, as a consequence, the road, fields and even the funeral ground are
submerged derailing the life of villagers, to the extent that it was impossible to perform the last
rites.

2.

Many children in the age bracket of 3 to 6 years died due to drowning and their bodies were not
even traced till five days.

3.

The post-monsoon witnessed huge deposit of sewerage waste which further aggravated the
situation, by providing the breeding ground for vector borne diseases like dysentery, malaria,
fever, jaundice, etc. The supply of toxic water increased the incidence of cancer and bone diseases.

4.

The public notice of the organisation of the Gram Sabha was conveyed to the villagers by the
traditional “Hookah Method”, which was not effective.

5.

The supply of drinking water by water works was highly toxic due to the presence of radioactive
elements and high fluoride content.

Planning of Good Practice: Implementation of Works
Gram Panchayat was facing the problem of waterlogging, so a general consensus was readily arrived
to lay a 3750 ft. long sewer line which would connect three Chappars (water bodies) and finally drain
the water into the canal. Consensus was also reached to construct a wall between one of the Chappar
and funeral ground so that excess water does not overflow to the funeral ground and instead flows
into the sewer drain. It took three months to prepare the layout plan keeping the gradient of the road
and location of the Chappars in view.
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a) Budgeting of the scheme
The funds were arranged from the MP Quota, MGNREGA and the 12th Finance Commission. To
execute the scheme, Sarpanch states that a sum of H 4 lakh was from the MP Quota, 1 lakh was from
MGNREGA while the balance was from the 12th Finance Commission. This included the laying of the
sewer line, building of the wall between the Chappar and cremation ground and raising the level of
the road.
b) Unique process that made it happen
The pre-election commitment of Sarpanch candidate made him win the election. He with the members
& villagers made the good practice possible. The unique concept was connecting the three Chappars
and then channelising the water through an Escape Channel into a canal. This design was both useful
for conservation of available water and also to check waterlogging.
c) Challenges faced and lessons learnt
The major challenge was to join the Chappar as the land was uneven and the total area was large. The
second challenge was the gradient of the road and the Escape Channel because this was important
in the prevention of backflow. The third challenge was the organising of human resource because
most of the villagers avoid earthen work, as they prefer to work in the Bhatinda city which is only 23
km. Some of the workers are engaged as agricultural labour and need to be motivated to work in the
MGNREGA scheme with lower wage option.
d) Role of external factors
Women and children were supportive of the scheme and helped as much as they could as they were
the major beneficiaries. The machines for heavy works (Transporting of pipes, raw material, etc.) were
arranged from the local upper class.

RO Potable Drinking Water
The Sarpanch took the initiative and got the RO plant installed by the Panchayat. The funds for
installing the RO water plant were managed by the Panchayat. The water supply is done on a card in
the name of the family member. A card is issued for 20 litres of drinking water per day at the rates of H
90 per month. The plant is in the name of “Nandi Community Water Service” with the logo of “iPure”.
The plant supplies water from 7:00 am to 11:00 am and from 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm and people in turn
store the water in tanks at home. In the event of requiring more water it can be further taken. The
plant is managed by the Gram Sabha nominee who is paid H 3000 per month.

Benefits of Good Practice
The implementation of the scheme brought satisfaction to the people of the village as there is no
waterlogging now and there is proper disposal of the waste water which has brought a lot of comfort
to the people. The main benefits are as follows:
•

The announcement of the Gram Sabha from Gurudwara and temple has brought more than 90
per cent attendance.

•

Reduction of water-borne diseases and children are healthy and safe. The health problems related
to water has reduced by 40 per cent.

•

Incidence of cancer has reduced heavily.

•

Reduction in the rate of school dropouts and more girls are attending school regularly.
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•

The animals i.e. livestock are also healthier and have shown an increase in milk output.

•

The citizens are safe as the stray incidents of electrocution which used to happen due to water
logging are not there. There are no incidents of children getting drowned in the Chappar water.

•

The women are empowered and they take part in Gram Sabha meetings putting forth their
demand to solve the problem of waterlogging. They have become more active in their social and
cultural life.

•

The economy of the homes has improved as the men and women are able to perform their duties
and jobs regularly. This ensures proper wages and social prosperity.

•

The RO plant gives clean drinking water 24 hrs. of a day with no dispute.

Sustainability of the Good Practice
The good practice is both beneficial and sustainable for the people. The practice of calling the Gram
Sabha through announcement from Gurudwara has lifelong sustainability and the sewage system
also has durability and longevity. The community concept of supplying RO drinking water can be
replicated in other Panchayats of the country facing similar water crisis.
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10. Recovery of Dues in Bankhedi Gram Panchayat,
Hoshangabad Madhya Pradesh
- Samarthan, Bhopal.

Introduction

A large Gram Panchayat, Bankhedi, located in Hoshangabad with a population of over 16000, is
situated on the State highway. Janpad Bankhedi Panchayat office is located in the Gram Panchayat. It
was awarded by State government in 1993-94. Bankhedi Gram Panchayat has 13654 hectare and has
highly fertile agricultural land, due to its proximity to Narmada River. The GP is 83 km away from the
district headquarter, on the way to Pachmari hills. Bankhedi is well connected with all weather roads
and also has a railway station. The area is popular for production of good quality pulses especially
tur, wheat and rice. The headquarter of Bankhedi block is also located in Bankhedi Gram, which is
advantageous for accessing the basic facilities provided by both the Gram Panchayat and the Janpad
Panchayat. In all aspects, Bankhedi is a semi-urban village and in the process of becoming a Nagar
Panchayat. People from nearby villages visit Bankhedi for accessing specific as well as basic facilities
related to education, health, market and block level offices. It is also an attraction to government
employees, who are posted in the interior villages of Bankhedi block. Therefore, about 2000 persons
daily commute to and from Bankhedi.

Villages Covered and Population
The Bankhedi Gram Panchayat includes 3 Gram Sabhas (Bankhedi, Thani and Chilod). Seven piped
water supply schemes are operational in the Panchayat. The Panchayat collects taxes – in form of
water tariff, electricity and cleanliness charges, house tax, commercial tax, and building permission
fee, market tax – to the tune of H 20 lakh annually. These activities are being managed by twenty
two staff members and they are paid through own resources. The salary for staff members is around
H 60 thousand per month and electricity bill is about H 75 thousand per month. The Panchayats
owns 1.5 acres of land and took up affforestation programme. Bankhedi Gram Panchayat's total
population, 16236 as per Census 2011, is distributed among its three constituent villages as follows:
•

Bankhedi 		

–

13654 persons

•

Thani 		

–

1435 persons

•

Chilod		

–

1147 persons

There are 8026 voters, 4158 male and 3868 female, in the Panchayat. Gram Panchayat has 3394
households; from among them 60 per cent (1761 BPL cardholder and 268 Antyodaya cardholder
households) are economically poor households. This indicates that the poverty, notwithstanding its
economic prosperity, is still a key problem in this region.

Social Stratification and Economic Strength
The main castes are Kanchi, Kushwaha, Sahu and Brahmin and 70 per cent of the population belongs
to OBC or General caste – The percentage share of scheduled tribe in the population is around 20 and
scheduled caste 9 and half of households are involved in own agriculture activities, followed by labour
households (35 per cent), employed in services (10 per cent) and engaged in business activities (5 per
cent). Bankhedi have a number of government and private schools, offices and business centres. About
60 per cent of the population lives below poverty line in Bankhedi. Clearly, the fruits of agricultural
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prosperity are not equitably distributed; bulk of benefits is accruing to medium & large farmers and
business classes. Groundwater table of Bankhedi is extremely helpful for agriculture. Thus, cultivators
are able to harvest three crops in a year. Wheat is the main crop of Rabi season, while soybean and
rice are main crops of Kharif season. In addition to this, farmers also cultivate sugarcane and pulses.
Yield of major crops – wheat and rice – is about 2.5 times the average yield of these crops in the State.

Panchayat and its Bodies
Mr. Radhelal Patel, the Sarpanch of this Panchayat understands the strength and constraints of his
area very well. He took over as Sarpanch Bankhedi in February 2010, when the Panchayat was in
shambles, with tax collection at about 30 per cent and a huge outstanding electricity bill in hand, to
be paid. From this shambles, the Panchayat now has come out as an institution, functioning in a true
decentralised decision making spirit. All the developmental activities are implemented in decentralised
manner by involving ward Panchs. The standing committees, formed under article 46, are functioning
efficiently with proper participation and in democratic manner.
The Gram Sabha is organised in all the three villages. The head of the Panchayat attends all the
Gram Sabhas. The marginalised section of the society receives various services from Panchayat, and
also gets tax exemption. Apart from this, the poor and marginalised section have accessed welfare
schemes.
A review of records and discussion with elected representatives revealed that meetings were organised
in time with informed agenda and adequate participation by SC, ST and women. It was heartening
to note that in every Gram Sabha meeting, Patwari, ANM, teachers, handpump mechanics, ADEO
were present. The accounts of the Panchayat are audited by the Local Fund Auditor and Panchayat
has answered all the queries raised by the auditors and no serious objections in the audit report.
The president of Panchayat, is an example of decentralisation in praxis, as far as Panchayat functions
are concerned. In his leadership, all the developmental activities are implemented in decentralised
manner by involving ward Panch (members). They have displayed material related to government
schemes but Panchayat has not prepared proper self-disclosure (17 points) of Gram Panchayat.

Data and Methods Used for the Research
The case study is based on qualitative data, (though we have also taken help of records of the Panchayat),
i.e., Agenda file and register, Attendance register, Minutes register, Cash book, Tax register, Birth and
Death register, Annual Plans, Audit Report and compliance, RTI register & application file, and Notice
register. Review of these records (available at Panchayat office); personal interview with Sarpanch
& Panchs, and focused group discussion (FGD) with community has helped us in understanding the
approach and steps taken by Panchayat in meeting the financial crisis, that it faced in 2010.

Nature of Good Practices
During summer, fetching drinking water from distant sources is a general phenomenon across the
State. Bankhedi does not face drinking water problem as the groundwater level is high (60 to 70 feet)
and as a result, the piped drinking water supply scheme has been functional since three decades.
In 1983, Panchayat installed its first tube-well for tap water scheme in Bankhedi. In last 30 years,
demand for individual connection has increased; so problems on maintenance too rose. Gram
Panchayat has set up five new tube-wells in different locations to increase access to piped drinking
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water. GP caters to 1066 households having individual tap
connections, others use public tap facilities or handpumps.

Installation of Tube-wells

Similar to other drinking water supply schemes, Bankhedi faced
financial crises in maintaining the piped water scheme. The
single most contributing factor is the water tax compliance by
the villagers. As half of the population of Bankhedi falls under
poverty, the rate of regular collection of water tax was low and
the Panchayat was helpless in this respect.

1st in 1983, at Mukarwa

Scenario Before: The Encumbrance

6th in 2011, at Ward-16

2nd in 1994, at Tehesil Bhawan
3rd in 1997, at Naya Kheda
4th in 2004, at Hospital
5th in 2007, at Bhichual Road

With PRIs in its place, Bankhedi Gram Panchayat took
responsibilities of operation and maintenance (O&M) of scheme. Around 20 per cent connection
holders pay water taxes on a regular basis.Panchayat decided to use own resources, but Panchayat
funds were enough to meet out the regular O&M functions, which also include payment of electricity
bills. It has been observed that previous Panchayats Bodies have not made any significant efforts to
pay the dues. As a result, burden of electricity dues have constantly increased – from H 9000 in 1989
to H 48 lakh in 2009 (see graph). The reason could be good relation of Ex-Sarpanch with State Energy
Minister, which perhaps reduced the pressure of electricity department on him. It is surprising that
in last five years no pressure was used by the electricity department. It also causes for low water tax
collection. The behaviour of electricity department suddenly changed for newly elected body in 2010.
The department has taken quick action within a week of taking charge by newly elected body, by
disconnecting the meters. Panchayat had a burden of H 48 lakh as outstanding electricity bills of water
supply scheme, and, somehow, the Panchayat, using its own funds, deposited H 1.76 lakh to start the
water supply scheme.

Idea Conceived
In December 2009,the newly elected Sarpanch (Mr. Radhelal Patel) and the elected body took it as
a prestige issue, and decided to clear the outstanding dues at the earliest.The very day a meeting
was called in which all the Panchs, the Janpad CEO and members of important business units were
invited. The idea was to understand the intensity of financial crisis and support of different agencies
essential to tide over the crisis.

Decision Making Strategy During Crisis
Agency
The meeting at Bankhedi Panchayat identified two major reasons for the financial crisis: (i) the unpaid
electricity bill, and (ii) penalty imposed on the Panchayat for not paying dues, for last few years. The
following strategy was planned:
•

Persuade citizens to pay unpaid water charges

•

Strengthen the Tax collection drive

•

Take stock of assets of the Panchayats

•

Request the electricity department to get the penalty clause waived

•

Meet Collector Hoshangabad to get special package for electricity bill payment
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Both consumers of piped water scheme as well as tax payers of business premises of Panchayats were
accustomed to evading taxes. The tax compliance was less than 30 per cent in 2009. Moreover, as
some of the property (shops) of the Panchayat was unlawfully held by Health Department, the rent
from premises was not credited to Panchayat. It was decided, in the meeting to request and convince
the tax payers for better tax compliance. Sarpanch requested the concerned Panch(s) to bring to the
notice of the consumers that henceforth water charges, property tax, business & market fee, and shop
tax & rent will have to be paid by the users. In fact, this issue had two dimensions. First, the outstanding
dues of consumers and second, meeting recurring cost of running the establishment (especially, piped
water distribution, cleaning and street lighting). It was made clear to citizens, through respective
Panchs, that if tax compliance does not improve, services will be adversely affected. It was also made
clear that any approval from Panchayat in the form of issuing no-objection certificates and various
cards will be possible only if a part of outstanding dues of the individuals are first cleared. The
Panchayat also took cognizance of the fact that Panchayat was not in control of some of its assets and
initiated a process to have a say. It was felt that these steps would result in increased tax compliance
and increased funds flow for providing services.
The district administration was sympathetic to the concerns of the Panchayat and promised to help
the Panchayat in this respect. Eventually, the CEO Zilla Panchayat helped out the Bankhedi Panchayat
by contributing a part of outstanding electricity bill under a scheme that supports defunct Piped
Water Schemes in the State. The Sarpanch also met the electricity department and the administration
and succeeded in convincing the district administration to support the Panchayat in repaying the
outstanding amount. After a prolonged discussion with the District Administration, and Bankhedi
Panchayat, the Zilla Panchayat was able to provide financial support to reduce the outstanding bills.
This resulted in reducing the payment from H 48 lakh to 23.6 lakh in March 2011.
Enabling Forces
Three important factors resulted in creating an enabling environment for meeting the crisis. First an
able leader (in Mr. Radhelal Patel) took this as a challenge to manage the affairs of Panchayat and
found that GP was in deep financial crisis. Much before he took charge ,electricity was disconnected
and then a notice was served under article 40 of Panchayati Raj Act. The team of Panch was a source
of strength to the Sarpanch. Sarpanch was the real choice of villages in 2009 election and was the
only candidate among 15, who did not spend money to win the election. This was a motivating factor
to the Sarpanch that public had chosen him without any cost and it is his responsibility to prove that
villagers took a right decision. The newly elected Panchayat body with young and energetic youth as
ward members ably helped the Sarpanch in his day to day work. Out of 10 male ward members 7
are from the same age group and studied in same school and class. All the decisions of their ward
are taken by Panch, in consultation with the Sarpanch. Secondly, Bankhedi, unlike the rest of villages
in Madhya Pradesh, bubbles with industry, agricultural trade and business. This factor also helped the
Sarpanch to handle the crisis. Business and trade wants uninterrupted civic services, and for that to
happen traders, shopkeepers and industrialists helped the Panchayat in recovery of dues and more
importantly in tax compliance. Lastly, the District and Janpad administration was sympathetic to the
demands of the Bankhedi Panchayat.

Resource Mobilisation and Innovations
The major strategy adopted by Panchayat was to ensure recoveries, in each of the wards, through
the ward members and mobilisation of resources from other sources. For identification of problems
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and resolving Panchayat started to organise ward level camps on every sunday. These camps helped
Panchayat in collecting recoveries as well as resolving emerging problems. This interaction with
voters created confidence among the community that elected representatives are responsive towards
their problems and needs. Such interaction also resulted in making Panchayat accountable to the
needs of the community. Sarpanch took advantage of their previous experience, as Janpad President
of Bankhedi block and started mobilising resources from Janpad and district levels. In this series,
Panchayat has communicated their problems to higher officials and leaders. Meanwhile, team of
ward Panch also mobilised villagers for paying dues of water taxes. Apart from water dues recovery,
the Panchayat also made efforts to collects various taxes like commercial premises and shops, kiosk
etc. The shops that were in control of health department were taken by Panchayat, after a long battle.
Panchayat also shifted the Animal Sales Market from congested area to an open space of Panchayat.
This resulted in increasing collection from sales of milch animals and bulls. Efforts were also made to
enlarge the services provided by the Panchayat. From 450 water connections in 2009, not only the
coverage of piped water supply has increased to 1066 connections in the end of 2012, but also the
tax collection rate improved significantly.
Besides tax reforms, Bankhedi Panchayat also has a number of good governance practices i.e., control
over assets of Panchayat, control over government functionaries working under Panchayat jurisdiction,
re-establishing uninterrupted piped water supply system, transparency adopted by Panchayat in
providing information under RTI 2005. This might be the only Panchayat where different standing
committees – Gram Vikas Samiti and Gram Nirman Samiti (and earlier education, development and
other six committees) - are functional and supporting Panchayat to fulfil its mandate of social justice,
access to entitlements of the community and socio-economic development.

Problems Encountered
The major problem faced by Panchayat emanated from the social composition of the population of
Bankhedi; about half of the households of Bankhedi are so poor that they are not able to pay their
dues. The Panchayat was in no position to force them to pay their outstanding dues. This is becoming
a serious constraint in managing the water supply. About 50 per cent of users pay water charges at
present. The electricity bill per month is about H 75000, paying which itself is a task; with about half
of the user households too poor to pay even their current water bills. Bankhedi is a large Panchayat
covering 20 wards and a population of over 16000 persons. To serve them, Panchayat has 11 full
time and 11 part time workers, who help in running various services of Panchayat. The salary bill
of its workers, H 8 lakh per annum, is a large sum for a Panchayat to muster for services like piped
water supply, street lights, cleaning, running and maintenance of institutional assets and development
interventions. But this constraint has been turned into an opportunity by the Panchayat. The dictum of
Panchayat is if we serve the people well, they would not hesitate to pay.

Outcomes
Change in Scenario
The effect of the initiative taken by Panchayat has both direct as well as indirect benefits. The efforts
immediately paid in form of Tax Compliance. Major source of tax collection are listed in Table 1.
Presently the tax recovery rate has improved to about 50 per cent in water distribution and over
90 per cent in commercial taxation. A total tax collection of H 12.72 lakh is no mean achievement
considering that this amount was only 60 per cent during 2006-07. Because of this, different services
like water distribution, sanitation and street lights provided by Panchayat are regular.
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Table 1: Tax Collection of Panchayat, 2011-12
S.No.

Item

H

Per cent

158000

12

1

Property tax

2

Festival (Basant Panchami) tax

84000

7

3

Tax on shop

50000

4

4

Water tax

181000

14

5

Daily market tax

47000

4

6

NOC charges for construction

19000

1

7

Market fees

160000

13

8

Animal registration

168000

13

9

Rent from shops

177000

14

Tender, auction & rental

228000

18

1272000

100

10

Total

Benefits
Example of Bankhedi provides a lesson on how the Panchayats should go about managing their
financial matters, specifically putting in order their tax collection system, and taking control over their
assets. This case also could be one of the examples of participatory management and governance
within the PRI system. It is also an example of power of decentralised functioning of Panchayat system.
In Bankhedi, the Panchayat is functioning in the spirit of 73rd Amendment; every Panch is equally
participating and responsible for quality development of her/his ward. This reflects not only on working
through Panch but also resource mobilisation. Planning for activities welfare, developmental and
relating to tax was worked-out in consultation with the Panchs of different wards. Panchs were also
responsible for convincing the community, about the crisis, and steps that will be taken. Sunday meets
were organised to convince the community that the dues have to be recovered and tax compliance is
a must if the community wants to receive services from Panchayat. Because of immediate restoration
of electricity supply, community developed confidence on the newly elected body. The tax compliance
also improved.
It is fourth elected body of Panchayat and since year 1989 Panchayat is facing problem of settlement
of electricity bills, but none was able to resolve the problems. Moreover, Graph 1 indicates that
electricity dues have increased over the years. But when the newly elected body took charge, they
have shown drastic change through their effective functioning. Panchayat has cleared almost 90 per
cent of dues in last three years, through collecting different taxes and resource mobilisation from
other sources like Zilla Panchayat and local leaders. Only H 6 lakh are outstanding bills in 2013; in
2009 this amount was H 48 lakh. But more importantly, the near to collapsed tax regime, has been
revived in last three years. This has made various services of Panchayat self-sustaining. Although the
contribution of the Bankhedi Panchayat was only H 1.75 lakh, the efforts (i) to convince the district
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administration to provide financial support to Panchayat; (ii) for maintaining the piped water services
all throughout, by proper collection of water charges; and (iii) in improving tax compliance, has far
reaching consequences for working of the Panchayat.
Graph 1

Conclusions
Summary
When the new body of Gram Panchayat took over charge in February 2010, the Panchayat had an
encumbrance of H 48 lakh as outstanding electricity bills of water supply schemes. The newly elected
Panchayat, (Mr. Radhelal Patel), had priority to not only clear the encumbrance through proper
recovery from water users but also generate enough resources for efficiently running the piped water
scheme. Within first six months of his tenure, Sarpanch and his team were able to collect H 22 lakh
and paid to Electricity Company. The major strategy adopted by Panchayat was to ensure (i) recoveries
in each ward through the ward members (ii) benefits of electricity bill waiver of defunct piped water
schemes from district Panchayat and (iii) increase its liquidity by increasing assets of Panchayat and
collect various taxes like commercial premises and shops, market tax and rent.
Bankhedi Panchayat has adopted a decentralised approach in real spirit of 73rd constitutional
amendment, which has strengthened the Panchayat bodies. The decision of Panchayat on repayment
of electricity dues became a milestone, the huge amount of outstanding bills created pressure on every
ward members and they accepted the challenge. Panchayat members were aware that task was not
easy, as previous three Panchayat bodies were unable to clear the dues and it burden has increased
continuously over the years to H 48 lakh. Moreover, Panchayat resources were also not adequate
to overcome from the encumbrance. Ultimately, in the leadership of Radhelal Patel, Panchayat has
started mobilising taxes from villagers. Ward members have taken a key role and created enabling
environment, where villagers have shown their interest in repayment of dues.
Panchayat has decided that it will negotiate with electricity department. The Panchayat communicated
with electricity department and presented its case. But even after several discussions, solution to the
problem was far from the sight. In such a difficult condition, Radhelal has explored the possibilities and
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got support from Zilla Panchayat. This was the first time when Bankhedi got any additional amount
from the Zilla Panchayat to clear the electricity dues. The discussions with district administration and
electricity department brought down the pending bill from H 48 lakh to 23.6 lakh. Continued efforts of
Panchayat have finally cleared almost 90 per cent of outstanding electricity bills, which was impossible
without collective efforts of Panchayat members.

Policy Implication
In many ways Bankhedi is like a semi-urban area, where about 16000 of population depend on
Panchayat for basic services. Large size of Bankhedi generates almost three times more complications
to service its population for piped water, sanitation, and street lights, than an average Panchayat
in Madhya Pradesh. Agricultural prosperity, existence of industrial base and strong trade network
of Bankhedi notwithstanding, it is possible to replicate the experience with some help. This case,
alternatively, can be classified as case where the Sarpanch has revived the tax base of a defunct
institution.
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